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Commissioner of Agriculture A. W.
(tilman has recently sent out the quarterly Bulletin. This is the last Bulletin
tor the year and a very important one· it
should be in the hands of every farmer,
It
for it canuot fail to be of benetlt
takes up the question of "Stock Feeding"
extensively. The subject matter includes articles by Prof. J. W. Sanborn
bilmanton,
H., aud Forest
Dover. Minn., besides the methods oi
prominent dairymen in several towns in
each of the counties in Maine.
From Mr. Oilman's introduction we
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"At this season of the year, when our
barus ar«- tilled with fodders and our bins
an- tuII of grain, the important question
arises,—flow shall we feed this crop of
to receive from it the largest re
turns.' · · · It is as essential in
feeding that each animal should have
just the amount of food needed to insure
prompt growth, or a good yield of milk,
or a sufficient amount of labor to be performed, as that each individual should
*
*
.iave a properly balanced ration.
•
No farmer with any degree of intelligence will attempt to feed stock in
these days without considering the value
of the food that he is feeding both for
the growth or product of the stock and
for the plant food which it contains."
In Prof.
Sanborn's comprehensive
article on "Feeding Dairy Cows," he savs:
"All good feeding in New England
must consider the relation of the grain
ration to soil fertility. The measure of
the milk produced on the farm must be
the crops it raises, and the first requisite
of good dairying is large crop production.
Γο accomplish this end, I invariably feed
protein foods, l'rotein is the source of
nitrogen, six and one-quarter pounds of
the former being equal to one of the latter, and as a nitrogen in our superphosphates costs seventeen or more
cents per pound, the cow, through rich
protein foods, becomes the cheapest
source of this element of plant food."
"Winter Feediag" is the subject takeu
by Mr. Henry, who says in part:
"Health in the drove or the herd is all
important, therefore look to it first, both
iu the care and feed. We may get health
without profit, but we cannot get profit
without health. Low vitality means
loss
poor digestion, which iu turn means
If this is true, anyin food consumed.
thing that tends toward better health
means more profit, and is certainly desirable. Nothing is cheaper or more beneficial in this line than pure air, sunlight
and exercise. This is not only true with
the growing animals but with the fatten·
·
ing animals and the dairy herd.
•
Punctuality in feediug is a verv im»
·
·
Plenty of "pure
portant factor.
water is as important as the feed when
profits are to be realized."—Maine
Farmer.
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HORSES.

We have heavy team aud woods
horses on hand for sale at all times.
Four pairs of heavv horses acclimated.
W. J. WHEELER.
Ε. M. Til AY EH.
South Paris, Me., Oct.
LET.

TO

Tenement to let to a famllv without children.
Or
W1 give the maV» steady work ou fartn
i.l.ι hire a single man. Reference required.
Ο. Κ CUKFoRD
>outh Parle. Κ. Κ D. No. 1, Oct. 13
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Keeping Stock
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January 1,1903
Personalty appeared the above named John
L.

Jonathan Bartlett and Randall
Taylor and eeverally made oath that the foregoing accounts by them made and subscribed
M

Mowing7Fields.

the

I have kuown
in
field was cleared
the stock and let theiu run during the
autumn, keeping the grass fed down close
so there would be nothing left for winter
protection. This is one of the worst
practices that could be followed. Young
stock should usually do very well in the
pasture until the season is well advanced,
but it is necessary to pay extra attention
to the cows in autumn if a satisfactory
yield of milk is to be expected, but this
should be done by giviug feed at the barn
or iu a l«>t suited to the purpose.
Occasionally farmers sell hay to quite
an extent, and as an aid to keep up the
yield from their meadows, under these
conditions, are very careful not to have
them fed at all. This method will do for
a time, but if the practice is beneficial
under these circumstances, it should
certainly be so where all of the crops artfed on the farm and the manure made
the best use of.
Another thing, aside from the close
is
feediug of the grass, is the injury that
very liable to result from the trampling
of the cattle, and especially when the
farmers, as soon as
of the hay, to torn

u

soil is wet or soft. This, with the other
reasons advanced, should be sufficient

proof that it is not for the iuterest of the
farmer to graze his mowing fields in
50
2
autumn.—E. R. Towle in Exchange.

.......

......

off the

A very important help in keeping
mowing fields from deteriorating in yield
of hay is not allowing stock to run upon
them at any time of the year. The old
custom of feeding meadows in spring has
long been done away with, at least in the
dairy regions, but this is not the case in
Of course some do not allow
autumn.
this, but the practice is still followed by
far too many for the good of their farms.
To be sure there is quite a temptation
when there is considerable growth of
the cows
grass in the meadow to turn in
and get the benefit of it in the increased
flow of milk that would follow, but
when the «lainage to the fields in consewill
quence is takeu into account, it
usually be found to bo a losing business.
If there is a large second growth of
well
grass, which there should be on
cared for meadows, it had better be
either
green
mowed and fed to the cows,
or made into hay, and early enough in the
to
amount
sufficient
season to allow of a
come on and cover the ground completely
before cold weather. This winter protection of the roots of the grasses isof the
greatest importance anil should be encouraged to the greatest practicable
extent, at least iu the portions of the
country where the winters are long anil
severe, or where there is more or less an
absence of snow. The mowing fields
will hold out much better in production
when not fed in autumn, other things

COUNTY COMMISSIONERS' COURT
December

Phtlbroâk,

CHARLES F. WHITMAN.
Clerk Sup. Jud. Court.
examine·) and audited the above
accounts, we allow the following sum*
·» U
To John M. Pbllbrook
W 3S
To lonathan Bartlett
To Randall L. Taylor77 43
ELLERY C. PARK. County Attorney.
CHARLES F. WHITMAN. Clerk S.J. Court

Having

Foot and Mouth Disease.
Secretary of Agriculture Wilson stated

hoped
that within ten days
that every animal in New England which
or
been
had contracted
exposed to the
disease would have been killed. Already
in
over 1.300 animals have been killed
Massachusetts.
Maine is still free from the disease but
the official* are still taking every precaution to prevent its spread. The commissioners have repeated the warning
first
given out by the Farmer when the sent
signs of trouble appeared and have
broadcast a caution to all stock-keepers to
see that no
buyers visited their
he

Saturday

foreign

barns at present as is likely to be the cast
when the Massachusetts markets art
opened. There is great danger that tht
infection might be brought in by this way,
and as we are now free, we must takt
measures to remain so.
There can be no doubt that Maint
cattle will find a ready market when tht
quarantine in other parts of New England
is removed.—Maine Farmer.

We believe that the immediate future
is to be the harvest time for the up-to
date Maine stock grower. Times have
been so good for the last few years foi
A true copy—attext
stuck growers that it has been thoughl
CHARLES F. WHITMAN.Clerk S J. Court. that the end of such good times must ol
an
necessity be near, but events which
PROBATE NOTICES.

To all nersons interested In either of the estates
hereinafter named
At a Probate Court, at Parle, In vacation,
la and for tne County of Ox font. In December,
In the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and
The following matter having been μ retwo
en ted for the action thereupon hereinafter Indicated. tt 1· hereby OU>!UUtI> :
That notice thereof be given to all person· In
le reeled by causing a copy of this order to be
three weeks successively la the Ox
1 Democrat, a newspaper published at South
Part·, la said County, tnat thev nay appear at a
held
at
Parle, on
Proliate Court to be
the third Tuesday of Jan., A. D. IMS, at 9 of the
be
heard
thereon if
and
tn
the
forenoon,
clock

constantly transpiring would seem
show the fallacy of that view of the situ
1
U

While the foot and mouth disea.s<
ο
scourge has stopped all shipments
stock from this market of late it takei
but a moment to see that if the dreat I
disease can be kept out of our state it'
visitation to the balance of New Englaw I
will be worth a great deal to Maim
cattle growers. Already there have beei
not a few inquiries made as to a proba
ble milk supply from Maine in casi »
the disease in Massachusetts, Vermon t
and Khode Island is not immediate!; r
they see cause.
stamped out. This is not wholly 01 ρ
LOUISE J. UUKNEY, late of Sumner, deaccount of the large number of milkini
ceased. Will and petition for probate thereof
but be 1
presented >.y Lucien M. Robinson, the executor herds that are bâug destroyed,
therein named.
interruption ο 1
cause of the general
business on account of the disease
ADDISON Ε. H ERR ICE, Judge of Mid Court.
A true oopy—aneet:
—Turf, Fana and Home.
ALBERT D. PARK,:

Citlehed

Growth

—

Stalk

anil

Syatem.
Alfalfa sends down deep Into the
From this tapsoil α large taproot.

large side roots branch
Frequently the taproot will di-

root

numerous

out.

vide. sometimes several times, each
main branch growing downward. We
have followed this taproot to a depth
of ten feet in stiff hurdpan subsoils in

eight-year-old alfalfa without finding
the end. The routs extend fifteen to
thirty feet and mure in depth, in fairly
Secretary F. I). Coburu ol'
go >d soils.
Kansas records an instance of a min-
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ation.

States gives free entry loto this countrr
of the product· of the Newfoundland fisheries. Its ratification would result la serlaus Injury to our fishing Interests by open·
There Is not a single stork fire Insurant
to tbe markets of this country th«
01 ; In*
company organized tinder the laws
of Newfoundland In competition
Maine, which Is doing business in the *tat<
products
at the present time, our fire underwrltln)
with our own.
The welfure of the const of Maine rebeing largely done by foreign corporations
Nineteen companies, with capital aggre
quires us to do everything In our power
th<
from
$4.500.000. withdrew
to prevent Its acceptance.
gating
t<
Is
now
It
and
Impossible
state In llHil.
PENSIONS.
secure adequate Insurance In licensed com
panles. It Is tiuwlse to Impose upon thesi
Two thousand, two hundred and nlnetyI'RIMARY ELECTIONS.
corporations unnecessary or burdensome re
strictions, which must either force then
eleht porno us In 358 towns, dries and planto withdraw from the state, or charge In
tations receive state pensions. One thouEvery safeenard of the general electlot
creased premiums for Insurance.
sand. two hundred and eighty-three are
Dm
should lie placed ahont the caucus.
numbei
much
smaller
a
been
has
There
paid #2.00 per month, and only 17-1 receive
present systcjii Is llnhle to grave abuse
One thousand, two
of Incendiary fires since the law was en
over $4.00 per month.
and I earnestly recommend and urge tin
t<
commissioner
the
authority
acted giving
hundred and sixty-seven of these pensionennct ment of a direct primary law whicl
During the past t\v<
make investigations.
ers are Invalids, and 02H are widows.
will more completely preserve the purity 01
convictec
the ballot. and under severe penalties pre
years several persons have been
Though the amount paid to each Is small,
and
of Incendiarism, and are now confined it
vent the members of one party from nar
many a home is relieved from want
state
In
lie
of
the
Tin
eauciiser.
another.
prison.
sutlcrlng
thereby, mid the recipients are
tleipatilig
1
lire
In
loss
thli
withthe
themselves
by
In 1901
thus enabled to maintain
property
necessity for muni» action Is so apparent as
state was $2,170.024. The insurance loss 01
out other public aid. Tills Is but a slight
to make eo'iinieiit on my part unnecessary
the same was $1,&>β.723, leaving a dlrcel
There have been s.. many Instances «if ir
recognition of our obligation to those valthai
more
loss to property owners of
iant men who nobly fought for their counregular pract» -es In the primaries that sonn
direct ami com rolling legislation is im
$800,000 during η single year.
try in Its lime of peril. 1 know it is unIt
Increase
of
a
very large
There has been
necessary fr>r me to urge the continuance
peraiivcly demanded.
the amount of business done In this stati
the appropriation required for their relief.
th<
during
insurance
life
companies
THE I'ROIIIIMTORY LAW.
by the
On December Mist. 1901
last ten yeats.
KA1LKOADS.
risks to the amount of $7β.4·Ι2.ΗΓ»7 were It
An awakowi puldle sentiment among tin
force, as against $.'51,72ii.4.'lii on Decembei
The total mileage of steam railroads In
people of Maine demands a more complet*
81st. 1801. There has also been a large In
the state is 2.000.51. a gain of 81.53 miles
and vigorous enforcement of the prohlhl
crease In the membership of the frntenm
during the past year. Ί his gain is due to
tory law. In nearly all our country townt
the construction of the Fish itlver Kallroad
flic' law Is respected and obeyed. It !s ir
beneficiary organizations, whose tncnihcn
are to be found In nearly every town In tin
from Ashland to Fort Kent, 52.50 miles, an
tiie cities and larger villages that It has
Over no class or Insurance corpora
state.
been most frequently and persistently vlo
extension of the Bangor & Aroostook Kailsr
the
law
the
give
does
department
of
Is
condition
tlons
This
road from Vun Huron two miles up the St.
luted.
tilings
appar
little control, and there are none whose
John Hiver; an extension of the Kumford
••litly due to the fact that In the large)
be more carefully gunrd
should
has
been
an
actlvt
there
Falls A
wanting
operations
Hangeley Lnkax Hallroad north
places
ed and j»rot«»cted.
from Hemls. 12.·»' miles·, au extension of
and healthy sentiment In support of tht
The fees of this department In lR7t
the Wlscasset, Watervllle & Farmlngton
law. and indifference and opposition hav«
amounted to $:t.777. no tax being Impose*'
Kail road from Weeks Mills to Winslow, 14
made Its enforcement more difficult.
In 1902 the fees collected
at that time.
miles- the ernstruction of a branch of the
Disrespect of one law breeds disrespect
lork Harbor A Hcach Kallroad In Klttcry,
of all law. nnd there Is a growing apnre
by the Insurance commissioner amounted
."4 of a mile, aud a change In remeasureelation of the far-reaching demorallzatior
to ΙΙϋ,ΙίϋΛ.ΓιΟ. the largest In the hlstury «il
mout of .03 of η mile.
that comes from the failure to houestlj
the department; at.·! (lie l;.\ jaii; I y Ihf
It.fal
There are 342.08 miles of street railways
und fearlessly administer every law upot
compnuits was ?7!·.1_ϊ.Γ\ ι:ι::.
In the state, all but three miles being opour statute books.
revenue from this source of
erated by electricity, a gain of 50.07 miles
the
see
that
is
to
Ollicers whose duty It
d'iriiig the past year.
FOUESTUY.
!
law Is observed have no option in the mat
I Mi rllig the year ending June 30. 1!*>2. the
ter. if they respect their official obligatiot
n'.ir a t.iosl
loner,
("iiunils:
gross earning* of tin steam railroads of
The
forewtrv
and are true to their otllclai oath; but i i
Ι«·ιι.
.Maine
wen >1 1.7<53.iHL\.fs»{, a gain over the
r<|f>rn
cap-ful and tiioroi.gb invectivai
is most Important that every law shouli
and an Increase
d.;y "·ν«·ι
that there is s'.andlng In Maine
previous year of $833.U00.no.
be sustained by an uftqucstloned pnbili
In the last ten years of $4.841.850.02. It
feet ··( »|"'»"ee t t:nl'· r. not lesi
21.Ί00.<ΗΗΐ.η00
sentiment, for officials elected by populai
«>1
the
lu
»'!tt
lie
i
seen that
will thus
receipts of our
than !· inches lu dl aetcr. .·,:
t<
ft*· tu
suffrage seldom rise to higher çonceptloni i feet. TIm· annual growth vm
steam railroads have nearly doubled since
of public duty than Is represented by tbi
oi
r
18112.
4 per cent., a«eor«!.iig to t!:· el a.'a«t<
prevailing sentiment of their constituents.
The number of tons of freight carried In
the soil and other conditions, and t!ie mni
Good citizens may differ among Ν»!'1"
1002 was 8,8118,30.'», a gain over the year
it la safe to nsmnm· thai
Idlen*
mlssloner
selves as to the best method of eontendinj ! wheu cnt judiciously. It will ntake an av
1802 of δ.!??!,.':!''.) tons, or a I situ 150 per cent.
with the liquor evil, but they cannot af
or 1M0.
Ί he gross earnings of tin· street railways
era go yearly grow;h >.f
p r «· :it
f< nl to be otherwise than a unit In de
fet t ol
for the year ending June 30. Iinr2, were
Al»»iit
iMHi.tMNt fret.
manding the faithful, fearless, atul linpnr sp/uee was cut In the state during the sea
$1,573.1>03.Ι>Ί. Fight thousand, four hundred
tlal enforcement of every existing law, s<
and seventy-nine persons were employed
son of 1!hi| ·_·■ which Is somewhat in excesi
few
long as it continues to be the law.
the
for
past
of the average amount
upon both steam and strret railroads, who
Among some of the most earnest nn< I years.
received durlne the year, wages amounting
sincere friends of temperance in the state
to *4,438,383.2*
It Is evldiur that the gro*vth of oui
there is a strong feeling that the prohinl
I
keeping pace wltl
spruce forest* Is nearly
torv amendment should again be submltte·
PEMAQUID COMMISSION.
the amount Mini:i«lly ο·ιηκιιιιι<<Ι. They ari
to "the people, that they may have an op
Indus
our
be
exterminated
by
not likely to
portunity to declare themselves upon thi
The commissioners In charge of Fort
tries, lull their greatest danger ts from tire
ex
Willi.·'m Henry ut Pomaquld will ask for
question. They believe that such an re
it Is estimated that there is also abou
give
would
will
of
the
Andros
popular
In tillpression
an
Ιί.οοη.οοο.οοο feet of
appropriation sufficient to properly pre
newed strength to the law. and lead ti coggin valley, in New spruce
serve ami care for the fort, as well as for
Hampshire, for whicl
more complete and thorough cnforccmen
the many valuable memorials which have
tile natural outlet Is the pulp and saw tnilli 1
otli
in those portions of the state where
been found there. Their report, which will
of .Maine. The new Fish River Kallroat
1
clals have failed to do their duty.
scon be before you, la full of Interelt. and
will turn η large part of the forest producti
If you are satisfied thnt the people de
some account of the work which lias
to Maine manufacturers
of
section
gives
thai
sire to express themselves upon tills mat
already l>een done In tills direction by citiwhich formerly went down the St. Jobi
A small amount
ter. it will be your duty to give them ai
zens of Bristol and others.
Brunswick.
New
Hiver
to
thi
opportunity to definitely pass upon
There Is alsj a large growth of valuabli
only would be required to preserve and to
whole question at the polls.
some degree restore this aueicut forillicahard woods of various kinds which wll
ultimately be a source of great wealth f I tiuu.
AGRICULTURE.
the state and give employment to a largi
PUBLIC BUILDINGS.
number of people.
The commissioner of agriculture report
The forestry commissioner, who has con
,
care
thnt our agricultural Interests are in
the
with
Under
great
management and direction of
ducted Ills Investigations
,
flourishing condition, and that there is
efficient
our
superintendent of public
has been aided In his work by the Unite·
tli<
st.
g feeling of encouragement among
needed improvements have
which
durinj
of
buildings,
many
States department
forestry,
These
farmers of the state.
been made In the state capltol.
tiie past year sent an expert, accompanlet
Stat
stati
The experiment station and the
this
have
which
siren our State Hoom»
to
foresters,
ten
changes,
by
experienced
tin
teaching
much
1
are
by
mouth!
aiding
creditable
University
a much more
appearance, have
to study our forests. Nearly three
science of agriculture. They are constant
been made ut comparatively small cost and
was spent In the work and the informatloi 1
and nev
truti"·
new
to
of
light
value.
bringing
the
be
of
without
any large or unly
necessity
thus obtained will
great
effect; It ,
methods, which have a mark
usual appropriations.
There are about SO.OOO acres of school ο
n
slat·
of
tlic
stimulating every line of farm work, i
«'are
the
under
lands
more general use of modern farm tuacniti
BUREAU OF INDUSTRIAL AND LABOK
and agent. These lands are located It
hav
it
STATISTICS.
cry and better scientific knowledge
eighty different plantations, situated
without
served to stimulate production
About $l.'J.0O'> has beet
eountli-s.
eleven
Crops, w'itl
tltn
Interest In the re·
the
a
from
Is
There
corresponding Increase In cost.
the
growing
received
year
during
past
,
the single exception of corn, have lieei
ber on these lands, of which ucarlv $1,(RH
ports of the bureuu of industrial and labor
am I
l'rices have been high,
abundant,
1-requen
atatlstlcs as the value of the work done
was collected in trespass cases.
farmers have found a ready market to
by this department becomes better known
complaints of trespass upon public lands an
tlicir products.
This Is shown In a conand understood.
received, and on account of the tracts belni
The commissioner further says that til
labo
and
time
much
so widely scattered,
stantly Increasing demand for these re·
condition of our farmers as a whole is con
and by the large number of inquiries
In making Investigation am 1
is
ports,
required
<
statulv improving. Their Indebtedness ha
received regarding tlie various Industries
properly protecting the state's Interest.
largely been decreased and many mort
aud resources of the state, which has
'lue laud agent alsn has the care of In
bet
1
In
gages'have been canceled. I'nrmsandarethru
Washingtoi
so
added
called.
muterlully to the work of this dedlan
township,
t
ever
before,
than
acres
ter equipped
partment.
county. This town contains 2*J.4oO
and prosperity nre everywhere notieeanU
with youni
Is
and
covered
located
well
It
is
i
The usual number of farmers· Institute
STATE LIBRA Κ Y.
trees of different varieties which are niak
at
have been held, and have been well
is fertile and I
I lug rapid growth. The soil
tended. Their work Is of great educations
laud.
state
The
library bas been greatly exIs α valuable tract of
value and is fully appreciated. The com
tended Hiid developed during the past two
mlssloner lias endeavored to secure the mos [
of Its work which Is
The
section
HOAUS.
STATE
years.
in tn
practical and successful agriculturists
evidently of the greatest interest to the
ο
Is that connected with the traveling
country as Instructors, and the corps
and five towns have taket
hundred
One
!
teachers at the University of Maine hav
There are now eighty of these
Ibrarles.
advantage of the act passed by the las
ο [
aided greatly In promoting the success
'libraries Id active use. or four thousand
legislature, which provided for the improve
these meetings.
there
▼olume·, and the records returned to the
meut of certain highways designated
r
I am convinced tha
Crop bulletins have been issued qunrteri,
state librarian show that these books an-1
by as state mads.
beet
whole
the
on
during the year. They are sent to betweci
have
these expenditures
Dually afford entertulninent and Instruction
th
seven and eight thousand farmers of
They are
to over forty thousand readers.
1 wisely and Judiciously made, and I beilevi
offers
state, going largely to those who have pet
thus
established
Increasing In use In the small towns and
that the system
of road im
eonailv expressed a desire to receive then)
and even In the lumber
and
plan
neighborhoods,
progressive
practical
The'Maine Dairymen's Association, whlcl J provement. free from many of the objec
They are Bought after by high
camps.
includes In its membership many of tn
schools, and prove very helpful to study1
tlons which have been urged against othe
most progressive dairymen in the state, ao
There are over one
clubs and granges.
methods.
vocates of the employment of an lustructo: !
This appropriation should be continued
thousand institutions and organizations of
whose duty It shall be to urge better met ο t i«ud should
kinds In Ma:ae, representITfg over
be large enough so that ever;
various
ods In the production and handling of mil
town which may desire to enjoy its benefit
fifty thousand readers, which have a right
of its pro
and cream, the work to be under the dlrec
to demand the use of these libraries, or of
f may be able to take advantage
re
a
town
tion and control of the commissioner ο
wl.-lch
may
amount
The
visions.
any single volume that can safely be
agriculture.
loaned from the state library.
celve should also be increased.
I
Much can be done for the advaneemen
There can be little doubt that the numof our dairy Interests, if proper effort 1 •
THE ST. LOUIS EXPOSITION TO COM
ber of these libraries must be doubled withο
value
made along the right lines and the
MliMOUATE Till·: LOUISIANA
in the next few years, to meet the demand
these products can be largely Increased.
PURCHASE.
that now exists for thum, unless the legisc
A mnn thoroughly equipped for the wor
lature shall consider It wise and just to
author
scsslou
and competent to give Instruction coul
last
The legislature at Its
place some limitation upon the use of the
rreatlv stimulate the growth of this indus
the appointment of a commission ti
state library in educating the people, and
Ized
methods
best
of
the
a
state
the
Introduction
the
of
interests
try by
shall restrict within more narrow limits the
have charge of the
It is unnecessary for me to urge the Itr
books that may be loaned.
the St. l/ouls Exposition to commémorât
In
every
possibl
of
This
encouraging
exposition
portanee
Not only bus this section of the library
:
the Louisiana purchase.
upo
wav
the Interests of agriculture,
will be held at St. Louis In 1904
which
work been largely Increased, but the exwhich so many of our people depend fo r will be International lu Its character an<
change of public documents and reports
The
three
employment and support.
prosper» bring together exhibits of every klm ha* nearly doubled within the last
set apart
It is deslrabli
of the fanner means the prosperity of tn
all parts of the world.
from
years, and It will be necessary to
whole s:pte. and his Interests are the tnoe
that tiie resources of the state be crédita
for its use an increased number of each of
important that are entrusted to our care.
these publications. IC this system of exbly n-preseuted and particularly that wi
should take advantage of this opportunlt;
change und distribution Is to be main
*
MAINE CATTLE COMMISSION.
tulned.
to make more widely known the attrac
suniinc
to
the
The library has grown very rapidly
tlons which Maine presents
Tho cattle commissioners haw condemne I
visitor aud sportsman.
through the acquisition of books and other
b
should
nr.<l destroyed more cattle and horses dui
A
reasonable
works
appropriation
relating to historical studies, aud In
,
ing tlie past two years tlian ever before I n made for this purpose.
IH legal sectlan. I Hiring the past two years
the same period. Owners of cattle ar
books aud pamphlets have
thousand
ten
It now contains over I.h.imi
coming better to understand the dangers ο
been added.
INLAND FISHERIES AND GAME.
tuberculosis. and the commissioners ar
law reports, digests and statutes, embracin the United
called upon to make a larger number of It
In twenty-five states of the Union, am
ing decisions of every court
vesications. As a result, uianv more case throughout tlie Dominion of Canada. II
States, Canada, England. Ireland aud Scot
non-resl
ale being discovered, and better protectlo
before
another
not
library east of
land. There Is
censes must be secured
Is being afforded from the danger of lnfe(
Host oil so fully and completely equipped
dents may hunt certain «ami·, or hunt a
the lawState
t loll.
the
student,
the
United
of
of
use
net-lions
the
for
some
in
alt.
as this
Tue librarian re
The appropriation made by the last legli
the privilège of bunting is not extended ti
yer or the man of afTalrs.
lu
of
of
inch
Inture has proved Inadequate, and you wi
commissioners
available
space
The
that
every
non-residents.
ports
It I
be asked to grant a still larger sum.
where a hook call be placed Is now occulaud fisheries and game In their annual «
liret:
the
outside
receive,
storeroom
unnecessary for me to point out the In
will
which
shortly
that
every
you
port,
pied:
there is
portance of continuing this work. I knoi
oininend the enactment of η license law t
brary proper is crowded, anil that which
amouo
to
room In
hunters of larg
additional
of
need
you will willingly provide whatever
to
noil-resident
urgent
apply
as
revenu
may be needed to enable the commissioner
put the rapidly accumulating volumes,
game. This would alTord sulhclcnt
am
to pay promptly for uII cattle and hors*
to provide au efficient warden service
well as to provide spuce for the uccomuiofron
which they may tlnd It necessary to d<
our
Kamiat the same time protect
stroy.
being destroyed by a class of hunters wh
come tti Maine lu Increasing numbers earl
GUARD.
THE NATIONAL
union
year, leaving little If any money
tu
our people, und apparently relying upon
The total number of citizens of this stati
sale of the game which they may sccur
and
fortj
between the ages of eighteen
or ail of the expense ο
to
defray
part
five, able to perform military duty, accort
their vacations. Sm-u visitors are not dt
lng to the last returns. Is 104.2i!8. IJnd»
slrable. They are not a Source of any rev
the present law, the active mlUtin Is dei
I can personal I
enue to our people, and
Ignated "The National Guard of the Stat
no reason
why the state of Main
see
"
of Maine." As now constituted, It couslst
maintain a game preserve for thci
When the
should
of two regiments of Infantry of twelve con
free of cost. The property of all our ρι
of the expense of mail
panles each; η naval reserve;a a signalofcorps
Its
bears
part
a
pie
come
131
total
penny in the
and an auiublance corps;
talnlng this department, yet only a portloIt
men.
our citizens participate directly In
of
is an old time
η
There has been great Improvement In th
benefits.
Why, then, should not citizens
work of these troops as a result of th
other states who come here to share thes
active Interest In the sen-Ice which ho
It often seems to
some part of the cost ο
bear
privileges
Th
been shown by both officers and men.
their maintenance}
has riven us many Vetera
numbe
War
much
a
larger
ou.
As time goes
no one has ever
Spanish
work
officers, whose services are of great valut
of people will come to Maine each year t
and whose work has done much to lmprov
and to hunt and tist
racatlous
their
spend
lold
s
the morals and increase the efficiency t
No other state In the Union presents
The annual encampment hii
and we shout
the guard.
many attractions as ours,
don
Is
been productive of good results, and hot
When mothers arc worried
see to it that everything possible
reslden
regiments have made noticeable and pralsi
to bring the desirable summer
b
should
advancement.
l)ur
worthy
game
within our borders.
b.'cause the children do not
our lake
The slgual corps and ambulance corf
fully protected, and above all
are worthy of special mention for the prt
wherever
practicabb
and streams should,
and flesh we
lis
flclency of their drill and the Interest wnlc
be stocked with the product of our
their members manifest In the discharge c
hatcheries.
Scott's Emulthem
their duties.
I know that you fully appreciate th
sr.y
li
The mitai reserve, consisting of thrt
great Importance of the tlsli and game
Is
most
forti
wl
men,
and
officers and forty-six
sion.
terests to the people of the state,
nate In being commanded by officers wh
take such action as is necessary to malti
have made tnemselves thoroughly famlllu
our present advantageous position
tain
It is like the penny in the
The command woul
with their duties.
these matters.
not suffer by comparison with any slmlU
The
milk because it works and
practlci
organization In the country.
STATE UOAttD OK HEALTH.
ex|>erlence which the men have gained lu
nil
the
and
a result of their cruise each summer,
state
because there is
It Is the duty of the
and healt
familiarized them with the service pe
nldpailty to protect the lives
healll
of
board
formed at sea, both officers and men belt]
The
state
about it.
of Its citizen·.
col
assigned to regulnr duty and treated I
lu co-opcmtiou with the local boards,
of tt
whle
every way as If they were members
stltutes a public health tfgaulzatloii
Scott's Emulsion is
lu
United States navy.
Is doing work of the greatest value and
11
to
portance. We have comethe rely upon
of
of pure cod liver oil
INSURANCE DEPARTMENT.
ep
from
a
us
danger
efTorts to guard
I
demies and I believe that our contldeuee
full
is
There was no supervision of Insurant
some
the efficiency of this departuieut
In Maine prior to 1888, at which time ti
warranted.
office of bank and Insurance examiner wi
the past two years small-iiox hn
During
for
Insurant
of
the com
In 1870 the office
created.
been widely prevalent throughout
commissioner was established and u sep;
surrounded li
try, but our state, although
Of
was
slxt;
littl·
organized.
rate department
stomachs.
the danger of Infection, has suffered
eight foreign tire and marine Insuran·
and the outbreaks of this disease have
companies then doing business In the stat
Children take to it
α rule been promptly suppressed.
100
of
<
but twenty remained at the close
There has ueen α marked diminution
as
Of forty-four old-line life Insurance con
tuberculosis,
like the taste
the death-rate from
because
<
shown by the reports of the department
vital statistics. The decrease of the nui;
as
takes
the
and
in the la:
ber of deaths from this cause
decade has been more than twenty-five pi
bechildren
The right of suffrage. which Is the high
est privilege of citizenship. 1b the verj
foundation of our form of government
Justice demands thnt the law should he s<
modified that every man mn.v exercise hh
franchise according to his own views ant!
wishes, without endangering his liai lot.
I commend this matter to your enrefu
Consideration and trust yon will ennct sucl
changes in the law as will render It nior<
easily understood, while preserving everj
essential feature of Its present provisions.
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KOCK-YEAR-OLD PLANT.
[Alfalfa plant on upland, four years old;
seventy stalks from one root. llelKht of
plant, thirty-six inches Shows effect of
disk harrow Id splitting crown.]

Ing tunnel being driveu Into the side
of a mountain below an alfalfa field.
Alfalfa roots came through the roof of
the tunnel, which was lit) feet below
the surface of the alfalfa field.
The young plant consists of a number
of brunches springlug from a central
stalk. As the plant becomes older the
larger of these stems thicken close to
the base of the plaut and spread out
along the ground nearly horizontal, the
group of branches forming a
Each of the thick branches
crown.
which form tlie crown sends up stalks.
Sometimes a branch will send down a

entire

second taproot, but with most plants
this is not the case.
When the upright alfalfa stems are
cut in grazing or haymaking, the stubble dies down to the branches which
form the crown, and new branched
up from buds on the crown.
When young alfalfa is grazed closely,
a crown cannot forui. and continued
cropping weakeus the root, and the
start

plant dies.

When the crown is bruised or slightly cut. as iti harrowing ami disking,
new buds are developed, and the number of branches or stems thrown tip by
the plaut is luereused.—II. M. Cottrell,
Kansas Station.

FARM DAIRYING.
The Creamer? Failure· and Private
Dairies— \ CIiuiikImk Sllnnliou.

It Las been very noticeable of late
that the papers are giviug a great deal
of spate to the subject of farm dairying. whereas a few years ago they tilled
their columns with articles in favor of
the
creamery if, in fact, they did

public

uot. as was frequently the case, slander private dairying, says American
Cultivator. Like every movement, the
public creamery has its reaction. Creameries were built where none was needed. Large ones were built where small
ones only should have been planned.
Some were built where there may have
been milk enough, but no dairy knowledge among the patrons sufficient to insure intelligent handling of the farm
eud of the business. Now the private
is coming again to the front. It

dairy

is more and more recognized
important item in agriculture.
Grain

aud

Beef

Vemua

as a

very

Milk.

An unusual number of creamery failthat
ures are reported, aud it is claimed
have
high prices for grain aud beef
enticed so many away from dairy work
that the milk supply has fallen otT un-

til the creameries can no longer run
It is shortsighted policy
at a protit.
dairying because other
to altandon
lilies are paying so well just now. The
Inevitable reaction niust come, and
when it does dairying will pay when
from
every other industry is suffering
It has been so in the past,
hard times
and history repeats itself.
Farmer* Learn From Creamerlea.
The dairy papers report a serious falldising off in milk in the great Elgin
trict. The falling off for one week is

4U.0OU pounds, and this, too,
placed
at a time when fresh cows are coming
in and usually there is an increase.
This condition. Farm aud Rarch thinks,
ever increasmay be attributable to the
ing number of milk producers who,
having learned the art. are ruining private dairies and getting the highest
at

prices for their butter.

Shredded.
Take time to live. "We i»ass this waj
but once."
If there Is any direct way for imIn iHiimal or plant, it is by
Cat and

provement

cultivation and selection.
The farm paper makes a mistake
when it tries to aid only the most prowin anygressive readers. They can

way.
Beware of the "slick" agent and sign
nothing for him.
John Locke says the best place In the
world to raise a child Is in an honest

Th0

GOVERNOR BILL'S
ANNUAL MESSAGE
iicntl'Hii'ii of the Seventy-First Legislature:
As
representatives of the sovereign
charged with tin· ilutν ami responsi[copie,
of
enacting such Icgis'aiinn as «ill
bility
l est proiiKitc the common go.nl. the obligathe
tion which yon have accepted demands
Most faithful ami devoted service that yon
Maine Icgislaturi s have ever
can render.

314 P,,r

been composed of high-minded. patriot
oi
cieti, who have had the best interest
state ai heart. Titer have heeii men ν
Kl
qualified tiy pmcllcal experience theirdii
and manage |»iihllc affairs. :·η>1
««Irish labors tor th.- «encrai welfare have
wmi the merited approbation of their felYou will enter upon tin· lalow citizens.
horions mid exacting duties of tlu· present
«essi.i® with the same Just ami generous
measure of public contidcncc a:nl s'iptiort
that has been accorded your predecessors.
ive
Into your hands the ρ <·ρ!ι· of .Maim I:
given the affairs of our sine ii: the full
failli that, recognizing the «rave ι···ρ :ι.·ΐMllt.v of the trust, you will adiiiinUter !"
a
wisely and well. It is a pli-asi ·ιn· and
lin· Cap.
privilege lor nie to welcome you
.u'.v
lie
ri
I'ol and to assure yon thai l' shail
rl all times to heartily cn-operaic with you
In «very m-Msure calculated to proun-tc tin·
best Inicresls of III!· people ivlioltl Wi ale
honored to represeut.
I he future is full of promise, ami the
evidences <if continued progress am! dcvelour
opinent may be seen on every Ii:: ml.
various industries are as a ri'ilc successful
and giving employment to mon· people ιΙι.ίιι
to
ever before, ami every Indication points'
the continued growth and prosperity of the
whole state.
<·

/

a

substantial Incr·

i,vc

In

rcv-uues, as a res u 11 of legislation en
acted two years ago, which placed ii|ioii the
a
larger
corporate interests of tin· state
Not only has
share of the publie burdens.
been
$.'100,000
of
loan
entire
the
temporary
Dald. but <.'ti!.n hi on account of tin· Eastern
Maine Insam Hospital ami s11 li· ».< m m of 11ι·
funded debt as w«ll. while the amoral of
cash ou hand Hco tuber 31st «as .<·240.ιι|.·>.·!7
greater tbau on the corrcspiniiiug date two
years ago.
This is a net gain of $7I i.0i:t.G7 in the
las; twi) years.
f*he total revenue of the state Γ··γ 111·· two
i;« -j. was Si.
years ending iieceinlier ::is:.
4.':o.lti.->.r,2. Th·· amount of easli on hard
sT'.i.nl. mai;
was
I'hio.
$i:is
Oeeendier olst.
The amont t
In- η totul of Jf-t.i;j*i.!iS-l..":{.
iliis
during
period was $4.190.091.ST., leaving a balance ou hand licceni
ι h,- «renter
her ::ist. PMC', of $4:ΐ8.>!ΐ2.(ί8.
Im n·
portion of this sum will, however.
soen pay
obligations
lo
discharge
•lulred
alile, and to meet pri mptl\ tie- regular mid
legitimate demands upon the Treasury, for
It should be renu mbered that the state revdo
enues during the lirst part of the year
not equal it» necessary expenditures bv several hundred thousand dollars.
The various state deparimonts and Insti
tutlons have been managed w'th care and
our

disbujrsed

•
anee

ot

There was .mi unexpended bal
to $:!2appropriations amounting
lose
at

"iHUiT reverting to the trcasurv
of 1901, nud of Nt4.liii2.S5 at" the close oi
1902.
From time to Mme an opportunitv Is offered for the purchase of state bonds of
varions maturities nud I believe it would
f.<· sniiml Imsinrsv policy. :iml for tin» *ntcrest of the state, to give ihe treasurer
authority to buy such bonds whcnevci
\V(
funds are available for the purpose.
should take advantage of these opportuulour
funded
reduce
more
to
t'es
rapidly
debt, which otherwise can oui ν be paid as
it matures.
Seventy thousand dollars becomes due
nml payable annually urtil 1912; then $78.OfO each year until 1922. and after that
Jts.iHio annually i.niil 1929. when the last
is
payment is made and the entire debt
disclia rged.
The net j!mount of state tax assessed
during the |ast two year»·, «"as $"90,034.30,
the total tax assessed against the cities.
organized plantations being Sl.747.477.30. nml the amount of the scho >1
fund and mill tax which they received
$l'.1.*i2.442.05;
state
treasury.
the
from
$SH.i.4."il.42 was paid bv the twentv cities
was paid bv the
of the state.
bv
towns and plantations, and
The twentv
the owners of wild lauds.
cities paid Into the treasury ?t2G,320.JC
more than they received from the school
fund and 258 towns and plantations, or
than one-half, received from the
more
school fund more than the state tax assessed against them. The average net state
tax of the twenty cities of the state was
l.4<! mills on each dollar of valuation, and
for the towns ami organized plantations,
the average rate was one-half a mill on
ench dollar.
In addition to $1,701,570.32 received from
"" clt,ps· towns, plantations and
wild lands during the past two years, the
tax on savings banks has amounted to
$ 1.1)38.191.48; on trust and banking companies. $45,147.6β; the tax on railroads was
$iil.S,4<9.92; on telegraph and telephone
companies. $36,809.91; on express coincompanies.
panies, $17,320.32: on Insurance
3152.208.20; on collateral inheritances. $78,·

towns_nnd
_

$942.020.&

$Μ7.!Ι74.ίϊ8

ι.',1?*

828.43;

on

sations of
«Ι her taxes

corporations, $78,140.00; organinew
corporations. $131,485.00;

and miscellaneous items. $441.·
PL4.27; making the total revenue from all
source· $4.430.103.52.
KTATR

VAT.Ï7ATIOX.

The state nsseesors report nn Incrense of
tS.8S0.227.00 during the past two years In
the valuation of the cities, towns and plantation*. their total valuation now being
1325.048.121.00. Wild lands are valued at
*25.528.030.00, an Increase of $6,401..123.00,
which together with nn Increase of $247,408.00 on tlinlK'r. nnd grass on public lots,
makes a total Increase In valuation of $15,529.248.00.
The assessors have labored earnestly and
zealously to ascertain the time value of
which
property In the state. The figures
they prcflpnt have been carefully made,
and show clearly nnd forcibly the prosperity of our people.
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UNIVKKS1TY OF MAINK.

Ihiring (lie past year there hns been η
large Increase In the number of students attending the State T'niverslt.v. The condition of this Institution seetns entirely satisfnctor.v from every point of view.
One hundred and sixty new students entered the university in the fall of 1!H>2.
every county In the state· being now represented. There are twenty-three students
from outside the state, nineteen being from
Massachusetts, two from New Hampshire,
one from New Jersey and one from Khode
Island. Of the freshman elans, one hundred and one st idents entered upon technical courses, Including agriculture. The
number of students in the Institution pursuing technical studies Is two hundred and

students ensixty-seven.
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Yoo don't and can't· if your storaac
is weak. A weak stomach does not d
all that is ordinarily taken into i

gest
It gets tired easily, and what it fails
digest is wasted.
Among the sign» of a weak stomac
ne
are uneasiness aftor eating, fits of
belcl
vous headache, and disagreeable

ing.

"I have taken Hood's SarsapariUa
different times for stomach troubles, and
run down condition of the system, and ha
been greatly benefited by It* use. I won
not be without it in my family. I am tro
bled especially in summer with weak stoi
ach and nausea and li:ul Hood's Sursaparli
invaluable." K. U. Hickman, W.Chester, F

Hood's

Sarsaparit/<

and Pills

Strengthen and tone the stomach ai
the whole digestive tystern.
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MAINE INSANE HOSPITAL.
six hundred and thirty-one
the Maine Insane Hospital,
With, 1902, three hundred and
of whom were men and two
hundred and sixty-eight were women. ThU
of thirty-one over the preuu
Increase
lh
ceding year. There hns been a slight Increase in the death-rate due to the admlaHlon of an unusually large number of aged
people, but the institution has been entirely
free from Infectious or contagious diseases
of any kind.
Thf asylum has been crowded In the
woman's department, ou account of the reconstruction of one entire wine. This
work, which Is now completed, la fireproof
η ml contains many conveniences which will
ad<l great I ν to the comfort of its occupant·.
The work of reconstruction ahould be
continued, and all the older portion of the
asylum should lie thoroughly modernised.
The superintendent states that the remaining wings, properly arranged will provide
for sixty four additional patients and furaccommodations much superior to
nish
I recommend an approthose now existing.
priation for this purpose. This portion of
the hospital Is greatly In need of repairs
Hnd In a condition not creditable to the
will not
A reasonable
state.
only put the Institution In thoroughly firstaccommoafford
but
ample
class condition,
dations for such additional patients ss may
be admitted to the asylum for some time to

There
patient»

were

November

In

sixty-three

expenditure

come.

The per capita cost of the board of the
patients In this Institution during the past
year has been $4.(59 per week. This covers
every expenditure In the management of the

Institution.

EASTERN MAINE INSANE HOSPITAL.
Maine Insane Hospital waa
with one hundred
and forty seven patients who were transThe
ferred from the asylum at Augusta.
number had Increased to two hundred and
nine on November 30th. 1902. of whom on·
hundred and fifteen were men and ninetywomen.
During the twelve
four were
■oiKhs previous to this date, one hundred
and elesen patients were admitted. ®»-»—
tight were discharged, thlrtv-seven ha ν lag
recovered and twenty six beiug greatly ImThe Eastern

opened July :td. 11*01.

proved.

Much has been done under the direction

the management to make the surroundings of this hospital more attractive. Treea
and shrubs have been planted, necessary
roadways have been constructed, and the
grounds have been graded and improved, so
far as funds available would permit. Still
t··
more, however, must Ικ· accomplished
ap··
complete this work, and a considerable the
meet
to
be
will
necessary
pi'opriation
varirequirements of the Institution In Its
ous departments and to provide furnNoInga
•if

und

pital
A

needed to maintain the hosproper standard.
Mum should also be provided
In
running exthe deficiency

equipment
a

at

sufficient

to meet
penses.

STATE PRISON.

t

There are oue hundred aud eighty-three
Inmates of the state prison, thirty six of
Forty-seven
whom are under life sentence.
have been admitted during the past year;
four
fifty-two havt» been discharged, and
On account of the advance 10
have died.
has
there
price of nearly all food products,
been a considerable Increase In the coat or
malutalulng the subsistence department,1
but on the whole the prison has made af
fair showing aud will not require so large
an appropriation as two years ago.
Only four of these convicts are women,
but 1 am convinced that this Institution
should have a matron, whose duty it shall
be to take immediate charge of female
whole
prisoners. The state Is not doing Its
will
duty in this respect, and I trust you
take some action to place this department
baals.
of the prison ou a right aud proper

MAINE SCHOOL FOB THE

DEAF.

I hiring the past two years the attendance
at the Maine school for the deaf has largemade
ly Increased, and the school has
most commendable progress aud advanceIn
ment
every way.
Ninety two pupils are now lu attendance,
nearly every county In the state being repNine teachers give Instruction,
resented.
and the course includes all the regular
Industrial training Is
English branches.
also given, the girls being taught sewing,
duties of the housethe
various
cooking and
hold. while the boys are Instructed In woodpainting, prlutlng and

working. glazing,
cobbliug.

..

This Institution Is well managed, and Ita
needs should receive your careful consideration.
MILITARY AND NAVAL ORUATll
,,

PHAN ASYLUM.

lier»·

lire

αι*ι;

—^

>-·κ·<ι

Bath military aud naval orphan asylum, of
whom iliirty seven are boys ami thirtyou·
are girls.
Tlicy are from four to tifteeu
atteud the public
years of ugc and all
schools of tue city.
This Instltutluu la doing good work, and
Ita management la worthy of tbe highest
commendation.
STATE REFORM SCHOOL.
classification of tbe oue bun·
dred aud forty-tlve boya In tbe state reform
school requires the t>iiil<ilnc of two n>MIsame
A

proper

modeled upon tbe
as
those already existi..^.
of these boys live lu the origlwas erected about rtftjr
which
uai building,
This structure should be thoryears ago.
meet the nreseut reto
oughly remodeled
It la unforquirements of the Institution.
these poor eblldren
of
so
that
tunate
uiuuy
should thus be congregated together, ta It
Is practically Impossible to separate those
criminal inof vicious tendencies and
stincts front those who have committed
who
are simply
only trilling offences and
tbe victims of poverty and misfortune.
this instithat
nor
Jnat
It Is neither right
tution should i»e termed a reform school
chilare
who
only
Its
Inmates,
aud that
dren, should be stigmatized as convict·.
be
here
time
the
they
spend
should
Nor
termed imprisonment. The school should
I truet
bear some more appropriate nam.·.
that the needs of this school will receive
and that
your most careful consideration,
to
you will grant u sutlieient appropriation
meet Ita reasonable requirement*.
t

loua I

general

cottagea

plan
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MAINE

INDUSTRIAL
GIRLS.

8CHOOL

FOB

and forty-eight
Maine Industrial
Of these sixty-nine art
the remainder have been
at
placed in homes in different parts of the
state.
During the past year twenty-one
com·
girls have been admitted, fifteen have
to marry,
of age. live have been
• nil ten have been discharged.
The trustees of the school ask that too·
Ικ· made for those who are feet-le-mlnded, seven In all, our annual approof such children in
priation for the care
the Massachusetts Home for the Feeblefor that purpose.
Insufficient
Minded being
I am sure that an Institution bo worthy
of public support will receive tile uiost
careful consideration at your bauds, and
that jroB will grant such appropriation as
may be reasonably uecttasary for ita support aud maintenance.
There

are

one hundred'
care of tbe

under tbe

thool for Girls.
flrls
the school, and

permitted

provision

CONCLUSION,
I have endeavored briefly to present to
of state afyou a comprehensive review
fairs. The reports of the various departments and of the officers of tbe different
state institutions will give you In detail an
account of their work. The sums set apart
for their support have been ample for tneli
requirements, us a rule, aud I trust no new

appropriation

will be

made unless you

are

fully satisfied, after the most thorough examination aud careful consideration, that
tbe best interests of the State require It.
Not a dollar should be wasted or unnecessarily expended, but the same careful, prudent management, the same jndlciou·
ecenomy which characterize· the admlnlatratlou of every successful private eutershould be exercised In conducting the
uslness of the state.
Erise
should be

no shadow of doubt as
iutcnt and meaning of every
proposed for enactment. Every
provision of the law should be absolutely
clear. The utmost cure ahouid
aud
plaiu
also lie exercised in scrutinising the constitutionality of all contemplated legislation. It Is always a source of trouble whea
a statute Is found to be Inconsistent with
the organic law after the people have beguu to act under It, and ieada tbeiu to distrust aud to question all new legislation.
As tbe trusted servants of the people, for

There
to the exact
measure

perfectly adapted

brief time having their Interests In
charge, let ua see to It that they hare no
Just cause to distrust our motives, or our
desire to discharge our duties In a manner
that will promote their welfare and merit
their approbation.
The approval of our own ludgment and
conscience, the knowledge that our management of public matters receive· the
commeudntion of unprejudiced, fair-minded
men. is tbe highest and nest reward we can
hope to receive for the time we devote to
the public service. Resolutely and fearlessly let us determine to do onr whole
duty, unmoved bv any consideration save a
fixed purpose to labor devotedly for the upbuilding of every Interest of our beloved
state and for the permanent welfare of all
ita people.
s.

For all weak and pale and
thin children Scott's Emulsion

Where They Differ.
"Clothe· don't make tbe man."
"True, and tbat'a where man asd
woman differ."—Chicago Poet

hypophosphites
delicate

especially prepared

Get the Most
Out of Your Foot

people,

ο

valuable collectlona, there Is not a slngl·
room when· books may l»e consulted win»·
out inconvenience aud Interruption.

naturally

cause

they
remedy

it is

naturally
just

to the
so

to their wants.

is the most

ment

satisfactory

treat-

We will send you
the penny, /. e., a

sample

free.

Be tar· that thl» picture la
the form of a label '» oo the
wrapper ο( every bottle ol
Emulsion you buy.

SCOTT & BOWNE,
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Jast Toek It.

*Ί think I've earned a klaa," he aaM;
The llghta burned low, the hour we* Sala,
whispered with avert** head,
gbe
"
'TU not werth while t* arbitrate,"
1s«s1n4 hr
"He haa a will of hla own, thay aajr."
"Yes. It tame to him with hla wife."
«Chicago Poet.
om< Shot.
"What should I pop?" tbe hua 1er
As he strolled along with her,

Chemists,
409 Pearl St., Ν. Y.

9K.aadfi.oo;

all druggist*

ν

And she responded, blushing red,
"Peitapa the «ueittae. Hr!"
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TUESDAYS.
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Editor· and
Geokuk Μ.

13,

Paris Hill.

1908.
Trat
Pastor.

Baptist Church, Be v. Η. Η. Bishop,
Preaching every Sunday at 11 A. H-

Sunilay School at 1- M. Sabbath Evening Serat 7:90 p. m. Prayer Meeting Thursday
evening at 7 .-30 P. M.
fnlveniallet Ohureb, Bev. J. H. Little. Pastor.
Preahlng service every Sunday at 11 A. M.
vice

FOKBES,

Proprietor·.

iunii*v School at IS

A. E. Kokbks.

A τ wood.

IN AU

SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE, JAN.

ATWOOD

THE DOINGS OF THE WEEK

Yes, I

m.

Bishop and family
Westbrook. Mr. Bishop could
turn for the service on Sunday,
Rev. Mr.

Ti.km* —<1.50 a veer If paid strictly lu advance.
< >therwl»e #2.00 a year.
Single copie» 4 cent».

are

in

not reand ar-

exchange with Rev. George
B. Ilsley of Westbrook, who occupied

ranged

an

Ai>vkktis»*ksts:—AU W»1 advertisements
are given three consectlve insertions for #1.3»»
the pulpit here.
per inch In length of column. Special contracts
The annual roll call of the Baptist
mailt· with local, transient anil yearly advertlsere.
church will be held on Thursday afterBesides the roll call,
Job Pkintinu —New type, fast presses, steam noon of this week.
low prices
and music, there will be a paper
power, experienced workmen and
reports,
combine to make this department of our busiby Miss Mira King on "Our Former
ness complete and popular.
Deacons," and one by Mrs. A. T. Forbes
on "Our Former Pastors."
Supper will
be served at 5 o'clock, and in the evening
Coming Events.
there will be a preaching service, with
S. Pinkham of South
Jan'21 —-Semi-centennial of Second Congrega- sermon by Kev. H.
tional Church, Norway.
Paris. Those who attend the supper are
Grange,
Bryant's
Feb. J.—Oxford I'omona
kind of pastry.
some
requested to bring
Pood.
Ε. B. Curtis and Ernest F. Shaw have
bargained for the purchase of Mrs. J. A.
NEW ADΥ ΕKTISKM ENTS.
Jackson's house, where Mr. Shaw now
lives, ami Mr. Curtis will move in there.
Buy a Home Quaker Rmm.
Kemember the Clearance Sale at Smlley'sHe will run a meat cart here this sumHarvanl Co'igtk Balsam.
mer.
>ur Great Clearance Sale.
The I'niversalist Circle will have a
Kor the Kxamtnatlon of the Eyes.
Road Taxes In I'nlncorporated Townshipssewing meeting with Mrs. Ε. II. Jackson
Dr. R. «. Bailey.
Saturday afternoon from 2 till 5. These
Parker's Hair flal*am.
meetings are nut limited to members of
the circle, but any others who may wish
Here and There.
to assist will be welcomed.
Alonzo Brown is quite ill.
is
some
interest
Just at this time there
whu
this
iu re mblisliing
paragraph,
Wilson's Mills.
appeared in the IVm.crat m» lunger ag
Lawrence Littlehale, who has been on
than un the -*th of May, 1»>1.
the sick list a month or more, went to
the Maine General Hospital at Portland
Tuesday. K. A. Storey went to care for
»
t,H.n
him on the way.
„f til 11'if"· w«
poeelble, tn UW|w-< » coll,„uoll
C. T. Fox went to Errol Tuesday on
U(110 i„ the near fu
iBay reM»nal»ly wok for
HoiiUnjc Ι·Ι®Γ· the stage, where he will workjfor E. S.
Bennett.
Mrs. Walter Buckman is at her father's, Newell Littlehale's, sick with a
*
COPY of Itie Μλψ * «»"> ΓΛ»
,T iivwat^tlDlC ·»** bronchial trouble.
n«
with tin- ron'trn-.!·
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Flint went to Portlu»ejt .iroun·!
land Saturday, where Mrs. Flint will
enter the Maiue General Hospital for

;»κ :uieT
hour^f

home. a"'» ·'·
unlver-* from >"*

^.rl^ ,>■

*t

Mi,, ta»

ΓΜ

uo-an

treatment.
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Fred Taylor is hauling timber for I).
M. Sturtevant, near Horee Shoe Pond,
west side of the river.

v-k

^ ΓΓ°ηΐ° ΐ^

float
The
what fanciful anticipation.
beei
ing intermediate stations
rendered unnecessary by
.renius. an<l last week the
items indicated the nearapproact
of the fulfillment of prophecy:

have^
May
following

Sews
The

sssn

«uwtertton that

!»

WJy

V*l*'

®"

East Hebron.

J"*1?

full swlu*.

it may seem, the possibilitj
of thus keeping iu touch with the «m «
artairs during the whole passage acrc
the Atlantic has disadvantagesab,>ut' :
which seem tu suggest theniselv«> tu
mind more readily than the benefits
people say. "a sea voyage ha
been' about the only resource of th
tïred man who would get away from th
carkiii" « ares of this ο er-busy world to r
a few days, ami now even that is to b
taken away/' But fur such people tlier
still remains, within easy distance of th L>
e
metropolis, the heart of the
woods.

Strange

The
days have been improved
by those who have tine teams.
Those who have dairies are securing
ice for future use.
Mr. Decker from Mechanic Falls visited Albert Merrill on Tuesday,
Arthur Lowell is hauling dry hard
wood to those in need of wood ia this
vicinity at $3 per cord delivered.
Our farmers, who have been busy at
work, are now cutting their wood in the
woods and having it drawn to the door.
L. R. Hodsdon is this week in Yarmouth visiting his mother, Mrs. O. J.
Hodsdon, and his sister, Mrs.
Ray
Thompsou. aud his two brothers, George
and Augustus Hodsdon.
Frank Haskell and another sportsman
from Auburn were at II. A. Record's
last Sabbath.
Meetings of all orders have been very
thinly attended since the severe cold
days and evenings came.
The school children are quite anxious
in regard to the remaining four weeks
of school due them. The school was
stopped fearing scarlet fever might be
taken from exposure of some.
The aged people call our last month
the coldest one they ever knew in December.
warm

as

■

®Vhv,"

such

a

proceeding.

he

say»

would decrease the number of divorce •
granted by at least one-third, for thai t

of cases could not stand car»
ful investigation and a contested tr a
Very likelv a close observation of th r
divorce business, even in Oxtord County
would lead most people to a similar cot
elusion. Indeed, the writer was Ion ί
ago convinced that it would be in th •
interest of public morality tu haven
t
official cross-examiner, whose « uty
should be to conduct an entirely tai
cross-examination uf the witnesses ι

proportion

■

uncontested divorce eases, simph »it
the purpose of getting at the truth, th

whole truth and nothing but the tru
\ concrete illustration of the way sue
a plan might get at the facts was fui
nished in this court a few years si net
\ woman sued for divorce, and the lius

hand engaged

a

leading lawyer to

appea

and contest the case. W hen it eame t
trial the husband did not come int
court himself or have any w.tnesse
there, and his lawyer contented hinisel
with cross-examination ot the wife an
The divorce was J^ante
lier w itnesses.
in this case, as the evidence "ussuft
cient to satisfy .he court of cause, but th 1
cross-examination was not without etfeit
The direct testimony of the wife and he
Witnesses gave the hearer the impress·.»
that the husband was a furious beast ι
human form, raging
up and dow
through the land seeking whom h
might devour, and dangerous to have a
large in the community even for a day
but with the illumination cast on th
matter by the facts drawn
examination, it was apparent that he wa 1
simply a ne'er-do-well, who occnwonall
drunk and abusive. The causes pre
scribed by the statutes of this state fu
which divorce may be granted gi^e s
much opportunity to those seeking free
duni, that it ought tu be shown by some
parte testi
thin* more than practically
mony that a cause exists.

J

Ζ

outoncro^

Miss Villa Gammon visited at Mr.
Virgin's last week.
Charlie Virgin went to Greenwood
Sunday, where he will work in the mill
until spring.
Miss Curlotta Elliott has a thoroughbred barred Plymouth Rock cockerel
which came from the pens of Prof. Ε. E.
Peacock, breeder aud shipper of Plymouth Rocks.
West Bethel.
"It 1» the Wlirerof our life'
O'er hurled hopes the enow rifts lie

Λ"Ί storms have vel'e·! with ashen xray
The blueneM of the tloU'lless sky ;
So llifhi step·· cross the thre.hoM stone,
No voice of love our welcome» Kreet,
So irentle h*n<l enclasps our own,
With contlal salutation sweet.
Yet :nito bruised an>i broken heurte
Kmlearinji words of promise clingAn<l float upon Time'* stormv voyaee,
Krlght blossoms of eternal Spring!"

Business is quite lively here.
Claude X. Mills of Portland was in
this village on Sunday last.
George W. Briggs of Albany visited
friends here last week.
Charles F. Brown and son Albert are

cutting pulp wood.
A

large amount

of wood and bark is

being sent from this station.

A. S. Bean has a sore on his hand
which is thought to be a cancer, and he
will soon have it removed.
The days are slowly but surely growing longer, and spring is not very far
distant.
C. L. Abbott, Jr., has been confined
to his home by illness for three or four
weeks.
Miss Grace Chapman
is
teaching
schoool in this village, and Miss Sadie
Mason iu the "Flat" district.
A. J. Haskell aud wife went to East
Waterford on Saturday, the 3d, to attend
the funeral of his father, Peter N.IIaskell.
The death of Joseph S. Mason was announced last week. A wife and only son
reside in this village, one daughter in
Portland, and one in Methuen, Mass.

ill.

TREES

officers
Ernest Damon has bought out Wm. stalled the following
year 1903:
Bridgham's ice house and trade.
U.—Sarah E. Cuttle.
Program of Buckfield Literary Club X.
V. G.—Bertha A. Cole.
for Jan. 20:
Rec. Sec.—Km ma A. Swan.
Fin. Sec.—Juilaette F. Curtis.
Quotations from Marion Harland.
Warden—Ella M.Curtis.
Character -kctrh by Mre. Sa·tie Tuttle.
Conductor—Marv E. Ruckoam.
Current events one hour
0. U.—Fhlla Shedd
Kttnay. Power of Journalism,
by Mre. Hannah Pareone.
1.G.—Emma W. Mann.
R. S. N. G

—

for th<

Section 1.—No policy of Insurance shall be
rendered Invalid by reason of any statement,
the Insured,
Ή re ne η tat I on or warranty made by

unies* the same shall be material to the risk or
made wlih Intent to defraud.
Section 2.—No policy of Insurance shall contain any condition, provision or arreement,
wh'ch shall directly or Indirectly deprive the
Insured or the beneficiary of the right to trial by
said
Jurv on «nv question of fact arising under
policy, and all such conditions, provisions or
be
void.
shall
agreements
onmmioclnnftpti S9V tliat t.hft ilfit of

Franee nu J. Emmons

»

ÏÏÏkta«

5Pa<|,nÇlM. Mf.rn
MJ?elC,..£
Farnuro, Μγλ Βλ toe
Mrs.^

2.
3·
Mrs.
4.
5.

Ε Horn
La<ilce' Quartetti
Mrs. While. Mn

T"

uec^re

K'e^'eVnuftrtett

Tlor

îYora

M^.'larley's

Norway Tuesday.

Greenwood.
One snow storm in November, ten ii
December and three in January thus far
making fourteen in all. but none of then
of great magnitude, ten inches being tin
heaviest. The depth of snow on th
ground Jan. 1, was about two feet.
Yes, Father Time is moving on ai
swiftly as ever, still holding on to hii
hourglass and scythe; and every da;
something transpires to remind us of tin

fact, providing

keep

our

eyes open.
On the table at our elbow lies a Satur
day Globe, bearing the date of April 9
1808. The paper contains numerou
photographs, prominent among which i;
one with this explanation at the bottom
"Theodore Koosevelt, Assistant Secre
taiy of the Navy, an important personag
iu this crisis.'1 He looks much younge
there than at present, and wears no eyi
glasses. Verily a largo amount of his
tory has materialized since that perio<
of less than five years.
Newton Bryant has built and filled ai
ice house preparatory to selling crean
the coming season. His wife is on tlu
sick list, the trouble being heart disease
Dr. Clark is attending her.
Glad to learn that Kev. C. A. Brooki
of Yarmouth has so far recovered fron
I
his sickness as to bo at work again.
would hav<
was thought for a while ho
to be treated for appendicitis, now st
common, but such has not been tlu

case.

we

nett

The week of prayer has been observe
by union services by the Methodist an

Congregational

churches.
The attendance at school has bee
very light owing to the prevalence <
colds which have assumed an aggrava
in" form as many of the children ha^
not recovered from whooping cough.
The chair shop Is getting a larf
amount of lumber to work up and hi
purchased a parcel of land of the υ
Chas. Gordon estate which gives mue
more space for yarding; also they
ha]
purchased the "Glines" place and wi
take off the timber.
Large quantities of apples have bee
sent off by car the past week.
Senator and Mrs. Philbrook went I

The Maine Democratic Club celebrated
Jackson's Day Thursday evening with a
banquet at City Hall, Portland, at which
Hon. Samuel W. Gould of Skowhegan,
candidate for governor in the hist
campaign, was toastmaster, and Hon.
John DeWitt Warner of New York was
the principal speaker.

Many Portland

people believe

that
there is little doubt that the annexation
come
of South Portland to Portland will
within the next few months. The plan
is to have the Legislature pass the necessary act and then let the voters of the two
cities vote on it as they please. The annexation sentiment Is growing, it is said,
in both cities.

Augusta Monday.

Mr A. F. Copeland has been employe
bv the Osborne Farm Implement Co. as
general agent for Aroostook and Penol

scot Counties and will sell his furnitui

Tuesday (if pleasant) at pub
Mrs. Copeland will spend tl
Newcastle, Ν. B., with
daughter, Mrs. Chas. Manny.
Mr. Fritz Tyler is to represent
M_
next

auction.

winter in

getting to be one of the
wealthiest towns of the state. By the
returns for 1902, it is shown that Winslow
stands tenth on the list of towns and at
her present rate of increase, she will not
be long in overhauling several of those
above her. Her valuation is now considerably more than a third as much as that
of Waterville. No wonder Waterville
wants to annex her.
Winslow is

Copeiand's

interests in the business ι
this locality.
\ews of the death of Miss Sarah Gun
mings at Worcester, Mass., has been r
ceived. Miss Cummings was a native <
Albany, Me. For a number of years s
has been the city missionary for tl
Congregational church with w hich sr.
was connected, and has been a moi
faithful worker.
The fifth and last of the entertainment
in the village improvement series w£
.riven Friday evening in Garland Chap»
when the patrons had the pleasure t
listening to a very interesting and ci.
tailed history of Spain, past and presen
by Prof. Strobel, whose residence tliei
for live years and his place upon tli
legation gave him a most interestin
and reliable amount of matter to pr«
sent. The series has been well attende
and most enjoyable.

I

Lumber has been Bangor's mainstay
this year, the log cut of 210,000,000 feet
last winter, having been all driven to
boom, and with the exception of a fair
stock carried over for next spring's sawing, has been manufactured into lumber
Prices of logs have been higher
<>r pulp.
than ever before in the history of the
industry, $15 to §17 per thousand having
been realized, compared with $1) and $11
per thousand a few years ago.

A bright Rockland man has proven
himself a benefactor to the coffee drinkBrownfield.
ing public by concocting and placing on
the market a coffee precipitate, a prépara·
The officers of Pearl Rebekah Lodgi *'
tion for clarifying and settling coffee. By
Xo. 90, were installed by Miss Adam:
its use all such devices known to houseD. I)., assisted by G. M., Mrs. Walkei ['
wives as fish skin, eggshells, cold water,
The officers installed were :
etc., maybe relegated to the background.
N. <*.—Mrs. Sylvia Ullpatrlck.
The company recently incorporated at
V. U.—Mre. Ellen Durgao.
Kockland has a capitalization of $10,000
Cor. Sec.—Mrs. Pri^cllTa Blake.
F.S—5Ire. Alice Frtnk.
and proposes to push the preparation.
J. L. Frink and ffra. Boynton hav e
It is peculiar but none the less a fact
gone to North Fryeburg.
Meetings at the Congregational churc h that many people make a will and then
wonder what to do with it. Some place
every evening this week.
it with their private papers, others leave
it
with their lawyer while some actually
Denmark.
hide it away. Few people know that the
D. D. G. Patriarch Belcher assisted b
laws of the state provide a safe keeping
P. C. Patriarch Jones as Grand Junio
for wills but this is a fact. Any
Warden went to Bridgton Wednesda ^ place
person making a will is at liberty to seal
evening and installed the officere of Mi " it,
write on the envelope to whom it is
Pleasant Encampment, I. Ο. O. F., Nc
to be delivered after the death of the tes14. After the installation an oyster sut
tutor, and leave it at the office of the
per was served in the banquet hall t
Register of Probate. When a will is so
which the Patriarchs and their man
£
deposited a receipt is given and this refriends present were invited and enjoye
ceipt can be left with papers in one's desk
with much pleasure.
or wherever it may be desired.
If at any
On Friday evening, the 10th, D. D. G
: time a testator so desires he can withP. Hattie Adams installed the officers ο
draw the will by presenting the receipt.
Silver Rebekah Lodge, No. 10.
Thi
Those wills are kept secure from prying
being a special meeting, Julian Rebeka eyes in the
county vault and a good
Lodge of Fryeburg, of which Siete
many people take this opportunity to
Adams is a member, was invited to b
have their will securely placed.
present. About thirty-five respondei I
to the invitation and a very pleasant an< '
A MARVELOUS INVENTION.
enjoyable evening was passed.
Mr. Leon H. Ingalls is in Boston wit] 1
Wonders never cease. A machine has
hie pack of furs for sale. He took witl 1 been invented that will
cut, paste, and
him some very fine fur, consisting of fox <
hang wall paper. The field of inventions
coon, mink, marten, etc.
and discoveries seems to be unlimited.

£

North Paris.
F. L. Barrett is shipping apples fron ,
this vicinity. F. A. Dunham and A. D
Littlehale are packing.
Leroy Abbott was at home over Sun
day from Hebron.
A large amount of wood and lumbei
is going over the road to West Paris.
H. W. Dunham <& Sons have bought ;
out the store and stock of G. A. Chandler
West Sumner.
Carl Dunham will move his family ti
Sumner as soon as he can get rent.
South Rumford.
Born, Jan. 2, to the wife of Fremonl
Abbott, a son, 10 pounds.
Villa Gammon and Margie Hall attend
school at the Falls and ride back and
forth with the Zircon mail carrier, Dr.
J. F. Putnam.
Mary G. Abbott and some of the othei
scholars from East Rumford came ovei
here to school after giving sixteen weeke
to their own school.
Nellie Silver U living with her grandmother, Mrs. Frances Hutchlns, at the
Point, and going to school there.

poses.

In forests either Indigenous or artificial
of
and as affecting the larger problems

bers bear to our enjoyment or comfort.
as a people we destroy for-

tree Is under control of a committee
having almost absolute power. The city
withplants and cares for all the trees
in the municipality. A similar rule
holds in Boston, I'assaic, N. J., and several other American cities, to say nothing of the capitals of the old \vorld.
It Is said that such a commission is
impracticable in our thousand cinailer
towns and villages. The reply is obvious that in such situation the problem
Is of proportionate simplicity, and it
can be brought about by the people
themselves if only they can be organ-

Although

ests in a fashion for which history of-

tenderal comment. So strong is the
trees about the house
to
plant
ency
that the traveler may often find abundant attempts in this direction far out
where on account of con
on the

tinued dryness

tree cannot

possiblj

lzed and lu serious earnest

a region wil
grow. The pioneer in such
sometimes haul water for miles to pom

improvement society
lage committee is all

Notable among great discoveries is Dr.

King's New Discovery for Consumption.
It has done a world of good for weak
lungs and saved many a life. Thousands
have used it and conquered
Grippe,
Bronchitis, Pneumonia and Consumption. Their general verdict is: "It's the
best and most reliable medicine for

throat and lung troubles."

}

go west in this latitude the numb* Γ
of arboreous species rapidly diminislie s'
as we have already stated, although I y
no means so rapidly as some have su]
posed. There are, for example, at leai *
twenty-flve species of trees and shrul m
in the valley of the Missouri rlv< 'r
we

a

simply

or

possibility,

principal branches lengthen
open.
rather stiffly and become presently easy
victims of the storm. The hard maple
Is also objectionable along the streets,
The

not that ir is not an exceedingly beautiful tree, equally attractive by the
dense shade of its summer green and
by the richness of its autumn glory.
but it lacks endurance in isolated e^tuations.
But it is said that the elms are
monotonous; we must have variety.
Let it be so. Ample variety is easily
There are many
within our reach.
other natives of our forests waiting
our disposal. The linden is a beautiful
tree and will make, where properly
cared for. a most handsome row, its
foliage rich and umbrageous, its flowers odorous and honey laden, a gift to
the bees. The honey locust is by no
The thornless
means to be despised.

of Benefit.

A GOOD INSURANCE POLICY

IS A BENEFIT ALL THE TIME.
It saves worry, for it enables you to

In Case of Fire
There

are

do

we

no

points

adjusted.

confuse, and

to

C. E. TGLMAIM,

South Parie, Maine.

Pythian Block,

There

are a

Holiday Gifts

few

You MUST HAVE. You would like to get oil' with the smallest

at the same time you want what you
amount of expense
give to hé desirable and the quality something not to be ashamed

possible,

of in

That is about the situation

short time.

a

JEWELER

TUB

HILLS,

Of Norway, Me., with
stock than

an

ever

find

people

most

themselves in.

enlarged

larger

store and

before, suggests

Watches, Clocks Jewelry, Solid Silver and Plated Ware,
Fountain Pens, Spectacles and Eyeglasses, Kodaks,
Cameras, Talking Machines, Etc
variety,

All desirable gifts, and we can show you an endless
Lowest Prices. All goods engraved free. Goods marked in
Call and see the Goods.

Block.

Koueo

Opera

and

plain figures.

NORWAY,

HILLS, oTSirfcRussian Vests

have become almost

a

necessity

These vest#

works out doors.

and extra

high

to a

man

come

in

who

heavy

cut double breasted

weight woolens. They are

They

in the neck.

lined

are

front and back with woolen cloth and interlined

making them

with textile buckskin,

81 50, $'2.00

warm.

and

8*2

50

FOSTER,

B.

H.

very

qualities—

We have these vests in three

a

at all. The few forms listed are lie
ited to the water courses, diminishe- i,
Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.
dwarfed in size, until at last we begl η
) In
to find the coniferous outliers of tt e In tbenn'terof
Bankruptcy
JOHN M. BRYANT,
|
Rocky mountain forests.
Itunlu Ul't. I
Over all this region, then, in generi 1" To the Hon. Ci.akkntk IIalk, Ju<l&e of the IHs
trlrt Court of the Uulteil Slate» for the DUtric
trees native to the region may be su c·
of .Maine:
co
second
the
But
took, in thi
cessfully planted.
JOHN M. BUY \ NT ofan«iWood
Slate of Maine
W
no
j
County of oxford,
slderatlon mentioned, above all,
District.
In
said
respectfully rcprcnenti
We must not on -T that on the Mil «lay of (December, I!»!, hi
calls for remark.
have regard to original distribution, bi it wan tin >y adjuilped iiunkrupt, under the Δ et
of Concrets relating t. Bankruptcy; that lie ha>
we must also study the habit, the ha
ilulv Hiiriemlewl ail his iiropcrty nn«l rlichte »
compiled with al
ltat, of our different sorts of trees. Th Is property ami has fullyvet*
anil of the orden
the m|ulrenio<itx of eald
means simply a more exact examln
of Court tnu· hli»K his bankruptcy.
Wherefore he praye, that he may he <ieerce<
tlon of the particular case. Our uatl· re
hy the Court t» have a full illecharjte from al
trees affect different situations, diffe
■lebts provable avalnst his estate, under sal'
If
whi
we
and.
habitats
eut soils,
bankrupt Acte, except such debts as are ex
say,
cepted by law from such «Uncharge.
many of them will grow almost an
liatcl tills J'Jn<t day of Dec A. I). 1W·
JOHN M. BRYANT.
where If sufficient moisture is at ban 1
Bankrupt.
yet after all each does best In natur
OltltER OF NOTICE THEUKOX.
Thus willov
soil and surroundings.
District of Maine, s».
grow by the water courses only. Oi
On this 27th ilsv of Dec., Λ. D. 1902, or
common species is found generally t
reading the foregoing petition, It InOrdered hv the Court, that a hearing be ha<
the driest hillsides. The black walw
Λ. I>
upon the Mum· »n the Kith day uf Jan.,
f
rich
in
rises to splendid perfection
1W2, before said Court at Portland, In wild Din
at 10 o'clock In the forenoon: ami thai
tilet,
w
luvial eoil; the beech and pine
notice thereof be published In The Oxfori
flourish on a soil of sand and gravt
Democrat, a newspaper printed In wild District
ami
that all known creditors, and other personi
the white oak affects the loess capp<
In Interest, may appear at the «aid time an·
ui
the
hard
and
basswood
the
ridge;
place, ami show eause, If any they have, whj
the prayer of said petitioner should not b<
pie, in the west at least, love the co
granted.
Ami It le f il it h*1 r ordered by the Court, thai
limestone ridge, the rocky bank: km
the Clerk shall «end by mall to all known cred
deep In the swamp stands the tamara<
Itors copie» of said petition and this order, ad
of the north, the cypress of the sout
dressed to them at their places of residence a·
stated.
the bur oak lives In the sand, on sum
w lines·» the Hon. Clarence Half., Judir·
of the said Court, and the seal thereof, at I'ort
slopes, on dry, thin soils on the pralri
land, In said District, on the 27th day of Dec.
tires, even invadii
the

policy

in the

agree.

as we

abundant fruit
the only objection. The sycamore in
some places makes beautiful rows, but
seems not to thrive very well far from
its favorite alluvial habitat. The horse
chestnut is an exceedingly ornamental
tree, generally hardy, unrivaled in its
pyramids of tinted bloom. Nor should
the catalpa, our native species, be for·
gotten. The hackberry makes a round-

pale leaves,

feel your property is safe.
you have your loss promptly

technical

rather

etl head of soft,

bargain.

a

The Time

variety is a lovely tree, perfectly
healthy and hardy, the wood heavy
and strong, the foliage feathery and
the

(he Dollar.

on

Square,
MAINE.
PARIS,

SOUTH

they*

white or soft maple has been too often
made to do duty in lieu of the elm. It
but nevergrows perhaps more rapidly,
theless to less advantage. Soft maples
have their use, but not along the streets.
the peculiar branching giving the tree
as it grows older a top more and mure

pattern

Mark.ot

OS

vhiubc
a vil-

principal street with elms, a row on
each side, all appropriately spaced and
all in one straight line. We admit that
if we were to Judge by what is shown
today such a thing would seem an imbut it is possible all the
In any village let such trees be
same.
today so planted, and in thirty years
will be the pride of the town, in
The famous elms
a century its glory.
of Yale are the American elms, so nearto
ly universal as to be practically free
the poorest corner from Connecticut to
In all our towns the
the Dakotas.

"Brown Chimes" stock

out our

at

Dayton Bolster & Co.,

N.

For inwe need.
tree
stance, there is no better street
in all the world than our American
elm, fortunately the most common tree
throughout the northern states, most
afeasily transplanted, most certain to
ford a symmetrical growth if simply
let alone. Now, it ought to be possible
even in the small village to plant the

graceful,

over

Call early and buy

clean,
where It begins to form the boundai •v straight, elegant stem, and may well
of the state of Iowa. Farther west tl e on cross streets supplant its more vignumber is of course smaller. The big! 1 orous cousin, the elm.
«τ grounds are too dry to 3upport tre< 'S
[Copyright. 1902, by I-ewia D. Sampso-i.)

NORWAY,

Telephone Connection.

BUY

MAINE.

HOME

A

..

braving

prairie

the desert in stunted, dwarfish growi
to form the farthest western skirmi.'
line of the Atlantic forest. These a:
only illustrations of how trees lo1
special habitats. Nevertheless with
their natural limits almost all tre>
flourish well In good, rich soil—not a
The expert forester knows his tree ai

knows exactly where it may be p:ace
to best advantage. In general, as rail
fall Is less we need better soil and bel
ter cultivation.
In the third place, In selecting tree
to plant the planter must have respec
to his own ultimate purpose. If a pra!
rie farmer desires to secure quick «
suits, early protection, he will plan
cottonwoods, white maples, box elders
almost surely these because of thel
hardiness, ease of cultivation and rn
pfdlty of growth. Among them he wil
plant the larch, the Austrian pine, va
rioue evergreens, and if sufficiently far
Blghted he will intersperse seeds ο
seedlings of better varieties for the es
tablishment of a permanent wood lot
If our tree planter Is an eastern land
holder desiring to restore a forest covej
to the denuded farm, he will consul
the species formerly occupants of th<
soil and be guided by the ordinary rulei
of reforestation, too extended to be her*

discussed.
Every 50c.
But

A.D. |!«02.

[I.. «.J

A truc

c

QUAKER RANGE
AND ENJOY GOOD COOKING.

A. H. DAVIS, Clerk.
py of iietltlon and order thereon.
Attest: Α. (I. DAVIS,Clerk.

Bankrupt's

Petition for

In the matter of
William C. Cl'mmikus.

)

}

Discharge.
In

50 cts. down and 50 cts.

Bankruptcy

)
To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the Dis.

Bankrupt.

tiict Court of the United States for the District
of Maine:
C. Cumminus, of Sumner, in tht
TT
County of Oxiord,and State of Maine, In
said District, rcs|>ectfully represents that on the
23rd day of August, lact past, he was duly
bankrupt under the Acts or Congress relating to Bankruptcy; that he has duly
-urremtered all his property and rights ol
property, and has fully compiled with all the
requirements of said Acts ami of the orders of
Court touching his bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, That he may be decreed
by the Court to have a full discharge from all
debts provable against his estate, under said
Bankrupt Acts, except such debts as are
excepted by law from such discharge.
Dated this 24th dav of Dec., A. D. 1902.
WILLIAM C. CUMM1NG8.

\\Tilliam

adjudged

Bankrupt.

a

week at

Hobbs' Variety Store, Norway.
Winter

Why
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go without
can

I

buy
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a
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good
largest
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Robes !

$9.25.
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and brst for
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ORDER OF NOTICE ΤΠΕΙΙΕΟΛΓ.

DISTRICT of Maine, s».
On this 27th day of Dec, A. D. 1902, on reading the foregoing petition, It Is—
Ordered by the Court, That a hear'ng be had
Λ. I).
upon the same on the 16th day of Jan..
Ι90.Ί, before said Court at I'ortlamt, In said Disnothat
and
In
the
forenoon;
at
10
o'clock
trict,
tlce thereo be published In the Oxford Demoand
said
Dl-trict,
In
a
printed
•■rat,
newspaper
that all known creditors, and other persons In
Interest, may appear at the said time and place,
and show cause. If a'iy they have, why the
prayer of said petitioner should not lie granted.
And It is further ordered by the Court, That
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known creditors copies of tald petition and this order, adIressed to them at their places of residence as
•ta ted.
Witness the Hon. Clarence Hale Judge
of the said Court, and tne seal thereof, at I'oitland, in said Dlt.tr!et, on the 27th day of Dec
A. D. 1902.
A. H. DAVIS, Clerk.
[I.. β.]
A true copy of petition and order then on.
A ttem : Α, Η. DA S IS, Clerk

probably the greater number ol
those who read these columns are interested In tree planting chiefly as the
art contributes to the adornment of
street and park and lawn, to the decTRIED TO CONCEAL IT.
oration of the homestead, and precisely
It's the old story of "murder will out"
only in this case there's no crime. A along theee lines there seems to be ev- The subscriber NOTICE. notice that he
hereby give*
In
woman feels run down, has backache or erywhere room for improvement
has been dulv appointed administrator de bonis
dyspepsia and thinks it's nothing and how many nvns, not to say cities, in non of the estate of
THOMAS
M. CROCKER, late of Par's.
tries to hide It until she finally breaks the United States have the trees been
the County of Oxfori, deceased, an·· given
down.
Don't deceire yourself. Take properly selected and regularly plant- In
bonds ae the law directs.
All persons having
Electric Bitters at once. It has a repu- ed? In how many towns is the matter demands against the estate of said deceased are !
desired to present the same for settlement, ami
tation for curing Stomach, Liver and considered and
systematically control- all Indebted thereto are requested to make payKidney troubles and will revivify your led? We huve planted trees, but is it ment Immediately.
whole system. The worst forms of those
Dec leth.iwn.
GEORGE A. WILSON.
that each individual has obeymaladies will quickly yield to the cura- not true
LAW BOOKS LOST.
tive power of Electric Bitters. Only 50 ed his own individual impulse and as a
61 of the New Hampshire Reports I
cents, and guaranteed by F. A. Shurt- result we havç individualism run wild? areVol. 1 and from
the Oxford Law Library at
missing
leff Λ Co., South Paris; Noyea Drug In order to tfuild a home for himself Court
House.
Will the person who removed
Store, Norway.
i man ha* bean known to grab out or (hem aee that they are returned at onoe.
and $1.00 bottle is guaranteed by F. A.
Shurtleff & Co., South Paris; Noyea
Drug Store, Norway. Trial bottles free.

closing

are

left

our

English Colored Dinner Ware at
Half Price, 30 cents

put
the town under control of a competent
commission. When this is wisely done,
we get system and may reasonably
expect the very highest results.
In the city of Minneapolis every

human living and human happiness.
Let us now consider the more simple
relations which trees in smaller num-

a

We

larity

I

Fannfe
DeSc.

vfctlm

Mrs Mabel Elliott of Kumford Falls ii
visiting her people, Mr. and Mrs. Still
Walton Wyman was a
man Wyman.
home Saturday from his school at Rum
ford Falls.

Pur-

far

plains,

con-

tributes, allowing art to supplement
nature only where modification or addition is positively necessary. In the same
way. If the city is to be properly plantof
ed and adorned, the entire property
the public must be treated as a unit,
managed and planted as a single holding. A plan rapidly growing in popuall the tree planting of
Is to

we have discussed
trees chiefly in their bronder
We have
economic aspecte.
as
them
aggregated
of
thought

THUS

Decorated Lamps and Shades
Two-TMrde Price,

We otter all

the situation as a whole, tak-

ing advantage of all that nature

I

!****MoKenne

therGMM00'1,

X.—Trees For Ornamental

studying

■

ElPanorTuel
At the next regular meeting, Jan. 17, 8.
Hesitation.
MaigeTuel
West Paris Grange will be present. It 9. Rlnl S -ng.
Filaworth Curt!
E"
10 Recitation,
an
all
be
will
day meeting, conferring 11. He&ulnjf,
Mr-Morni
Roblne' Returi
degrees in the forenoon, then dinner will 12.
In the
|,ate,i Mrs. Marshall.
be served by Franklin Grange.
j
afternoon there will be an entertain- ,3. Jarley Wax Figures,
ment given by West Paris Grange.
Story
The officers of Christopher Lake ComW*
mandery, U. 0. G. C., were installed 18. Tableau.
tj
by I). G. C. George Stephens, assisted by Admission 20 cents. Children unde
P. I). G. C. Ellen E. Bowker, Saturday 15 vears 10 cents. Curtain at » .4a. Fo
evening, Jan. o. After the installation lowing is the cast of characters for th
services, remarks were made by Sil 'Wax Figgers:M
Knights Hill, Stephens and Wyman, Mrs. .Jarley,
reading by Lady Ellen Bowker. Sii Chinese Ulant.
^ pnvl
Knight Stephens was elected representa- Muuorlna Squalllna,
Μπ>' § 'χ.' whit
tive to the Grand Commandery, Ladj
thaf «tood on the Burning
Mabel Cushman alternate. At the clost
Fair Lady with Gol.len Locks,
of the meeting hot coffee and refresh
^ ( Q ^
The members will
ments were served.
Mrs.
Emmon
Mother Goose,
give a minstrel show in the near future M
Henry D. Flflel·
Alonzo Felt remains about the same
El.no,
sicL
Mrs. Etta Day has been quite
.lack Spratt and wife,
Kmraon
Mrg
Davll,
^
with tonsilitis, but is gaining slowly.
in linn Snvaee
Carroll Racoi
Mrs. Lee Howe is improving some I i?i 5·κ·ΐη3
Ethel M. Y"Un
I Spolleil rhlM
what.
Mrs. Anna Voun
5;
Irving Km mon
Frank York is in very poor health.
I Simple Simon,
Luc ν Ever»·!
Engineer bowker and Miss Lulie Tuol
Emma A. Swa
visited at J. L. Bowker's Sunday.
Attendants,
Elmer Tue
Mrs. Horace Berry is convalescing
Ernest .lackso
t'. t··r
from her long illness.
The members of the Eastern Star an
Bethel.
working on the drama entitled, "A Nobli
services were held in tl
Special
to
the
to
be
Outcast,"
publi<
presented
churches last Sunday. At the Gongri
when ready.
communion service was oi
Mrs. James Bowker, Mrs. Pearl Muller «rational,
in the morning and in the evei
Mr. and Mrs. Ilanno Cushman, Mr. am served
was a specially prepared servit
Mrs. Leon Cushman. Miss Leah Sweetser in" there
and Mrs βν*the Christian Endeavor. The Un
Miss Georgia Bisbee, Mr.
Society observed the cor
Quinby Perham, Fremont Whitman an< versalist
at the evening service, and I r
Mrs. Martha Davis attended Pomonj munion
si.ling Elder Ladd preached at the M. l
at

W\ Music?Sweetest

'|

when they deemed such protection for
dee
the hot wind sweeps up across the
their interest.
knowl
The report reads: "In view of these ert. Our zeal is not according to
facts the commissioners deem some re- edge, or, to put it the othor way, oui
medial legislation necessary to meet the
oui
knowledge by no means equals
unusual exemptions which insurance
companies have secured for themselves
To be reasonably successful trei
in Maine and other States.
"Fire insurance companies are the only planters there are several matters t
corporations which have received the ex- which we must give heed. We mus
ceptional favor at the hands of the Legis- consider first of all the locality and it >
lature from the constitutional provision
t
climatic conditions: second, the habl
as to jury trial in civil suits so far as
questions of damages are concerned, al- and history of the various species ο Γ
though other corporations would gladly trees from which selection must in an; ,·
participate in the exemption."
must at
case be made, and. third, we
li ,1
Maine News Notes.
tend to the special purpose we have
planta
the
particular
view In making
the mer
The State Board of Trade will meet at tions. This is nil apart from
Biddeford in March.
matter of setting the tree In the proum
Old Town is offered a $10,000 library pruning it. mulching it. etc.. concerr
by Carnegie and is wondering if it can ing which we may have something t j
•liford the $1000 a year to support it.
Let us no\ r
say in the next chapter.
The corner stone of the new Grand study in the order named these Severn 1
I Trunk station in Portland was laid last prerequisites to success. In the firs t
Monday, with a due amount of ceremony.
place, it is evident that in tree plantin *
The Lewiston city Council Thursday much
depends on having due regard t 3
evening unanimously passed an order climatic and other local conditions. W B
the
to
duty
repeal
petitioning congress
must select species adapted to thes ΰ
I on coal and beef.
I ^
or our labor is in vain.
conditions
On Sunday night when Stalhiel Curtis
the flora of th tj
of Monroe wont to his barn to attend to making such selection
the cattle, he found his father, Jonathan locality or of the region round about I 9
Curtis, hanging to a beam. Life had the absolute criterion. People in low»
been extinct for some time.
for instance, need not put themselve 3
Irving Kyan, ago 24, of Belfast, foil to the trouble, as they have often don<
from a coal scaffold at the wharf of the
to plant tulip trees in long rows aboi
Belfast Hay & Fuel Co., and was almost
trees were nevt
instantly killed on Wednesday. A wid- their holdings. Tulip
owed mother, ono brother and two half an element of the Iowa forest or c f
cf
sisters survive hira.
any part of It. Neither do people
The Waterville Board of Health re- Ohio, though favored with the tuli ρ
ports over 100 cases of typhoid fever in trees, wisely attempt the several mai
that city, with the number constantly
nollas or the bald cypress, though thef e
increasing. Several deaths havejoccurred
or fartht r
may find place In Kentucky
much
and it is not strange that the city is
to tl e
have
must
respect
We
are
over
south.
There
also
alarmed.
thirty
cases in Augusta.
natural distribution of these things ( r
Beueflcei ^
Of the college men in the Legislature suffer the consequences.
this winter, Bowdoin claims eight; Bates, nature has worked all this out for u '·
six; Colby, five; Harvard, three; U. of M. and. while for variety's sake we ma y
two; Amherst, two; Massachusetts Insome novelties in her orig 1stitute of Technology, two; and Yale, introduce
e·
Tufts, Dartmouth, Brown, Wesleyan, nal scheme, we shall find ourselves
Boston University and the University of erywhere, In the main, largely restric t.
Vermont one each.
ed to the results in her husbandry. Λ s

More(
Impernonate·! BeaiilnK.
Music, duet. On the tfwnllt Stream,
Mr*. Farnura. Mrs. « bite.
FlgUree*
luMaS. Kiel
Mrs.
""
KcaUng.

β·
7.

S
A

some transplanted eottonwood
trial by jury, but left the insurance com- watch it grow green for a season, onlj
panies free to have recourse to the courts at length to see "it perish in a day wlier

da"

Lecturer—''anno Cnahman.
Steward—Fremont Whitman.
A. Steward—Albert Rons.
Gate Keeper—Quln y Mlllett.
I'omona —Besslf Billings.
Flora— Lizzie *weeteer.
eres—Lois Swan.
L. A. Steward—Georgia Blsbee.

κ

1893 deprived the insured of the right of around

excejlen

tertiinment

By ···

CLEARANCE SALE!

convenience of his own. and that alone.
this Is muOf course, the remedy for
man who succeeds
The
control.
nicipal
with
at last in surrounding his home
vistas of beauty effects it by carefully

fers no precedent, we are nevertheless
also that the act of 1895 took away
without exception tree planters,
almost
the insured in Maine many of their rights.
at least a tree·
They urge the passage of the following In our northern states
law, which they claim will restore these lees yard or homestead is an exception
of genrights:
so unusual as to be a matter

L S.N G.— Mildred F. Davis.
Bryant Pond.
Chaplain—Cora D. l,urvev.
The officers of Franklin Grange were
R. S. V. G.—Mubel E. Rleker.
ir
ΓΛ..ΙΙ.. r>
ϋΙ.ΙΙ.,η
installed Saturday forenoon, Jan. 3d, by
Past Master J. L. Bowker, assisted by The installing officers went through thel
«"»■»>«" high., ple»»ta« to .11
Sister Bowker. After dinner a fine programme was carried out, mostly by mem- and a pleasant evening wae enjoyed. A
bers from Milton, which was appeeciated the close of the lodge an
was served in the lower hall.
and greatly enjoyed by the many Patrons
The W C T. U. will hold a public en
present. The officers installed were as
at Dunham's Hall on Tues
follows:
Master— Dana Dudley.
evening, Jan. 13, and present tli
Overseer—Wlllltm Davis.
following program:
Chaplain—Martha Davie.
planoDuel
'' ""·
Treasurer— l.eun Cushman
«'·"■«"·
Secretary—Herbert Bacon.

dinner

···

HAS A

neighbors.

H. MAC BRIDE. Ph. D., I
Profmor of Botany, Iowa Slate
m
UnivertUy.

S THOMAS

Crockery Department

Our

or.ks or
destroy a fine colony of young
from his
hickories, gratîe the surface
of his premises
lot and then in front
or equally
plant a row of white maples
to
unsuitable species, having no regard
his
similar plantings cn the part of
but consulting some fancied

!
OUR
NATIVE!

Srimeval

Mamie Brooks was a guest at the Ben
place last Sunday, and also Floyc
Morgan later in the day, accompanied bj
two Bryant Pond belles, Stella Perhan
and Gracie Noyes. The call was rathei
a novelty, and well calculated to reminc
one of a remark made by Josh Billings
that the hardest thing he ever did wai
to court two girls at the same time anc
une οι mo most sinning ieaiures υ f
Γ-ΓΤ
VAIVI U.
preserve an average. That John has the
Governor Hill's message is his su»
The T. A. Roberts Post and Relief remotest idea of trying the experiment,
gestion that the state school fund sbouli I
be disbursed to the cities and towns, no t Corps installed their officers Jan. 3d. A is not to be credited for a moment. Ht
is getting along in years and knows tlu
in proportion to the number of person
supper was served:
result too well.
Κ. I*. Fauuce.
of school age, as now, but according t< >
S.
V.
Martin.
C.—William
the average attendance in the schools
J. V. C.—John taunce.
AIIUUVU
This plan would certainly seem to pu
Chap —Cyrue Chaplin.
;
So many of our people are away that
the money where it was must needed an< I
Sur*—J N. IK-iinen.
but little of interest is moving.
A'ijl —J. F. duller.
where the benefits of it were most appre
I). ().—Charles Smith.
Snow continues to fall but the wind
dated. Under it Oxford County's pro
g M.—F. Β. Αη>!κ«*.
thus far has been lenient with us.
<.,> Μ. S.—Win. Faunce.
portion would be increased some ove
S. M
W. Κ. Karris
The dance hist Wednesday evening wat
$1,800. It is, however, hardly likely tt
Ο. G.—L. G. Verrlll.
be acceptable to the larger towns ant
very well attended.
of
the
Officers
Relief
as
folare
Most of the farmers and village peopli
Corps
cities. As a rule their share of the funt
lows:
have gathered their ice and are now busj
would thus be reduced, for the beneti
President—Β. M.Phillips.
luiuling wood.
of the rural sections. The papers in th< 1
S V —Mrs. Aujtu-ta Junes.
Seven teams went to the lake yesterlarger places have frequently pointed ou
J V.—Mr# Kmnia Jones.
the fact that a large portion of the rura I
day to work at the several campe, getTread.—M rs. Georgia < ash.
Chap.—Mrs. Martha HoMen.
ting in their ice and wood.
towns receive from the state, iu schoo I
Con.—Mr». Angle Chaplin.
Clayton Sweatt has 40 tons of coal tc
money, more than the total amount υ
A set Cun —Mrs. Aranilnta Stone.
haul from Bemis to his camp.
state tax which they pay. the difference
Guard— Mrs. Ella E>1 wants.
A G.—Mrs Annie EMen.
A E. Kowell has a large steamer tc
together with the state's other expendi
Color Kearere—Mrs. Hattle Farnham, Mr».
tures, being made up in the state taj Mary Frost, Mrs. Llnnle Ueunen, Mrs. Georgia take from Bemis to the head of the lake
for
New York parties for the summei
paid by the larger places. Apian whicl Wartlwell.
use.
will still further increase this difference
The Ladies' Aid Society met with Mrs.
Ellis Glen Assembly install their offiis likely to be looked at askance b^ X. T. Frost.
those to whose disadvantage it will re
Mr. Estes of Auburn was in town last cers this next Monday.
To-night Cabot Lodge install their offisuit.
week.
cers.
Walter Dow of Auburn was here for a
If a canal which goes by way o: short time last week.
Hebron.
Nicaragua is the Nicaraguan canal, win
East Bethel.
is not one which goes by way of I'anaiu;
Mrs. Elizabeth Bailey of Boston is visthe 1'anaman canal?
Farmers are cutting and hauling wood, iting her brother, Leonard Randall, and
will probably spend the winter.
pulp, etc.
first
the
Ira and Henry Bearce have returned to
At
city government meeting
A. M. bean has a crew in camp cutting
of the new year in Kockland Monday il
Orono.
pulp wood.
the tive veai
was voted not to renew
Miss Hazel Donham has returned to
Mr. F. Dutton, from Berlin, Ν. H., was
contract for street lighting with th« at J. M. Bartlett's last week.
Bates.
Rockland Λ Camden Compauv at $1WJ
Miss Maidie Moody ie in Boston with
Miss Bessie Sloan is with her aunt,
per light a year, but to offer the corpora- Mrs. J. L. Holt, who is recovering from her aunt, Mrs. W. K. Moody, for a few
weeks.
tion $75 per light and in case this pro- the measles.
Apples are being shipped from here
position is met with a refusal to advertise
Dr. Abbott, Dr. Twaddle and Dr.
for bids for an
this week.
Some have not sold their
independent lighting Twitchell were called here last week.
service. This is regarded as a prelimThe lilies' Club was very pleasantly apples—or only a part of them.
a
We hear that the village school will
municipal lighting plant entertained last week by Mrs. J. M.
inary step to
which will soon be a reality in case of Bartlett.
begin Monday, Jan. 12th.
Mrs. Mary Bearce will spend the
failure to renew the present contract on
winter with her daughter, Mrs. Walter
the terras specified.
Norway Lake.
Mrs. George Frost is quite sick with Conant, so the house where she has
The Maine Sportsmen's Fish and Game
lived so many years will be closed.
the prevailing cold.
Association held its annual meetiug at
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Partridge went to
Hon.
P.
O.
Vickery Greenwood Thursday, to attend the
Augusta last week.
Hartford.
of Augusta, president of the association,
funeral of Mrs. Isaac Noyes.
It is with sorrow we have to record
has recently died, and C. A. Judkins of
Dr. E. J. Noyes aud wife of Lovell the death of Mrs. Lizzie Stanwood, wife
Kineo was elected to succeed him. E.
were at J. L. Partridge's Thursday.
of Leon Irish, cut off in the prime of life
C. Farrington of Augusta was re-elected
Mr. Alfred Shattuck has been quite ill with everything around her to make life
secretary and treasurer. On motion of
but is better at present.
pleasant. She died Jan. 1st after a short
Chairman Carleton, the association unan- recently
illness, aged about 20 years. She was a
North Albany.
imously voted in favor of endorsing the
great favorite among her many friends
hunters' tax idea, although Hon. Charles
M re. Carrie Penley and little eon of and acquaintances. She leaves a hus£. Oak, a former tish and game commisSouth Paris are stopping with her par- band and infant daughter, father, mother,
sioner, vigorously opposed the plan.
and several brothers and sisters who
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Emery.
There have been a number of persons have our sympathy.
How many varieties of birds does the
ice on Songo the past week.
Arthur Jordan has gone to the hospital
ordinary person notice in Maine in a cutting
Mrs. Elsie Kiuiball is visiting a ferr at Lewiston to be treated for appendiciyear? One enthusiastic ornithologist in
tis.
Cumberland county gives the Advertiser days in town.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Kimball had a
Aunt Marcia Bates is almost 99 years
111 different kinds of birds noted during
New Year's present of a little son.
old and is as bright and smart as ever.
1VW2 in that section.
—

by lining bees was conprofitable industry, and even

V In years gone

sidered a
their farm and returned to their old
an unattractive tree stump sometime*
home on Main Street.
contained a prize, but with the changes
epidemic
De Wolf Comedy Co. and Dr. Gray'»
times, and the clearing ol
people now and then. It aeeme to have of modern
Workers combined have held
Wonder
it
ii
some,
forest*
perhaps, by
become quite general at this time.
at Red Men's Hall every
entertainments
in
as
past
remunerative
so
eemed not
Jan. 3d, born to the wife of F. A.
this week.
the
is
there
night
always
Robinson, of Hotel Long, a son. The days. Nevertheless,
wise i Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Brackett have relaw of compensation. It is the
mother is quite ill.
hie turned from Waltham where they have
not
does
upon
who
trespass
and
man
born
One of Buckfield's nature
of November.
there is scarcc been visiting since the last
but
wood
lot,
ladies
old
passed away neighbor's
highly esteemed
The young people have all returned
have sheltered a hiv«
not
who
one
Jeanette
of
Mrs.
may
in
the
Jan. β
person
nook, and it ma; to their schools and collegee.
Loring Atwood, widow of Wm. H. At- in some quiet garden the honey is even
Gentlemen's night at the Woman's
wood. She was the only daughter of be that, in clover time,
that obtained in foresl Club Friday night, Jan. Θ.
Lucius Loring, formerly one of the lead- more rare than
Miss Ruth Goodnow entertained her
is one of the peculiarities ol
ing merchants of this place. We think wilds. It
on friends at whist Monday evening.
flavor
the
that
lingers
she was the last survivor of the Loring genuine honey
into the years of memory.
To Change Insurance Law.
family once prominent here. The old the palate
The friends and acquaintances of Mis:
homestead is now owned by Κ. N.
The report of the commissioners for
who bad secured a po !
Marshall,
southto
the
elevation
Georgia
the
Prince and
of
in the office of the the State of Maine for the promotion
west is known as Loring's hill. Funeral sition as typewriter
to learn ol uniformity of legislation, which consists
services were held Thursday on the ar- Kumford Falls Times, regret
Hannibal
illness from pneumonia, of Charles F. Libby of Portland,
rival of the afternoon train by Rev. B. F. her quite serious
and Frank M.
Mrs. Mary F. Marshall, hat E. Hamlin of Ellsworth
Turner. K. C. and Geo. M. Atwood, Her mother,
the
care for her.
Higgine of Limerick, made to
her stepsons, were in attendance with gone from here to
and Council Jan. 1st, recomMrs. Corry Perry ie also ill from s Governor
their wives. Mrs. G. D. Bisbee and
mended a sweeping change in the inof bilious fever.
daughter Mary came from Rumford Falls mild attack number of the members ol surance law of the state. They say that
A large
to attend the funeral.
in
No. 29, wer< the constitutionality of the law passed
Mrs. Sturte%-ant from Paris is at Flotel Onward Rebekah Lodge,
Tues 18l>5 depriving the right of insured to a
last
at
the
meeting
regular
her
of
illness
present
matter of fire
Long owing to the severe
District Deputy Granc trial by jury and having the
day evening.
daughter, Airs. F. A. Robinson.
arbitration of
D. Lurvey, assisted bj loss referred to a board of
Cora
on
are
President,
ice
and
apples
Wood, lumber,
well be questioned;
Grand Marshal Mildred F. Davis in three persons may
the move.
from
"rrmll a· the leaf In autnmn'· yellow bower,1
Duet In the wind or dew upon the flower."
comes over the
A sort of an

Rumtord.
Judge Wheeler of Connecticut suj:
Miss Lucioda Marston from Andovei
gests that in the interest» uf moraht k
and for its own protection, the stat
is visiting her sister, Mrs. S. L. Moody,
should have each uncontested divurc ι"
Mr. and Mrs. M. F. Virgin gave a party
**
th
to
a
made
and
last
investigated
report
Friday.
Grange
court,

am

Fryeburg.
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Bartlett, who recently moved to Brownâeld, have sold

West Paris.

Buckfield.

THE OXFORD BKABS.

1SB.

of the Wool Robes with

the Rubber Center.

Call and compare my

prices.

JAMES N. FAVOR, SsWrItucker
©1 Main St., Norway, Maine.

Something

Not Worth Men-

ti

price* on

ning—

footwear during the coming year. It can be taken for granted
that we will sell at modest profite and

our

give

our customers

the

beet

possible

value.
Start the New Year right.
Put your
feet in a pair of our perfect fitting,

long wearing

SHOES
and every step will be progressive and
There's a hearty greeting to
easy.
these offers. Yours truly,

SMILEY

NORWAY,

SHOE

E. N. SWETT, Manager and Salesman.

F. W.

STORE,
MAINE.

FAUNCE, Salesman.

Oemocral

Oïfovd

ïtic

*

7

SOUTH PARIS.
south pakis post orne*.
otnee Hour» «> 00 to : W a. M; βΛΟ

ί Λ*)

TSCHK

A.

M. I °

*AILWAT.

Commencing Sept. is, law,

LKAVK SOUTH PARTS
Going down (east)—5 36 A. M., (dally. Sun.tav *
4 40 P. *·
Sueday onlj
Included),»:» A.
■i<tp.x.
A. M.. 3:38 P. M„ 8:4
west)—10*00
i,olDg Up
TKAINS

'.ally, Sundays Included).

m

,

it'-a »

*■

Sunday onlj

CHL'KCHKS.

Rev W. Κ
Klrst Congngltlottl Church.
It- ks 1>· Γ>·. pastor. Preaching servie*», 10:4 î
mul 7:00 P. M.; Sunday School 12 s*.; ^
m
^
K. atrt Ρ- M.; Church prayer meeting oi [
not othei
χ
i^y evening at 7:30 o'clock. All,
«r·,.· connected, are cordially Invited.
Methodist Church, Rev. A W Pottle, Pastoi !
λ
I·.
-un lav. morning prayer meeting, 9:3»
u
.reaching service 10 45 a. si.; Sabbath Scho· 1
>i
Κpworth League Meeting, 6:15 P. M. ;
prayer meeting
prayer mcetinit 7 P.
iv evening; class meeting, Friday evening
i'-t c hurch. Rev. H. S. Mnkham, Pastoi
Sat
tv, preaching service 10:45 a.
.01 W
-,
praver meeting 7:00 p. m.
..r-tνΟΓ *Π·ΗΪ•ting Tuesdav evening.
Pastor
v. r-ill-t Church, Rev. J. H. Little,
I
service every Sunday at JO p. M., li
Pr,
at 3:30 p. M.
V» 11.1 .i. Sunday School

V

1·'

over

Sunday.

There will bo a meeting of the Universalis! parish at Engine Honse Hall,
Monday evening of next week.

P. M.

OSAND

The County Statement.
The statement of financial condition
of the County of Oxford, prepared by
the county commissioners and treasurer,
for the year ending Dec. 31, 1902, shows
that the county tax of 1902, amounting
to $22,133.37, is all paid except 9510.13.
The receipts and expenditures of the
county treasury for the year are sum

Miss Joan Stearns of Bethel visited her
parents. Mr. and Mrs. S. P. Stearns,

The

RECEIPTS.
Jan. 1, 1902

Ca*h In trea«'irv
Countv tax of 1902,
Temporary loan·

Wild land taxes,
Road taxes
Clerk of Court·' fee·,
Riley Plantation bridge tax.
Peddler'· license·,

Advertised letter» in South Paris postoffice Jan.12, 1903:
Use of telephone
Mr«.|Elwln Ru«sell.
Ksi her Homer.
Mr. .lofeph I'. Cunley.
Mr. Tommie Smith.
L. M. Swift.

representatives were present to be
in at the opening of the session.
Bon. Harry R. Virgin of Portland was
sleeted president of the senate, receiving
;be votes of all the members except bim-

9 7.160 m
2<»,147 34

$ l.ffle
2.48»

™"

3^,000 00
0,500 00
849 >8
.'>22 22

The candidates tor all these offices
nominated by acclamation in the
epublicau caucus, except the state
Mr. Ilayford, who has served
lessor.
had two opii the board twelve years,
unents, George H. Clarke of Auburn,
ad Elbridge M. Wilson ofGorham. The
jte stood :

The following officers of the Baptist
church were chosen at its recent annual

Secretary an.I Treasurer— H. W. t>ennlson.
Collector—Fre<i W Bonne v.
l'eacon*—(ieorxe B. Crockett, Emery W. Bon·
Dev. K-lwln I. spyjoril.
Sluslc < om m It tee-Albert E. Dean, George W.
Berry, Charles Marst»n.
The Farmiugton Chronicle of last
week has this pleasant reference to a
South Paris man:-"Ke-Vi-No, the proprietary medicine advertised in this
of South
paper made by Ernest Parlin
Paris. Me., (a former popular clerk in
the drug store of the late A. W. Pottle)
is re* eivim; the endorsement of and
being sold by Messrs. John W. Perkins
A· Co., also by Cook, Everett Λ Pennell,
wholesale druggists of Portland."

Railroad trailie was delayed some time
Wednesday morning by an accident to a
train
freight
station. A

about four miles below this

journal

on

freight car
was dragged

a

burned off, and the car
!»<·ιηβ little distance before it was discovered. The early morning train was
several hours late, and did not get in
here until alter V o'clock: and that and
the regular forenoon train were held
here until the track was clear, about 11

o'clock.

The annual meeting of the Congregational parish was held Monday afternoon,
and officers were chosen as follows:
Moderator— H. S. Bolster.
Clerk—V I) Bolster.
Co .rctur an l Treasurer— II N. Bolster,
rru'lentlal Committee—K. S. Haskell. Κ
snurt'etr

A

past year the total amount
collected ao<l disbursed for church pur·
j· m- ;. is ..fti M7INJ, the largest amounl
in a year in the history of the church
1 lie pastor s salary will be continued ai
the present amount, aud the services ol
Mrs. Brit;!;* is organist, aud of the malt
quartette, will be continued.

During the

The officers of Mount Pleasant He
be kali Lodge were installed Friday even
District President Mrs. ilauual1
Wright assisted by Grand Marshal Mrs
Ilattie Barnes. The list of officers is ai
follows:
Mrs. May Buck.
Jj

'osi.bv

U.—Mr*. Clara Howard.
Kec. scc —Mr*. Sadie Par In.
Fin. sec.—Ml-s Carrlt- Halt.
Treasurer— Mr». Battle Dean.
Chap —Mrs. Carrie Brl**».
Warden—Mrs. Kllen Curtl».
Con —Miss Florence Richards.
·>.(>.— Mrs. *ona Farrar.
I G —Mrs Kva Dohle
14. S. v. ti—Misa Anna Morse.
ν rs Sharlle Kimball.
L s. V U
K. ». \ a.— M re. E'lltli Maxim.
L. s. V. u._Misa Kmma Haskell.

^

—

Kev. Ira <ί. Sprague, at one time pas
of rhe Methodist church, and late
publisher of a paper here, died in Re«l
lands, Calif., Dec. 14th. Mr. Spragu
He had been
was pastor here in 1874.
printer before entering the ministry, an
in l>7y established The Maine Evangel
I
'st at AndoVer, Oxford
County.
June, Kso, the paper was moved toSout
Paris and published here until the fo
lowing January, when its list was sol
Ml
Witness.
to the
York
New
Sprague's health was not good, and i
1>S4 he went to Colorado Springs. Thei
lie served two years in the city counci
and was then elected mayor of the cil
and served in that capacity for two year
l ater he removed to California whei
lie died. His wife was Miss ilanuu
Chapman of Andover.

tor

A very pretty home wedding occurrt
the residence of the bride's parent
Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Chase on Westei
Avenue, South Paris, Saturday evenin
•January .'kl. when their eldest daughte
Mrs. Sadie M. Whitehead, was united
marriage to Mr. Paul O. Brendal
Lisbon Falls. The ceremony was pe
formed by the Kev. ». s. Piukhai
pastor of the Baptist church of Sou
Paris. The bride was attired in a cc
tu me of steel gray with cream color
nilk, and lace trimmings; the groom
The flower» we
usual evening dress.
very pretty. None but the relatives ai
Τ
immediate frieuds were present.
resents from the relatives and frien
ere and at Lisbon Falls were numeroi
1
consisting of silver and china.
cream, cake, cocoa and fancy crack·
and fruit were seived in the dining roo
The groom is one of the worthy citiz*
of Lisbon Falls, where Mr. and M
Brendal will reside.

at

S

ketch of Hitch's life
Poem ab«>ut Hach.
Piano— 'My Heart le Kver

a

sympathy

George ll. CWirke,
Elbrbige M. Wilson,

Helen Karnes.
Su-le Wheeler
Louise Sumner.

1

(Oxford
>unty). Republican, Congregationalist,
PUII.BKOOK, John M., Bethel,

and live stock broker, married;
Horn in Shelburnc, Ν. H., edu;e 02.
ited at Gould's Academy. Trustee and
aning committee of Bethel Savings
ink; Trustee of Gould's Academy;
aunty Commissioner of Oxford county
χ years up to the first of January, 1003.
ember of the legislature in 1S93.

.rmer

IIill, Albert R., Brownfield. RepubFreewill Baptist, merchant, farmer
ul lumberman, married ; age 58. Born
Porter; educated in the Brownfield
On the 10th
million and high schools.
while a schoolboy of
September, 1
>t quite IS, lie enlisted in the 2!ld Maine
and
»g. Infantry, for nine months,
rved ten months. Afterwards spent
western part of
me five years in the
•an,

in the lumber business,
en returned to Maine, and has since
mercantile, farming
;en engaged in
Is a member
id lumbering business.
I. 0. 0. F. and Rebekah Lodges, G.
R. Post, and P. II. Grange. Always a

mnsylvania,

.■publican.

Howe, Elliott W., Canton. Repuband grain dealer,
•an, Universaliet, flour
and lumber and farming,
so wood
in Canton; eduBorn
36.
arried; atfo
,ted at the common schools, Wilton
caderay, Dirigo Business College. Was
anagerot a branch store of the Atkinn House Furnishing Co. in Gardiner
Auum 1881»to 1895; then removed to
ista, and was there about one year,
of
as on the school board and selectman

and love alluded

an ton.

ireak Roads for R. F. D. Carriers.
A circular recently issued by the post
iflice department, and posted in all post
I itîices which have rural free delivery
ou tes, reads as follows:
The department looks to those who are
eceiving the benefits of the service to
exert
ise their personal endeavors and to
heir intluence with officials responsible
to
the
or the condition of the highways
nil that the roads traveled by rural cariers may always be kept open and in
ucli passable shape that the service can
>e regularly and punctually performed,
Should the regularity of the service be
îeedleesly destroyed as a result of lack
>f care of the highways the permanent
I vithdrawal of the service will very likely

16

Oxford County's Legislators.

tnton two

pros-11
well-jei

Faithful,"—Bach.

"J
5"

147
"4

From Howard Owen's compilation of
iographical sketches of members of the
resent legislature, we take the following
ographies of Senator Philbrook and the
ipresentatives from Oxford County:

few well chosen

the life and esteem of the deceased
i»d the emblems of respect shown. The
ervice throughout was interesting and
leeply impressive. It is estimated that
learly "»00 people were in attendance, as I'
he town hall also had to be opened to
«commodate the overflow.
Mrs. Irish was the daughter of Dr. A.
Stanwood of Rumford Falls, and the
tereaved husband is the son of Orlando
rish of Hartford. The hitherto happy
ouple were united in marriage some
ver oue year ago, and had bright
>ects before them, and had a fine
uruished home and everything to make
ife pleasant. An infant child is left unonscious of the fond mother that gave
Mr. Irish and the afflicted
1er life.
elatives have the deep sympathy of a
| tost of friends. The deceased was nearThe burial was at
j y 21 years of age.
ο

Nellie Jackson.
Marian Kverett.

"•ketch of Hau lei's life
Poem about Handel.
Plauo and Organ—"Wljrue,"—Handel,
M re. Brlgxs ami Mrs. PenfoM.
Mildred Parlln.
it Hav.ln
Piano—·"Ulpsv Kon«lo,"— llayiln, Kitty Morton
SâraSwett.
l.lfe of Mozart
Ten fact- to be remembered about Mozart,
Henry Howe
Geneva" Young
Poem on Mozart,
...Florence Tufts.
Life of Iteethoven
Mildred Ham.
Poem about Iteethoven
Piano—"Gertrude's Dream,"— Beethov» n.
Lizzie Foe*.

hole number of votes,
eces«a»-y for a choice,
otls Hayfonl,

richness, beauty and profusion, they
kere never equalled in this vicinity. We
t ill not attempt to discriminate where
11 were so tine and so tastefully arBrother Hooper in

legislative committee,

ere

or

rords full of

U. <>. P. P.—Elm Tree Colony, No. 199, meets
second and fourth Wednesday evenings of each
month.
U. O. G. C.—Norway Commandery, No. 247,
meets second and fourth Thursday evenlnge of
;ach month

a

S crct-trv of Stile— 'tyron Rov«1, Augusta.
State Trca urer—orainamlal Smith. l.ltrhfleM
Attorney General—George M. Seltlers, l'ortin<l.
Commissioner of Agriculture—A. W. Gllman,
oxrroft.
State Afse^cor—ills Hay fori, Canton.
Stain Printer—Clarence "B Burleigh, Augusta.
Mute Binder-—H Ε. Rel<l. Augusta.
Member* of Executive Council—Charlie H.
rewott, Bltlilefortl ; «. harle· S. Cook. l'ort law I ;
Sfcowhegan; William T.
ylv·«ter .1. WaltonΚ Iwanl
E. Chase, Bluehlll;
aine». Waterville;
athanl<*l M. .loue», Lincoln; George A. MurchCalais.

—

anged.

moon.

John F. Hill of Augusta was
luly inaugurated for a second term of
The governor's message, dewo years.
Ivered on that occasion, is printed in
ull on the first page of this paper. It is
plain and business-like statement of
he condition of the state in its several
epartments. It is of interest to every
itizen, and should be re« i by all.
State officers were chosen as follows:

pected by

K

the other going over Brett Hill through
The January supper of the Good ( beer the
Kiug neighborhood to Paris Hill.
will occur next Tuesday, the 20th. A
The instruments are being connected,
_-.mm| supper will be served in Grand about ten of them being already in
Army Hall followed by a first-class en- place. The company is organized solely
tertainment in New Hull.
to give telephone service to its members,
Reports from signal stations in differ- ;in<i it is tlic purpose to conduct its busiΊ he
ent ρ ti ts of Maine seem to be well agreed ness at as small cost as possible.
that the mean temperature for Decem- South Paris exchange will be in J. F.
ber was between three aud four decrees Plummer s store.
below the average. No one wrill be in- *
The Bach Club met Saturday after
clined to question those statistics.
noon, Jan. i>, at the home of Mrs. Cora
Charles E. Bennett cut his ice last Briggs. Thirty-one members were presweek, tin the usual tield not far from the ent" The work was a review of the
dam.
The quantity of ice stored this five composers that have been studied
and others, is so far this season.
year, by dealers, farmers
the
PKUGKAM.
ertiiiitiy as large as ever before,forandhaulKoll call— an«wcrvl by Items concerning these
quality of it and the traveling
re
com dom
ing it could not have been improved.

full

Division, No. 12, meets third Friday of each
month. Lake Assembly, No. 33. P. 8., second
and fourth Friday evenings of each month.
P. of H.—Norway Grange meets second and
fourth Saturdays of each month at Grange Hall.
G. A. R.—Harry Rust Post, No. M, meets In
Sew G. A. R. «all on the first Tuesday Evening
of each month.
W. R.C.—Meets In Now G. A. R. Hall, Mon.

•overnor

#
A telegram was received by relatives Ronded Indebtedness,
Temp >rary loans,
here on Sunday, announcing the death Bills allowed and unpaid
of Elisha Morse in San Francisco.
Mr. Due Oxford Law Library,
Morse was a son of the late Deacon
sTATKU MtttlNUS.
$57,872 10
Elisha Morse of Paris, and a half-brother
RESOURCES.
Retfula
y ν \ M.—Paris Lodge, No. i*4.
and
Miss
of
E.
Morse
Anna
P.
Alfred
Due from state, tax on wild
l i., -lav evening on or before full uioon
! Morse of this place. He was 72 years of
land*
#2.778 40
,ι K.—Mount Mica Lodge, regular meet
51»! 13
I'npald county taxes
τ 1rs1 uiv evening of eacn week -Aurori
age.
I
Dec.
1908.
and
third
1»·>η
In
31,
4,888 87
evenlngi
Monday
treasury
mcut,"ilret
t
* 8,178 40
W.
are
Walker A Son
A.
,ι mouth.
expecting to
,· R
Mount Pleasant Rebekah Lodge, No
receive two carloads of the cargo ot I
♦'2!·,691 70
labltltle·· In excess of resources,
.rt- second un i fourth i'rtdays or eacl
Welsh coal which British Vice-Consul
in odd Kellows' Hall.
The balance thus shown against the
of Portlaud has ordered. No
v K._W. Κ Kimball Poet, No. 148, roeeti
Kcatiug
is
-.·
larger than a year
thirl Saturday evenings of eacl coal has come into the
place for some countyThis?2,04">.00
is due to the fact that during
3i,.r.in, In I». A. R. HtU.
;»go.
of
a
the
and
weeks,
Are:
meets
large
portion
people
Kimball Relief Corps
Κ
u
the year it became necessary to put in
have settled down to a winter of wood·
rt -aturday evenings of each mouth, It
the additional tier of cells in the jail,
irpe Hail.
to get coal.
don't
ami
burning,
expect
-Part- Grange, from May 1 to Oct. 1
which was done at a cost of $.">,047.59,
land fourth Saturday; during th* The «Velsh coal has not yet arrived in
«bowing that the income of the county
of the year, meet» every Saturday, Ir
Portland.
has been larger than the ordinary ex*· ,. C.—Second and fourth Mondays ol
S. P. Maxim is cutting a number of penditures by almost exactly ?3.U00.
on
lot
the
on
Pine
the pines
The jailer's report shows that there
Briggs
P.—Stonv Hrook Lodge, No- 181
N
j.
Street, in the vicinity of the Universalist were in Dec. 31, 1902. 18 prisoners, as
ι·| and fourth Wednesday evenings
church lot, partly for the lumber and i^ainst 26 a year before.
The number
••a< h mouth.
-llamlln Lodge, No, 31, meets every
with an eye to opening out the .-ommitted to jail for the year was 129,
partly
Hall.
k
Pythian
Λ
venlngat
>f whom 12S were males.
>outh I arb view from the new church-to-be, both up
Fifty-seven
«
m
men of America
ν
: k>.;, meets second and fourth Tues
Pine Street and across the valley toward were committed for drunkenness, and
Hall.
m iioMen Cross
the village. The cutting of the trees !·"> for selling liquor.
Fifty-seven
will leave the new church in full view acre sentenced to one month or less,
tnnual meeting of Paris Lodge,
from quite a portion of l'leasant Street. ind only one was sentenced to state
\ M., occurs on Tuesday evening
j.- ,ι;
Paris Public Library Association, at jrison.
of tin- week.
its annual meeting Saturday night, chose
road,
on
the
is
Stuart
S.
( ! ι: .ι
going
Funeral of Mrs. Leon O. Irish.
these officers:
insurance for the Equitable Life
vvi.ri,
l'ι evident—James e. Wrteht.
Insurance ( o.
Vlw-PrwWeBt-Λ. C. Τ KIuk.
(EARLY FIVE HUNDRED FRIENDS ATan·· Treasurer—S. i>. Roister.
Secretary
moved
have
wife
and
Perkins
v
/..
H·
TENDED THE SERVICE AT HARTKOKD.
l>lre« tor»—-Jamei S Wr*ght tx ojicio, Horatio
tic Be man house into the Hill WWII.ury. 8. I* Maxim, C. K. Brooks, Mies
fr,
Alice
Street.
Knight.
η
Pleasaut
],
Librarian—Mt*s Alice Knight.
At Atheneum Hall. Hartford Center,
Scituate,
Dennison of
P.
,rii
The report of the librarian. Miss Knight, m Sunday, the 4th inst. occurred the
made a short visit to his brother. for the year, shows that there are 41» regu- uneral services of Lizzie Stanwood, wife
Μ λII \Y Itennison, here last week.
lar and -Vs occasion·! borrowers of books.
»f Leon l). Irish. The services were conNumber of books loaned during the lucted by Rev. W. W. Hooper of DeerII
l,· a number of the South Paris peoimohl folks' year, 2560. Thirty-three new books were
ng anil were very appropriate aud
uc planning to attend the
i
on the 26th of August, and the
iressive. Musical selections were finely
ί,'ιΓ, itr Bui kticld, .Ian. U-'d, weather and added
number loaned from this list since that
endered by a local quartette from Rumtr.tvelinij per mitt ing.
time has been 47i>. The total number of ord Falls, consisting of Fred Parsons
of
S.
Α.,
U.
Λ
Starbird,
I cut. Alfred
of which ind wife, F. O. Walker and wife, with
volumes in the library is
Rebekah
The
The >1 r. Kolfe. organist.
this place, who has been stationed at
are numbered and catalogued.
is
now
some
for
time,
l»el..
p,iit Dupont,
number of books in the Parsons libraiy, odges, I. O. O. F., of Rumford Falls and
at Fort Kevere, Hull. Mass.
added during the year, was 641.
'anton, and the Order of Foresters, of
rhich the deceased had been a member,
entertained
be
will
>enciCluh
The
The aunual meeting of the Citizens
by the Misses Telephone and Telegraph Co. was held vere largely represented.
tf'is M··ml.*ν evening
The managers of the Portland and
rt
1
W : kt
ling of "She Stoops to at the assessors' office Thursday evening,
tumford Falls
Railway generously
l>e completed.
< on<| 1er"
elected:
officers
were
and the following
ilaced a special train at the disposal of
Presl.leu*— R. L. «. uinmlng».
ί ! .nies Kawson and family have movand about 140
to
attend,
hose
desiring
Vice-Pre ■»!· lent—F A. SlturtleflT.
ed nt 11 the I.anomalie house, on the
rom Rumford Falls and a goodly numI'lcrk—l.G LtttletleM.
where
'·
i ! Ji and Gothic Streets,
.-net
Treasurer—C. K. Brook».
availed themselves of
ber from Canton
PlrnUirs—Κ A. Shurtleff, W. V Thomas, J.
I»r. Woodbury formerly lived.
his unusual courtesy.
K. riuntmer, Wn. Caldwell, Ο. Κ. CIltTor*!, A.
Had we a list and space to insert the
J. F. Plutuiuer is preparing to put a II. Jackson
lames of those who furnished the many
residence
miles
of
and
has
about
lib
store
on
roof
The
twenty
gravel
company
floral tributes, it would be a
buildiug iu the spring, in place of the wire strung, one Hue running from here ieautiful
•leasure to do so. Suffice it to say that
to East Oxford and thence to Hebron,
rotif which it now has.

shingle

No. îfl, assembles Wednesday Evening, on 01
before full moon. Oxford Council, R. ft 8. M.
Friday evening, after full moon. Oxford Lodge
No. 1, Ark Mariners, Wednesday evening after

In the house Hon. Oscar F. Fellows of
The
was chosen speaker.
democratic member^ cast their votes for
}yrus W. Davis of Waterville, who will
»e the recognized leader on the floor of
he house of the Democratic minority of
.1 members. W. S. Cotton of Lisbon
vas re-elected clerk of the house, and E.
il. Thompson of Augusta assistant clerk.
On Thursday, the returns of the vote
or governor having been officially in-

3uckeport

19,088
orders,
The public installation of officers of County Commissioner·'
15,506 "C
Salaries, Loans, Ac
Hamlin Lodge, K. of P., occurs next Ca»h In treasury. Dec. 31. 1902,
4.8U3
Friday evening, and is open to Knights
#43,«72 05
and their families, and a few invited
The statement of resources and lia
guests.
Supper will be served at 7
o'clock, and all are requested to be bilities is as follows:
LIABILITIES.

BTATKO MKETINOâ.
F. A A. M. Regular meeting of Oxfonl Lodgi
No. 18, In Masonic 11*11, Friday Evening on οι
before full moon. Oxford Royal Arch Chapter

I. O. O. F.—Norway Lodge.—Regular meetlnj
>elf and Staples, the Democratic mem· In Odd Fellows' Half, every Tuesday Evening
No. 21, me*·ta In Odd
Kendall M. Dunbar of Damaris- Wlldey Encampment,and
>er.
fourth Friday Even
Fellows' Ha l, second
:otta, who has long served in that capac- Inge of each month. Mt. Hope Rebekah Lodge,
ty, was re-elected secretary of the No. 68, meets on first and third Friday of each
month.
ienate, and Frank G. Farrington of AuK. of P.—Regular meeting In Hathaway Block
;usta was chosen assistant secretary.
every Thuredav Evening. U. R., A. O. Noyef

«43.872 06

prompt.

Legislature

•worn

εχι·κνι)ιτγκκ8.
Cost* ·*..I. Court. March term
Costs S. J. Court, Octoi*r term

Maine

151

9,sonoo
3 6*9 57
1,723 6*
1*7 3»
178 80
158 20
10 0'
8 80

flaw lad μ·Μ

Seventy-first

NORWAY.

usembled for its regular session at the
itatc house at Augusta last Wednesday.
Ml the thirty-one senators and 148of the

John F. Stanley and wife of Auburn
spent Sunday with their daughter, Mrs.
C. W. Bowker, who is somewhat ill.
marized as follows:
Don Briggs, Carl Robinson and George
(. lark were tishing on the river Saturday
afterLoon and took out a pickerel 27
inches long, which weighed 5 pounds
and 2 ounces. Pretty good tish for the
river.

The Legislature.

years.

Hubbard, Hiram R., Paris. Kepuband hotel
ran, Universalist, farmer
in
•oprietor, married; age (il. Born
iris, and educated at l'aris IIill Acadof Postmaster.
ny. Has held the office

Mc Intire, Bertrand G., East Waterrd. Democrat, Liberal, live stock and
mber dealer, married ; age 30. Born in
or way; educated in the common schools
id at Bridgton Academy. Has held the
lice of superintendent of schools,
ember of town, county and State
committees.
Always a
emocratic
" emocrat.

Ρλββοττ, G ko no κ J., Oxford.

Ν. E. O. P.—Lakeside Lodge, No. 177, meets In
ScwG. A.R. Hall, on the first and third Wednesday evenings of each month
Ο U. A. M.—Norway and South Paris Council,
N'o. 10, meets at G. A. R. Hall every Tuesday

Dvenlng.

Many corde of pulp wood are shipped
from the Norway station daily.
Dry cord and stove wood find an excellent market in the village
high
prices this winter.
Grand
Kinu
R. E., Walter S. Glidden,
>f the Grand Chapter of Maine, made
Oxford Royal Arch Chapter, No. 20, an
Mr.
>tticial visit Wednesday evening.
jlidden is clerk of the Supreme Judicial
He was
Uourt in Sagadahoc County.
iccompanied by Past Grand High Priest,
John W. Ballou. who fora long time has
ieen high sheriff of Sagadahoc County,
following the R. A. work a banquet
,vas served to about one hundred. Speech
naking, story telling, music and a social
ime followed the banquet.
The union meetings during the week
vere well attended.
They were as fol-

aj

ows:

SuitTuesday evening at the Baptist church
ed of the meeting, Prayer that the church"* of
iorwny may meet their full responsibility to the

lommunlty.
Wednesday evening at the Congregational
hurch. Subject, Prayer for the home.
Thursday evening at the Unlversalst church,
iubjeet.' rayer that all the feop'e may leel reacknowledge Ohrl't
pniisilillllv to personally
Frldav evening at the Methodist church. Subeet, Praver for graee nnd wisdom In our work
hit we may a·» labor that the blessing of God
nay make fruitful our efforts.

The

January

term

of

held
fhe docket showed several

Ίunicipal Court

was

the
on

Norway
Tuesday,

entries I
rhile there were settlements in various
No trials were held during the
natters.
irst day of the term.
I)ea. Geo. A. Wilkins of South Ber-1
k-ick, a former resident of tins place,
Bartlett
ias presented The Frank T.
tommandery, No. 130, S. W. Y., with
cry pretty gavel with historic features,
'lie mahogany handle is made from the
ail of the U. S. Cruiser Raleigh, while
lie head is of teak and was fashioned
rom the deck of the Spanish cruiser,
The head is inlaid
leina Mercedes.
rith wood of the frigate Constitution,
'lie committee of acceptance of the gift
* composed of Col. A. J. Stearns, Lieut.
W. Nash and Adj. R. I. Trask.
The many friends of Hon. Harry Virin congratulate him upon being presiHis mother
ent of tlie Maino senate.
a sister of Tax Collector G. A. Cole.
Capt. J. Waldo Nash will soon go to
rew York to prepare for the New York
portsmen's Show to be held at Madison
Capt. Nash
quare Garden Feb. 21st.
as been elected recently to the position
ι y the sportsmen of this section.
Mrs. Abbie Faunce and Mi's. H. Morse
«stalled the officers of Harry Rust Relief
lorps Monday evening as follows:

inson. a eon.
In Upton, Dec·, to the

|

'ollowing the installation speeches were
iadc by I)r. S. A. Bennett, S. H. Le-

Walker,

Ν. G —Ε. H. Allen.
V. G.—F. E. l>e< outer.
Sec..—C. G. Mason.
U. S. Ν. G.—U. .1. Brown.
1.. S. N. G.—Harrv E. Lovejoy.
Warden—L. K. lMko.
< on.—C. V. Webber.
1t. S. S.—Walter Young.
L. S. S.—L. J. Brown.
0. G.—H. A. Rich.
1. g.—I. C. Shephard.
U. S. V. G.—1>. M. French.
L. S. V. G.—B. B. Blcknell.
Chaplain—F. E. Gayton.

on

0

Ά

>

And it is hereby ordered that the tax assessed
against Chas. Chase, Preston F. Austin, F. A.
Lovejov, Henry W. Dunn. Andrew Abbott,
U. A. Burgess, Mrs. Charles P. Bartlctt and
Henry Abbott, George K. Smith, and Ε. I. Brown,
together with $83.50 of the taxes of tbe International Paper Company, amounting In all to
1160 00 be expended upon the road leading
Irish.
from Andover to Upton, and Lincoln Fuller of
In Itiicklleld, Jan. 11, Genie D., wife of Fred 1
Upton Is appointed Agent to expend the same,
Λ. Kolilneon, aged :$»i years.
und Is required to give bond as the law directs.
In Albany, Dec. 27, Joseph Scrlbner.
And the balance of said tax assessed against the
to
In Redlands, Calif., Dec. 14, Rev. Ira G. | International
Paper Company, amounting
Sprague, formerly of Andover and South Paris. il2.'.00, be expended upon the Black Brook road,
In East Waterford, Jan. 1, I'etcr N. Haskell, unci
Is appointed
Andover
of
R
Porter
Henry
to
aged ><o vears
tgent to expend the same, and is required
In Sweden, Dec. 22, Aaron I.lbby, aged t!C
live bond as the law directs.
yesrs.
In Lewleton, Jan. 3, Mrs. Elizabeth F. Brown,
Township Letter "C" for the purpose of
the Black Brook road, so called,
widow of Elden Brown of Norway, aged 51
repairing
Iving in said township, and also the "Carry
years, li months, 13 days.
lload". so called, which lies In said township,
the sum of two hundred and tlfty dollars is as-1
In Buckileld, Jan. 0, Mrs. Jeanette Lorlng
At wood, widow of William H. Atwood, aged 77
years.
In San Francisco, Calif Jan. 11, Ellsha Morse,
formerly of South Paris, aged 72 years.
In l.ovell, Jan. 7, Mrs. Lydia, wife of Win. D.

ON

Dr. R. 0.

Bailey,

tensed

Veterinary Surgeon,

Clcamee and bcAutifie·
Promote· a laiuriant frowtn.
Never Fall· to Bertore Grey
Hair to It· Youthful Color.
Cure· icalp durait· * hair faoiof.
frig.indil.OOat Dragl*·

Teeth.

Extracting teeth is the operation most
performed by dentists, and is

frequently

also

wo can

extract teeth

PAINLESSLY.

Remember,

the teeth
structed

our

Artificial Teeth

with consideration for the natural ex«ηη.κιΐ "nnlillir (if tlli» filCO.

CHAS. L. BUCK,

J

Congregationalist,

ΓΗ PARIS, MAINE,

^

jj

are

$10 Suits

A
_

5 ,0

500

3 «0

^2

Low Prices.
days

Prescription

I

specialty.
absolutely

Bankrupt's

Boys'

Discharge.

Suits

equally

as

cheap.

OVERCOATS, ULSTERS, REEFERS, FUR COATS, ODD PANTS,
UNDERWEAR, OVERSHIRTS all marked down.
Can't tell you here much about this sale or the bargains we will
a receipt for
give you, but call at our stores and we will give you

Saving Money

and that is

Making Money.

You

to show you.

money

can save

by buying

PARIS.

now.

CO.,

NOYES

H.

NORWAY.

-

BOTTLES!
PROTECTORS ί

WATER

I*

Aaaortmont I

Any

kind of

PARLIN'S

Cough

a

Sore Throat cured with

or

Headache cured with

PARLIN'S

PAIN

Parle, Maine.

South

Spring—Large

RE-VI-NO this

I

POWDERS.

Prescription Druggist,

ERNEST P. PARLIN,
K2~Try

ELIXIR.

SPRUCE

WARRANTED

Any

bottles fc75

ots.

JANUARY

CLEARANCE SALE!
WE HAVE SOME

Boys' and Children's Underwear, Boys'
Jersey Overshirts, Men's^and Boys'
Ulsters

Men's

and

Reefers,

and Overcoats

Eyes

Special

and

Young Men's

J. K. Chase, So. Paris. ON
RICHARDS

10.00
12.00

$12 and 13 Suits now
$14,15,16 Suits now

βίΤκ.?

exquisite

7.50,8.00

CALL· ΑΛΙ» NEE TIIE3I.

« .50 « 5 40
«0

6.00

now

now

Next door to Post Office,

7,
I.eforcet Connor, lot 3,
175
E. 1-2 of 4, B. 7.
Allison Brown, W. l-2of 4.R.7,
100
A S. E. 1-4 of 5, It. 7,
M. R. Chandler, S. E. 1-2 of »,
R. 7, A S. W. 1-5 of 5, R. 7, A
100
1-2 of β, It. 7,
Eut. A. 8. Bean, lot» 1 A 2 In R.
ft, ami parte of lots 3,4,5, Α β.
It. ft, 4 A 9, It- 6, and 4, R. 8,
U.

$4.00

now

$7.50,8,8.50 Suits

LUNG

5
S
%

place

^

PRICES WILL DO IT.

$5 and $6 Suits

ON

8
s
*

Every Clothing Buyer.

Bound to Sell Balance of Our Winter Stock

\m

IF

Uitrso

Fryebure Academy Grant, for the purpose
of repairing the only County roail therein,
of flfty-two dollars and llfty-slx
sum
the
jonte 1b assessed as follows:

Colgate

purity

We

appointed
required

TOILET SOAPS !

|

Will interest

by

|

—

Our Great Clearance Sale

appointed

a

tvtatvbI·

STORES.

BLUE

HOT

0

sizes

SMILEY,

NORWAY,

150 00

And Henry R. Porter of Andover Is
Is required to
Agent to expend the same and
<lvo bond as the law directs.
Ν "C" Surplus, for the purpose of repairing
from
\7 bo much of the County road leading
the
Andover to Upton as lies In said Surplus,
as follows:
turn of thirty-live dollars is assessed
nine
contain
to
I'pon the entire tract, supposed
of
thousand, three hundred acres, exclusive of
T. U. Coe
lots, and owned one-third
Ann
Bangor, and two-thirds by I>avld Pingree,
Maria Wheatland and Anna P. Peabody,
Bennett
the sum of thirty-live dollars; and
Agent to expend
Morse of Upton Is
as the
bond
to give
the same and is

odd

prompt and careful attention.

Telephone 1U*!I.

SOUTH

are

perfect reproduction of
nature gives.
They are conand adjusted skillfully, and

natural and

7500

our

THOMAS

F.

$5000 $100 00

Rein woolen
Besse B. Towne, Wednesday, 'while
THE DENTIST,
married ; age 07. Born in Lynn, ( descending the academy steps fell and
isiness,
She was
It w;ts decided to study Mendelsshon at
21 CO I
SOU
^ ass., and attended school there. Been s praincd her arm quite badly.
3000
725
inR 7, A part of
1«
tho next meeting of the club, to be held
-00
mnected with the woolen mills of the t aken to her home in Yagger the next
S. Edwards, lots 8 ft 9, R. », 1ι»
our ex- c.
Work
and
On
Crown
WheelBridge
P.
H.
and
un Jan. 24th.
uorninir.
Ell
Peabody
Dbinson Manufacturing Co. forty-four
60
3
500
180
er,lote 1,2 A3, R.8,
The officers of the Epworth League lor perience, skill and superior mechanical
Has held the various town offices.
»ars.
Joslah Connor, N. W. 1-4 lot 5,
New Industry for South Paris.
facilities help us to excel.
^ ^
^
he fust six months iu 15)03 are:
^
36
M
Peasi.ee, Sii.as F., Upton. RepubTelephone 100-2.
PrenHent—I.1'. Cobb.
Ralph W. Bean,lote 2 ft 3, R. 6, 200
36
ftO
80
lj ;an, Baptist, land surveyor, builder of
Fred L. Edwards, lot 1, R. ι.
1st Vl'-e l'r«*Milcnt—(ico. I. Wheeler.
Can work in evening if desired.
36
50
Γογ M AN Γ FACTORY WILL HE STARTED
W. 1-4 1. It. β, 2ft
N.
Harwell.
A.
timber
1'.—Kttta
I).
of
V.
lands,
care
21
Noyee.
r, >ads, and general
1-4
W.
8.
Frank Farwcll Est.,
8.1 V. 1'.—Clara Connor».
X.
HY M A SON MANUFACTURING CO.
in
Born
53.
«x>
Cambridge,
50
25
arried; age
1 Κ ii
4th V. 1*.—Miriam Caleiib.
36
SO
Has held tbe ottices of Selectman,
u
Sam'l W. Potter, S. E. 1-41, R.6, 25
Sec
Marjorle Bmwcll.
Brackett.
Taxes.
John W. Bennett, N. W. 1-4 4,
of
Trene.—Be«»le
Collector
and
τ
reasurer
of
the
"
There is a detinite prospect
Susan
It.
Cragln.
7,
Organist—Mrs.
establishment of a new business in South
Allison Brown, A. W. Stllee
Pkttengill, Waldo, Rumford. Re1 08
150
200
I have added an assortment of
Owing to sickness in Principal V. M.
Paris, which, beginning with not a very
3 60
500
ublican, Methodist, Railroad Manager,
1ÔÔ
1'
to
was
he
Henry Stllee, homestead,
obliged
considVhitmtin'e
as
family
will
have
of
makers
workmen,
Livermore
such
force
at
from
Born
lot
large
toilet soaps
1,
" arried;
Mre. C. L. Abbott, part
age 5S.
i
100
1 eave school for a few days. Supt. C. P.
15
schools,
R
4
erable possibilities of expansion. Leslie
common
the
in
&
Co.,
& Co., Armour
alls; educated
1 iarnes
for him.
Mrs. C. F. Brown, part lot 1,
supplies
esult.
School
L. Mason of Portlaud, a well known
Auburn.
and
^
^
^
are the
Farmington
Fred M. Davis has gone to Poland Williams, Barker, etc. The
36
Rural carriers are required to serve c inunittee six years, Selectman eleven
50
lumberman and business man. and a
Fletrlîer I. Bean, part lot 1, R. 4, 10
all seasons of
so
vhere ho will open a paint shop on his world's most famous soap makers, 1). <). Bennett, part meadow lot, 5
six
busiuess associate were here a few days I heir routes regularly at
Commissioner
years,
ears, County
>
100
100
when
R.
weather
lot
of
β,
kinds
F.
as a
>wn account.
5,
he year and in all
their names are the best guarantee Robcoo Croie,
mo·, and have arranged to occupy
in 181)1, member of Executive
im- *>, enator
W. S. Cordwell, who for a long time
been agent
«52 56
and
Has
I factory the rear end of A. E. Shurtletï's t can be done without unnecessarilytheir
of absolute
perouncil in 1S93.
be
to
is
able
with
or
suffered
sciatica,
lives
ias
L.
P.
endangering
periling their
,rist mill building, now leased to
f Rumford Falls Power Company from
and my low prices make my
fumes,
assistance
And Allison Brown of Frycburg Academy
the
in
with
mail
their
streets
S.
the
the
U.
on
ocor
ibout
Hawkins of Portland, ami formerly
conveyances
Member of the last
superintend the
s commencement.
to buy toilet soap. Grant le appointed Agent to
Ho is recovering rapidly. store the best
1 >f crutches.
to give
and :ustody.
j louse.
expenditure of the same and le required
upied by him as a match factory,match
snowfor many years
the
directe.
clear
Richardson,
law
Freeman
ae
the
should
bond
The
away
Patrons
later as an excelsior factory.
of
repairdrive up to and
COMMITTEE APPOINTMENTS.
tfith B. F. Spinney A* Co., has accepted
Riley Plantation for the purpose
business was sold and the excelsior busi- Irifts so that carriers can
op
ing the road In said Plantation running
the ■each the boxes without dismounting
position with a shoe firm at Alton,
The legislative committees were anhundred
ness proved not profitable, and for
to Wm. Gorman's the sum of one
of thel 'rem their vehicles.
The Oxford S\ II.
this
on
two
as
follows:
or
n
ounced
Thursday.
assessed
le
dollars
portion
past year
S. I. Millett, vice-president of tho NorIt is not a part of the carrier's duty to (] elegation have places as follows:
building has been unsed.
For the Examination of the
snow
is confined to his
Senator Philbrook is chairman of the way National Bank,
The concern which will occupy the ireak out the roads after a severe
5
£
«
r
sickness.
on
is
also
and the fitting of Glasses
lïomo by
c [>mmittee on Towns, and
I«
factory is the Mason Manufacturing Co., storm.
m
1
s
the
entertainod
eierto
Kimball
g
S.
A.
5
the
are
Mrs.
and
,
6
Rural carriers
expected
State Prison,
9
makers of wooden toys anil novelties.
I
.griculture,
>
Η
Ο
56
thcofllceof
on
even
Club
Ο
routes
Whist
§.
Wednesday
their
in
serve
in
Socond
to
Roundabout
Bills
imate committee on
ietically try
Although Mr. Mason is interested
Win. Maand
anil Geo. W. Blanchard,
evening.
j leading.
both, this company is distinct from the iiuder extremely adverse conditions,
1000 «2000 « 8 12
lacks no apparatus, no matter how costly,
son, lote 6. 7, 8 A ». Ii. 1.
be reportThe annual meeting of the Universalist the KlaincH arc furnlehed at α very low price— Same
M;ison Lumber Co., which is now oper- my undue lack of zeal should
owners, balance of townRepresentative Hill is on Inland Fislifoltho
of
considered.
resulted ίιι the election
Into the Androallty
the
to
<1
draining
id
mill.
Game.
department.
and
parish
ship
the
e
rles
Koyal
ating
scoggin river north of Berlin
lowing officers:
20 33
Howe is on Taxation.
5000
Mr. Mason says that at the start the
2520
Falls, Ν. H.,
According to the Boston Post, Silas
and
Pensions,
from ten
Moderator— Frccland Howe.
Claims
is
on
will
Hubbard
THOSE
of Robert Estes, 12 lot 9,
employ
Heirs
MORE
probably
factory
ONCE
a couple
beat
22
Rldlon.
50
Houlton
F.
of
100
Manson
recently
Clerk—C.
and
that
R. 13,
nd the house committee on Ways
to fifteen hands, meu and girls, but
2 42
600
400
Col. an·! Treae.-Mre. F. A. Danforth.
i»f green goods swindlers to the tune of
Edwin H. Ingalls, homestead,
"
A. Danforth, 3. U. Cumnilnge
4 Οι
leaus.
1000
800
if everything goes well, the business may
Com—F.
1'arUh
Alonzo
Fldeld,
Est. of
"
?7."Λ)0. The story, which has something of
1 4ΐ
350
200
Mclntire is on Public Buildings and nul W.C. I<eavltt.
Wm. Gorman,
develop so as to need a considerably
"
4 0«
500
1000
Muelc Committee—Frank Kimball, Frank 11.
it sound as if the writer was romancing,
Stlllman N. Llttlehale,
larger number. The work of taking out is that Manson received a circular from [rounds.
31
7ft
ftO
Beck anil W. C. Leavltt.
R.
8,
Fred Gorman, W. 1-4 lot2,
83
Parrott is on Manufactures, and Salthe excelsior machinery and getting
200
60
G. F. Llttlehale, homestead,
and J. K. Stonequale,"
Bickwell
in excellent
"James
the
85
200
will
parish
2u0
It
machines
begin
present
lot
new
15,
the
:l
Reports
ries.
1,
Wm.C. Champan,
ready for
8S
200
200
N'ew York, offering $10,000 worth of
Ket. W.W. Mason, lot 3, It. ».
is on State Lands and State fiuancial condition.
Peaslee
soon.
the
from
R.
told
be
lot
not
15,
could
that
2,
lint-tings Brothers,
We understand that the Wood claim
I shall
1 12
toads.
The {>eople of the town will welcome I money
275
200
For the next 30
A 1-2 lot 9, R. 18,
for 25 cents on the dollar. He
down the
new industry backed with sufficient genuine,
Pettengill is on Appropriations and for damages caused by cutting
International Paper Co., bal. of
sell
a Boston hotel
at
4t
5ft
a
my
tho
13250
from
1884ft
meeting
road
stage
leading
township except public lote,
grade on the
'inancial Affairs, and Interior Waters.
apital, which will add somewhat to the arranged
and came from Houlton with $2000 in
road to Hon John A. Roberts' residence Best Quality solid gold frames for $2.50
01
business of the place.
«100
Oxford Pomona Orange.
good money. Bickwell and Stonequale
has been adjusted by the municipal Best gold flllod frames warranted
Plantatlor
two valises
1.00 And Stlllman N. Llttlehale of Riley
were also on hand. They had
Pomona will hold its officers by the payment to Wood of the
10 years, only
Vital Statistics for 1902.
Oxford
County
Is appointed Agent to superintend the expendl
one of which held $10,000 in real money.
at Bryant Pond on sum of $50. Tho road was greatly im- Frameless glasses in all the differthat
Ybruarv
tax and Is required to give bond at
said
show
meeting
of
ture
records
clerk's
town
The
The other contained $10,000 in counterthe law directs.
ent styles with best gold filled
he lirst Tuesday. Programme:
proved.
there were bom in the town of Paris feit
When Manson appeared
...
2.00
And It is hereby ordered that said aeseesmcn'
money.
The officers of Oxford Lodge, No. 18.
stillonly
the
Business.
mountings,
toutlne
1!H)2
the
(leaving
He
exstuff.
be published ae the law requires.
during
year
]
showed him the real
ladies' Best
have
as are
such
A.
and
they
F.
postponed
1
ukIc.
tilled
M.,
chains,
gold
Comr'e
born out of account entirely), 56 chil- amined it closely, and finding it to be ac- , ,'onferilng 5th ileitree In full.
.50 JOHN M. PHILBROOK. ) County
of the
Bold elsewhere for SI.00, only
night until some date in February.
JONATHAN BARTLETT,}
dren, besides which there are recorded
he assured the two sharps that luslc by Franklin Grange.
of Oxford
Mrs. F. E. Drake,
L.
TAYLOR,
)County
ceptable,
evening,
RANDALL
Friday
other
Hour
Half
Voman's
the births of two children in
it was all right, laid down his $2000 and >ue-tlon Uttie modern newspaper a factor for assisted by Mrs. A. L. Cook and Emma
A true copy—attest
CHARLES F. WHITMAN. Clerk.
places to residents of Paris.
closed the deal. Bickwell and Stonegood or evil? 0|>ened by Mm. J. L. Abbott as Grand Mistress at Arms and
04
were
there
time
asBowker.
During the same
inThey
however,
at
protested.
Mistress
Arms,
Assistant Grand
quale,
a
work
H
of
Parle
range
West
ilui»lc.
residents
two
deaths in town, and
Petition for
serted that they wished to count the leading, Franklin Grange.
stalled the officers of Craigie Assembly
free
Paris are recorded as having died elseAll examinations
)
They were looking after leading, West Parle Grange.
In the matter of
money.
at Oxford village. Following the installais
t>4
5 In Bankruptcy.
recorded
The
BUTLER,
age
M.
tranklln
Grange.
where.
FRED
greatest
of baked beans, of
Manson's interests, they declared, and ac- long,
be taught In the schools of tion, supper, consisting
as
)
Bankrupt.
should
agriculture
charge.
friend
ars, and the ages are summarized
their
of th<
cordingly would not have
Maine? Opened by G. W. Q. Perhani.
salads, cold meats, fancy pies and cakes
To the Hon. clarknck Hale, Judge
tbi
follows:
Aftei
District Court of the United States for
was served in the banquet hall.
get the worst of any schemo. Manson, duelc, FraokUu Grange.
Maine:
of
District
that
90
Ker
everything
however, assured them
that I am permanently
J. A. Roberts, Sec.
came tho entertainment anc
Remember
the
in
the
li
Rum
Count]
banquet
ford,
BED M. BUTLERof
Between SO and 90
Manson, who is a powerful
15 was correct
State of Maine, li
located in South Paris, and shall be at
danco followed by a most delightfu
of Oxford, and
TO " SO
oi
W
and after
«0 ·· 70,
NERVE.
No. 4 Odd Fellows Block, until «aid District, respectfully represents, that
man, was obliged to use force
six miles to Norway.
WONDERFUL
of
office,
drive
my
was dulj
SO " «0,
the 23rd day of Aug., last past, he
the men down, escaped with
of Oxfort further notice.
knocking
most
man
A
meeting
a
of
"
Acts
pleasant
the
enduring
Congresi
under
Is
40
30,.
displayed by many
adjudged bankrupt
was held Tues
the $10,000. He afterwards related the
he has duly sui
SO " 40,.
relating to bankruptcy; that
pains of accidental Cuts, Wounds, County Pomona Grange Hall. Tho at
•Jo " *),
adventure to a post office inspector and
rendered all hie property anil rights of property
stiff
or
at
Grange
feet
Norway
Sore
day
Scalds,
Burns,
Bruises,
10 ·· »,
and has fully complied with all the requirement
the department is investigating the case.
was large and the entertain
of said Acts and of the orders of Court toucbini
ι
10.
joiuts. But there's no need for it. Buck- tendance
a
F.YESH3IIT NPECIA1IIT.
will kill the pain ment first class. The papers by Mrs. C
bis bankruptcy.
Salve
Ui'iler 1 year
Arnica
is
to
klen's
railroad
The Washington County
Hamlir
W.
K.
Wherefore he prays, that he mty be decree*
Life
and
on Farm
There were 25 marriages in town dur- be represented at the coming New York and cure the trouble. It's the bost salve E. Holt
discharge from al
interes
by the Court to nave a full
NOTICE.
of
were
Interests
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25c. at F. A. on Dairy
under sal·
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provable against his estate
ing the year, in β of which neither party Sportmen's Show, to be held in Madison on earth for piles, too.
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Court
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the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
such discharge.
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Clark,
other
D.
formerly
cepted
in
are recorded as solemnized
Drug Store, Norway.
Dated this 29th day of Dec., A. D. 1902.
In the matter of the partnor-Ί
of the
Advertiser, is now filling the position ο
FRED M. BUTLER, Bankrupt.
Postmaster Appointed.
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places, in which one or both
■«hip of VOTER A, WING,
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which
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night
Paris.
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ORDER OF NOTICE THEREOF.
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Albert W. Bobbins has been appointed
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are Clarence P.
}
Journal office.
District or Maine, es.
It is exceptional to find a family
A rtcmae W. Wing, and they Inpostmaster at Frye.
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Card of Thauks.
On this 3rd day of Jan., A. D. 1903, on reat
of Rumford Falls,
where there are no domeetic ruptures
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School
Ing tbe foregoing petition, it labath
Bankrupts.
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The undersigned, through the medium
these
Ordered by tbe Court, that a hearing be haI
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Deafness Cannot be Cured
To the creditors of the partnership of Vote!
Jan., Α.
New Life Pills
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Supt —Eugene N. Swett.
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the individual copartners In which an
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Wing,
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Notice is hereby given that on tbe 27th day οi ocrât, a known
of Rochester, Ϊ
condition of the mucous lining of the
Warren
otber persons
Ο.
B.
flamed
and
Mrs.
creditors,
all
Hersey.
that
A.
Voter
of
Charlks
at F. A. Shurtleff A Co's.,
A. D. 1903, the partnership
Dec.,
and
time
said
plac
Eustachian Tube. When this tube get· Inflamed but cure. 25c.
msy appear at tbe
H., is visiting her father, C. H. Browr Wing, tbe individual copartner· In which ar Interest,
hear
Rose L. Powers.
you have a rumbling tound or Imperfect
South Parie; Noyes Drug Store, Nor- for
and the;
and show cause, If any tbey hare, why tl
i·
a few weeks.
Clarence P. Voter and Artemas W. Wing
Ing. and when It 1» entirely closed Deafnessbe
C. L. Hersey.
of said petitioner should not be grante*
prayer
were
bankrupt^
adjudicated
way.
can
duly
Individually
c
Inflammation
occasion
tl
the
the result, and unless the
Miss Alice Abbott, on
And U Is further Ordered by tbe Court, that
bel
that the first meeting of their creditors will M
out and this tube restored to its normal
entei
Clerk shall send bv mall to all known credlto
fifteenth
Tuesday,
her
birthday,
In 8outh Paris, on the 101
Matters.
House.
Governor John F. Hill and family have taken
Court
Pension
the
at
forever;
be
will
destroyed
of said petition and this order, address*
in condition, hearlnir
tained her classmates of the Norwa 1 day of Jan., A. D. 1903, at 10 o'clock in th copies
nlue rases out of ten are causwl by catarrh,
just moved into their new mansion
to them at their places of residence as stated.
Llewellyn B. Heald of Sumner has High School at her home on Pleasar t forenoon, at which time tbe said acreditor
will b« which 1» nothing hut an Inflamed condition of
Witness tbe Hon. Clarence Hale, Judi
truste*
Augusta, which cost $250,000. It
to
of
their
claims,
appoint
increase
an
pension
been granted
Poi
may attend, prove
mucous surface·.
of tbe said Court, and tbe seal thereof, at
Street. The evening was a most plea; j. examine the bankrupt and transact aucb othe
several days before they are fairly settled, theWe will
give One Hundred Dollar· for any $8.00 per month.
land, in said District, on tbe 3rd day of Jai
ant one and the fifteen or twenty youn Κ business as may properly come before sal
but their home will be the centre ol case or Denfnes· (caused by catarrh) that can1908.
A.
D.
Send for
the time with music an α meeUng.
ν A. H. DAVI8, Clerk
social life at the capital through the not be cored by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
[L. s.]
William A. Cameron of Brownfleld people passed
South Paris, Dec. S9tb, 1903.
A true copy of petition and order tbereon.
Lia- games. Refreshments consisting of i< e
G BO. A* WILSON,
sessions of the legislature. A more brill circular·,
j εΗΚΝΒγ $ CO., Toledo, O. has filed a petition in bankruptcy.
—A. H. DAVIS, Clerk
Attest
in
Referee
Bankruptcy.
cream and cake were served.
iant legislative season than ever Is lookec «-Sold by Druggist·, 75c.
$392; assets, 160, exempt.
Ρ iblican,

Mail orders receive

$250 00

;iw uticcfco.

We also use Ether and Chloroform,
when desired, if admissable.

1

ï

ο
s>
t
55
a
Ο
Union Water Power Co., of
I.ewlston, dam, lot and build200
ings,
Γ. U. Coe, one-third, David
Pingree, Ann Maria Wheatland A Anna P. Pea hod ν, twothirds of remainder or said
township except public lots, 19500

$3.1)8.

now

ROYAL WORCESTER CORSETS,
and styles, $1 grade, now 50c.

All ready

V

<ρ
M

g

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM
the hair.

Auscsthelic

:

θ

Maine.

Extracting

follows

h

South Paris,

Telephone.
Office and Residence,
π High street.

as

as-

in Coats for Misses and Children
marked Half Price.
One
Fine Shirtwaists at the price of cheap ones.
lot, Bale price $1.>10. These are French flannel,
former
and black mohair, all sizes and colora,
prices 11.75, ?2, and $2.25; now $1.50.
CHILDREN'S DRESSES-Buy these readythem.
made much cheaper than you can make
$1 grade, now 79c; $1.25 grade, now 98c; $1.50
grade, now $1.19.
SILK WAIST BARGAIN'S, $5 grade, good style,

Η

$282 00

are

Everything

part of home-

Died.

the operation most commonly
Therefore the most dreaded. public
bungled.
| trow, Mrs. Ο. B. Warren of Rochester,
use of Our New Local
a
the
Mrs. J. E. Budden read
paper
II.
By
Refreshη (Jen. Grant and the War.
îents were served.
D. D., Eugene E. Libby, installed the
ollowing officers in Norway Lodge, No.
β, Ι. Ο. O. F., Tuesday evening:

The Waists, Jackets, Furs, Outing Gowns, etc., in this^sale
wish to find any
going fast, and you must come early if you interest
you.
A few of the tpeoial price· may
sortment.

ON

|

j»irn._Mrs. Alice Richardson.
S. V. P.—Mrs. Stephen L. Etlirldge.
J. V. I' —Mr». Hnttlc Cro· by.
< 'hup —Mr». KHz» Hrackett.
Treat».—Mrs < lara KMlott
Con.—Mrs. Hannah Morse.
A. Con.—Evelyn Young.
Guard.—Ellen Marston.
A. Guard.—Martha Rowc.

5

i

©
W.

Dunn,
Henry
100 $123 $0*1
stead,
83
123
a son.
100
C. A. Andrews, Boo bier lots,
In South Rumford, Jan. 2, to the wife of Tne International Paper Co.,
50 25
Fremont Abbott, a eon.
7500
6200
of
balance
township,
In Kezar Falls, Dec. 30, to the widow of ffm.
$51 91
Bushby, a son.
And Henry W. Dunn of Andover North Surthe
plus Is appointed Agent to superintend andexMarried.
Is
to law
penditure of the same accordingdirects.
required to give bond as the law
Andover North Surplus, for the purpose of
In Harrison, Jan. 1, Mr. Joseph Lyndon
Rrnckctt of So'ith Pari- and Miss Alice Gertrude
repairing so much of the County way leading from Andover Corner to Upton as lies within
Xoyes of Harrison.
Z.
Itev.
Ε.
Whitman,
Jan.
said Surplus, and also so much of the Black
I, by
In Waterford,
Mr Upurge Skllllngs of Bolster's Mills and Miss Brook road, so called, as lies within said SurEthel Kendall of W aterford.
plus, the bum of two hundred and eighty-two
In Wc-t Paris, Jan. 1 by Ο. K. Yates, Ep<|., dollars Is assessed as follows:
Mr. Krlek Erlckson and Miss Johanna Immoneu,
both of Finland.
In Kumford Falls, Jan. 1, by Hcv. β. B. Han· 1
<
naford, Mr. Lyman (J. Lovejoy and Miss Mary
Û
α
2
*
A. Seal, both of Kumford Falls.
S
D
«
3
is
In Mechanic Kails, Dec. 18, Mr. Ethan B.
>
Η
a
-A
Ο
Karris and vlss Etta L. Rich, both of Oxford.
R. L. Morton
In Mechanic Kails, Dec. 18, Mr. Leater|jC. Chas. Chase,
500 $ «00 $24 00
homestead,
Johnson of Oxford and Miss Kttta G. Snell of
250
7 50
Preston F. Austin, homestead, 200
Hebron
7 50
250
200
homestead,
H.
A.
Lovejoy,
Plnkham,
U.S.
Rev.
In South Paris, Jan. 3, by
Larned
1
old
S.
W.
Minn,
Mr. Paulo. Brendel and Mrs. Sadie M. White- Henry
6 00
200
100
homestead,
Falls.
head, both of Lisbon
12 00
400
200
homestead,
Mechanic Falls, Dec. 31, Mr. Alton Henry W. Dunn,
In
3 00
100
lots No. 22A23, 1(M)
Rich of Oxford, and Miss Sarah Cushman of Andrew Abbott,
1 95
65
96
No.
30,
lot
C.
A.
Rurgess,
Mechanic Falls.
P. Kartlctt and
In Bethel, Jan. 1, by Rev. F. E. Barton, Mr. Mrs. Charles
330
110
180
No.
lots
31A32,
Abbott,
Brown,
Henry
Wlnlleld S. Perkins and Miss Alice A.
3 75
125
160
George E. Smith, timber lot,
both of Waterford.
E. Ε. I. Brown, John Small farm
InOsslpee, S. H., Dec. 25. Mr. Elwood De250
7 50
300
on
Brook,
and
lot
Sawyer
Elliott of Kezar Falls anil Miss I.Ida Hay
International Paper Co., E.
inerltt of Oxslpcc.
250
7 50
400
and
43
46,
lots
Plummer
44,45
I η Ke/.ar Kails, Dec. 28, by Rev. M r. GreenInternational Taper Co., lots
halge, Mr. Wyuian Cotton und Miss Lizzie
48, and Mar-ton
47,
40,
41,
42,
Edgecomb.
600
18 00
800
lot,
In Kezar Kails, Jan 1. liy Rev. James Rounds,
re·
Mr. Roy Lord and Miss Luella Cotton, both of 1 International Paper Co.,
malnderof
township except
Kezar Falls.
6000 180 00
9900
public lots,
In Canton, Dec. 20, to the wife of F. L.

s

]

βΜΤίΤΫΈ.

ΤΠΕ

wife of Frank Vail,

son.

new

a|

CLEARANCE SALE

ON

_

day evening.

tlie

Remember

STATE OF MAUVE.
OXFORD, 88 :
Court of County Commissioners, December ees
elon, A. D. 1903, held at Pari·, within end foi
tbe Mid County of Oxford, on the last Tuesdaj
of December, A. D. 190», being tbe 80th day of
•aid month.
County Commissioner·1 for the Count;
of Oxford, In tbe month of September, A. D
11)02, as provided by law, made actual Inspection
of the County road· duly located and open foi
travel lying in unlncoiporated township· and
tract· of land hereinafter mentioned in «aid
conCounty, for the purpose of ascertaining the
ditions of said roads and estimating tbe amount
needed to put tbe same In repair so a· to be safe
and convenient for public travel; and It appearnot
ing on said Inspection that said road· were for
in good repair and not safe and convenient
of public travel and that a tax should
purposes
be assessed on said lands for the repair of said
roads therein ; they do therefore on the 30th day
of December, A. D. 1902, adjudge and order that
Born.
the following sums be assessed and the same are
In unhereby assessed upon the following lands
incorporated townships and tracts of land hereIn Norway, Jan. 9, to the wife of Henry B. inafter mentioned, for the purpose of repairing
Foster, a daughter.
the roads passing through them during tbe year
In Greenwood, Jan. 7, to the wife of Harry D.
1903, to wit:
Cole, a daughter (Doris, S 3 4 lbs.)
Andover West Surplus, for the purpose of
In Albany, Jan. 1, to the wife of Leelli KimCounty road leadpart of the
repairing that Corner
ball, a eon.
to Upton which lies
In Rumfonl Falle, Dec. 29, to the wife of ing from Andover
of fifty-one dollars and
the
sum
In
said
Surplus
James Shea, a eon
Is assessed as follows:
In Rumfurd Falls, Jan. I, to the wife of Alex ninety-one.cents
«
Glonet, a daughter
β
In Mexico, Dec. 30, to the wife of Lawrence
2
k
Dunn, a daughter.
In Buckileld, Jan. 3, to the wife of F. A. Rob

Small pox ie raging in northern Maine
I at present to a greater extent than in
years. The disease exists principally
near the Canadian border and most of
the infected poraone are French Canadians. It has been brought over the line
from New Brunswick where, in many
places, absolutely nothing is being done
Guards have been
to check its ravages.
stationed at Allegash and various points
alojg the border and a strict quarantine
has been established. The utmost care
must be taken to prevent the disease
spreading all through that section and
Dr. Nichols and the state board are doing
everything possible to check it.

on our

tables that

we

want

annual stock taking, and
that must

appeal

to your

to

exchange

to do it are

for CASH before our

going to

make

a

price

on

them

pocket-book.

$0.35, ,0prr™r $0.50
Boys' Jersey Overshirts,
Children's
Underwear,
.19,
Boys'&
2.75
One lot of Boys' Reefers,
1.98,
44

14

One lot of Boys' Reefers,
One lot of Men's Ulsters,
One lot of Men's Ulsters,
One lot of Hen's Overcoats,

One lot of Men's
One lot of Men's

Overcoats,
Reefers,

J, F. Plummer,
31 Market

Square,

2.98,

44

4.00

44

3.98,

44

7.00
5.00

44

10.00

9.00,

44

12.00

44

3.75

5.25,
7.50,

2.96,

clothier &

furnisher,

South Paris, Maine.

—

F

J. Franklin Harris,

11*11'·

ramllyrlUa are

the beet.

bilities,

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.

HARVARD COUGH BALSAM
We

Recommend it in
Especially
with Asthma. It clears the throat and

the patient is troubled
wheezed up condition which is
QO

F.

so

cases

where

relieves the

disagreeable.

a
Bottle.
cents
At the Pharmacy of

A. SHURTLEFF

&

CO.,

SOUTH PARIS. MAINE.
our Horehound Candy Cough Drops from Old
tried
Have
ty
you
Kentucky ? They are the best made—jo cents a pound.
F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.

CASTORIA

The KM Ym Han Ahnjs Beugkt

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.

g"*""·»
«

Ivers & Pond Pianos.

J

Don't tail to try

BEECHAM'S PILLS t

The Conservatory Expands.

England Conservatory

The New

of

Music is about to move into its beautiful
This
new buildings on the Back Bay.
is the largest school of mus*c in the
its pre-eminence among
world, and
American institution* has been conceded
ever since it was founded in 1853 by Dr.
Eben Tourjee.
Twenty years ago, when the department of pianoforte instruction was being
developed, a few Ivers A Fond pianos
Since then, as the conwere purchased.
servatory has
expanded, there have
gradually been acquii\)d 268 Ivers Λ
Pond pianos. With the expansion incidental to moving into the new bui'ding, the board of directors of the conservatory have placet! their order for SI
additional Ivers «ft Fond pianos, making
a total of 299.
Higher tribute to this famous Boston
art product would be hardly possible
than 'JO years' continued patronage by
this most critical of musical institutions.

HOMEMAKEKS COLUMN.
Oomapondenoe on topic· of Interest totbe
It touclted. AddreM : Editor HOMeau*»*»"
Colckm, Oxford Democrat, Pari·. Man*

tor·»*.

W. H. Winchester,
HEADQUARTERS

FOR

7. Now Mme. Jorray edifies
The scholars not unduly wise.

400,—«old Mine.
bird
By digging you will find: 1. A
flsh.
of the tliich family. 2. A certain
Ιο.

W. J. WHEELER, Agent,

3. A man who manufactures vessels,
4.
ornaments, etc., of precious metals.
6.
5. Ormolu.
An aquatic plant.

Me.

County,

ffrc^rds, Blanks, Horns, and

The fabulous age of primeval simplicrural em
ity and purity of manners in
8.
ployments. 7. An autumnal flower.
A certain wedding. 9. A fabled fleece.
11. A kind
10. The Baltimore oriole.

Supplies.

Ν. H.

Berlin,
Λητοηο aen<ttng a «ketch and deacnptlnn may
quickly ascertain our opinion fr«e whether an
InTeiiUoQ ι» probably patentable. Communication· unctlyconflilentlal. Handbook on Patent·
•en: 1Mb OMmI Igcnej torMCnrtM patenta.
Patent· taken through Muim A Co. receive
iptcvil u.-fkc', without charge, tu the

Scientific American.

Catalogues

/

positions
capable boys.
Good

smart,

Apply

open to

are

and

TROU-

m

JL·

Warranted,

$1.00.

No. 410.—A Riddle.
I might be a horse
Or 1 might be a tree.
Or I might. If 1 tried.

Be the arm of a sea.
Or 1 might be a window;
Now, how could that beî
I might be a sound
That would scare you at night.
But that same noisy thing
That would give you a fright
You would try to keep at me
If only you might.
I'm one little word.
And my letters are three;
If you're only bright.
You will surely guess me.

Axe Handles, 10 to
30 cents.

Crayon, Water color,

specialty.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L. M. TUFTS,

SOUTH PARIS.

Nichols St.,

Don't fail to

see

411.—Rhomboid.
Crosswords: 1. Missing. 2. At hand
3. Afresh. 4. The bottom timber of a
ship extending from stem to stern.
Down: L A letter. 2. Near. 3. The
4. A large basin or cistern, δ.
ocean.
Three letters In reel. 6. A pronoun. 7.
No.

ME.

We Do all Kinds of....

A letter.

JOB PRINTING.

No. 412.—Hidden

the

ALErMEN WANTED

our

latereet*

<>xfor«l ami mljicent counties.
Salary
-ominledlon. Aililreso
THE VICTOR OIL· COMPANY.
Cleveland. Ohio

:n

or

very rocky.
1 dropped a pen nine successive times
this afternoon.
Did you ever see a horse car melt ?
I hate to see cats kill birds.
was

Horse Rakes,

Hay Tedders,

Machinery.

also

We

bargains.

always

on

have

Kakes,

Machines,

A

Second

Hand

at

good

etc.,

good

Disappointment.
A little girl who had been sent to
school for the first time on her return
confessed to her mother that she did
not like it. "The teacher put me on a
chair." she explained, "and told me to
sit there for the present, and 1 sat and
sat. but she never gave me any present"

Harvesting

and Wa'ter A. Wood

line of

hand.

repairs

For SO Years

A. W. Walker & Son,

r\ α ι

—

V

Carpets

to close out odd

teacher.

"Exercise," answered Johnny, "is
work you like to do, and work is exercise you don't like to do."—Chicago
Tribune.

True "L.F." Atwood's Bitters

V/M L

J

V W

us

will

bring

HAKIM,

Sand. Ac.

patterns and clean
PORTLAND

Key

SON,

Ice, Coal, Cement, Lime, Hair, Brick,

up stock.

Aa the old year posses away.

NEVER OUT.

WALKER &

«ΟΓΤΗ

At Chrlatmaa Time.

When cold December skies are o'er us.
We raise our merry Christmas chorus.
Cheerful and glad and gay.
Now winter's biting blasts are here.
With snow and ice, short days and clear,

do you want it?
WK ARK

postal or telephone to
pou a supply promptly.
V

Wool

Mainstay

"I would say of this remedy, we have
used it for 30 years in our family. My
wife has used it since childhood for indigestion. heart burn and bilious troubles. We find it good at all seasons.

A LOW PRICE
ON

a

A SliKht Difference.
"How would you deline exercise, as
distinguished from work?" asked the

Wallace Staples, of Biddeford, Mains
writes as to the

South Paris, Maine.

—

Mountain·.

She wore a scarlet sweater with a
green skirt
Did you ever hear of a choral psalm"i
They found that the river bottom

Atwood & Forbe», South Pari·

Ideal Mower,

Deering

Hobbs' Variety Store,
NORWAY,

Farmers'
Attention !

Opulence.

a

409.—Illnatrated Rebna.

No.

r—

r

13.

Nimble.

greeting.

Initials spell

Unconditionally

Grade Portrait Work
a

V

AXES,

Picture Frames
and Pictures,
Mats, Mirrors
& Mouldings s,JL
and Oil

SIMPLE

Medium Size 50c.
Small or Trial Size 25c.
Eniloranl by nil who haw tried It.

Mechanic Falls, Me.

Sepia

α

Large Bottle* $1.00.

CHASE, MERRITT CO.,

in

ο

Outline: 1. A letter. 2. A musical Instrument. 3. A fruit. 4. A substance
used by bees to stop crevices in their
6. A ship's
3. A substitute.
hives.
boat. 7. Circle of rays round the head.
8. A gold coin. 9. A garland. 10. A
12.
11. Effusion.
New Englander.

Balsam

BKONCHLVL
BLES.

»-

Ο

Ο

all

at once to

High

Heath for Wolly—A decoration.

is

COLI>, HEAVY COLI>,

are

ness.

Remedy

Ik never fails to cure

about 16 years of age

strong and who wish an
opportuuity to learn the shoe busi-

application.

Ο

Lung

Wanted

IN SHOE FACTORY.

who

The Surest

Allen's

Braiirh ortk-e. 035 Κ SC. Washington. D. C.

boys

No. 407.—Anairram.

Ο

MUNN4Co.36,i"^" NewYork

Several

sent on

of cloth.

Ho. 40S.—Creacent Paul*.

A handsomely ;ihi4nt«d weekly. larcest circulation of «il» arientltlc journal. 'Icrms. $3 a
year: four mont hs. 91· 8®W by all newsdealer#,

Boys

for cooking is to invite poor

β. And In a tremor, all at once
He shouted, "Plato Is a dunce!"

From the Boston Herald, Jthe leading
newspaper of N'ew England, in its issue
of July 13, 1»02.

South Paris, Oxford

y.

DIVISION.

|

to

the

i'ussler.

Να 3D9.—Missing Rhymes: Sweet,
beside, meet, greet tide.
Να 400.—Christmas Zigzag: Santa

2.
S-able.
Crosswords—1.
Claus.
4. Cas-T-e. 5.
P-A-rol. 3. Da-N-te.
8.
7. Ilol-L-y.
6. Logi-C.
Comui-A.
Ph-A-se. 9. N-U-rse. 10. S-tory.
No. 401.—Easy Rlddlemeree: Christmas.

Corner Main and Danforth Sts..

MAINE.

NORWAY,
r ε
la

*"edv CATARRH
tan to

((«·

Maliftfactioii

Ely's Cream Balm

Give* Relief at one·.
It <· lea use», *oothe>i
and heals the dlaeaned
It cure·
membrane.
drives
ami
catarrh
the
away a cold In

——

<—

«

iM^'&JUCOLD1* head

$1.00.

If you use a mirror to find your own
faults you will forget to use a microscope for those of others.

Keetoree the Senaee of
Taate and Smell. Full SUe, 30 cent·, at l'ru#·
mall.
gist* or by mall. Trial slie 10 cent», by
ÏLY BBOTI1ER3, 36 Warren Street, New York.

protect· the Membrane.

are

better than paint.

work easy, make a smooth surface, and any one can apply them to
walla, ceilings, inside woodwork, panMany
tries, kitchens and furniture.
beautiful tints. The surface is nonabsorbent and can be kept bright and
clean by wiping with a damp cloth.

They

Dont pay
furnlah you

fancy price· when •'our dealer will
"Satouma Interior Knamela" at th·

ordinary paint.
•ame price
VKEB Color card and our booklet, "How to
Be furnlah the Home Without Buying New furniture."
aβ

Made by Heath & Milligan
CM rag·.

M'f'g Co.,

Also Floor Paint, Floor Varnish, Coach
Muralo, Ac.,
and Spar
Varnish,
Maaury's Railroad and Liquid Paints,
For aaie by,

S. P. MAXIM & SON,

poor apples
results.
Apples may be cut in thick slices and
cooked in the fat of sausages and served
with them. A'> firm, solid apple is best
for this. Or, after the apples are cored,
the hollow may be filled with cooked
sausage or pork or poultry minced fine
and baked until the apples are tender.
Apple croquettes are made in various
ways, but are little improvement on the
fried apples.
Apple fritters are but a variation of
the fried apple; the apples should first
be cored, then pared and cut in four or
five slices, then rolled in flour, dipped in
batter, and fried. They look much like
a doughnut with a hole in the center.
Apple salads have been very popular
for several seasons, and here is an attractive way to serve them, each individual portion in a handsome apple
skin. The pulp of the apple is cut small
and mixed with an equal quantity of
cubes of celery and moistened with a
French or mayonnaise dressing. Nuts
are often added to such a salad.
Baked apples, sweet or sour, have always been popular, and no fancy way of
serving them will improve their flavor.
But often the skins are tough or imperfect, and it is best to core and pare
them before cooking. Some varieties of
apples will retain their shape better
when stewed slowly in a sirup than if
baked. Some kinds of apples can be
baked and the skin pulled off afterward,
leaving a rosy tint on the pulp. A strip
of bright red* skin left around the centre
of a whole apple when coring and paring
it for stewing or baking in a sirup will
not only aid in keeping the apple in
shape, but often will be an attractive

TPainkilWf
(Pt'KKY DAVIS*)

the seaman's friend, for cholera,

cramps

or

chills. It acts like

magic.

Take no sabetitete. Price 25c.

Ε. W.

*

soc.

CHANDLER,

Guilders' Finish !

I will furnish DOORS and WINDOWS of any
Style at reasonable prices.

le or

Jso Window & Door Frames.

If In want of any kind of Finish for Inside or
itslde work, send in your orders. Pine Lum1r and Shingles on hand Cheap for Cash.

lining, Sawing and Job Work.

Matched Hard Wood Floor Boards for sale.

E.

W.

eat Sumner

CHANDLER,

Mala·.

THE STORM.

a Little Too
to Suit the Acior.

The liow Vm

He«TT

Fatal kidney and bladder troubles can
the use of
A. Shurtleff
& Co. Orln Stevens, Oxford.

ilways be prevented by
Foley's Kidney Cure. F.

"Every married man is the master of
bis own house," says the Cynical Bacheor of the Philadelphia Record, "as long
ts he stays away from it."
Terrible plaguee, those itching, pesterng diseases of the skin. Put an end to
At
uisery. Down's Ointment cures.
my drug store.

Catch

It.—"They say an
hasn't the best sense of
"And that's very
tumor in the world."
rue." "And yet it's said: 'He laugh»
"
►est who laughs last'
Slow

To

Snglishman

Two million Americans suffer the toruring pangs of dyspepsia. No need to.
lurdock Blood Bitters cures. At any
rug store.
A Utica man stole 1700 ponnds of
iimburger cheese and then was foolish
nough to wonder how the officer»
managed to track him.

After using one theater. The scene paint 's hud been at
dies without effect.
bottle of your Cream Balm I found rework uud had dropped several paint
lief and I cannot praise too highly such
brushes, hammers and other articles
a remedy.
into the sheet that held the snowstorm.
Miss Coka Willabd, Albany, Ν. Ï".
As the stage bands in the tiies shook
"What kind of a time did you have at the sheets to make the snow come
the reception?" "Fine," answered Mr. out a couple of bummers came down
Cumrox. "My wife didn't discover a and
just missed me by an inch. 1 was
thing wrong with the way I was dreseed blind und didn't dure to look up. but
and noftody tried to get me into a conwhen a monkey wrench just grazed my
versation."
temple I had presence of mind enough
The storm
IN BED FOUR WEEKS WITH GRIPPE. to yell: 'See yonder moon!
The stage hands took their
We have received the following letter is over!'
on me, und tin· audience
from Mr. Rey Kemp, of Angola, Ind: "I cue and let up
how u Mind
was in bed four weeks with grippe and never stopped to question
I tried many remedies and spent con- man could see yonder moon."—Philasiderable for treatment with physicians, delphia Kecord.
but I received no relief until I tried
Foley's Honey and Tar. Two small botAbout VolonnopM.
t'es of this medicine cured me and I
Few persons have uny ideu of the
now use it exclusively in my family."
of luvu und hot
Take no substitutes. F. A. Shurtleff prodigious quantity
ashes which a volcano in α state of
& Co. Orin Stevens, Oxford.
eruption can vomit in a few hours.
"What makes you think, Bobbie, that
The mutter which wus dischurged In
I took
your teacher is blind? "Why,
1G69 from Mount Etnu und which
supper at her house, and she said, 'Bob- threatened to overwhelm Catania forms
bio. where are your feet?' and they were
a muss the extent of which lias been
right on the table, both of them, in plain
estimated us being not less than 1,000,·
the
time."
all
sight,
000,000 cubic yards.
From the immense crater of Kilauou,
Mothers.
to
Important
in Huwuii, there wus vomited In 1840
of
bottle
CASTORIA,
fr,llllM carefully every
during u single eruption u muss of lava
a safe and sa re remedy for infants and children,
equivalent to fifty times the volume of
•ad see that It
earth which it wus necessury to remove
in order to form the Suez canal.
In 1873 the Skaptar-Jokull, one of the

Hgnatueof

SO Yeara.
Hi· Kind Too Bat· Ahraya Bought

la TJ·· For Over

garnish.

The pulp of baked or stewed apples is
often beaten into stiff whites of eggs,
lpnking the apple snow or float which is
served with a soft custard made of the

egg yolks.
An apple sherbet has a strained apple
sauce as its basis, sweetened and flavored slightly with cinnamon or cloves.
When half frozen, whipped cneam should
be partially mixed with it, and the whole
left to harden. When served, the lines
of cream and apple should be distinct.
The "birds' nest" pudding of our
grandmothers consisted of the whole apples cored and pared, the centers filled
with spiced sugar, and around them an
egg batter, which is light and puffy
when baked. The same name is given
to the apple tapioca when the apples are
left whole.
Here are two types of jellied apples
for the days when a cold dessert is
preferable. For one, the apples arc
cored and pared and cooked in a thick
sirup until tender but not broken, then
they are drained and cooled. A plain
jelly is made from pink gelatin, flavored
somewhat with lemon, and sweetened in
part, at least, by the sirup left from the
apples. When the jelly is cool, put a
layer in a mold, which has been rinsed
out with cold water.
Arrange the apples in the dish, and when one layer ol
jelly is firm, pour in a little more. Tc
serve, turn out on a dish and garnish
with thick whipped cream.
The other mold is an apple charlotte

stewed, sifted,
sweetened, flavored, and stiffened with
dissolved gelatin. As the mixture be
gins to stiffen, beat in the stiff whites ol
Garnisli
two eggs for each pint of jelly.
or

Apples

sponge.

are

a mold with candied cherries and angelica
and fill with the spongy mass.
This,
like snow pudding, should be served
with a soft custard sauce.

DUMPLINGS.
Make a quick biscuit crust, richer thac
for bread, but nut quite like pie crust.
One pint of flour is sufficient for six
good-sized dumplings. Core and pare
the apples without
them, and
fill the place where the core came out
with jelly or chopped raisins and nuts,
Divide the
or with a bit of the dough.
dough in six parts and roll or pat oui
until large enough to cover the apple.
These may be baked or steamed.
ΛΓΓΙ.Β

breaking

APPLE PUFFS.

Sift together one pint of flour, three
level teaspoons of baking powder, and
one-lialf teaspoon of salt. Mix into a
soft dough with one scant cup of milk,
one beaten egg, and two tablespoons ol
melted butter. Divide among the eight
cups of the muflin pan and lay sections
of apple on top, sticking the sharp edge
in. Sprinkle with spiced sugar, then
bake like any muffins. These may be
eaten like warm bread or served with a
rich sauce for a pudding.
A similar batter, made a trifle thinner,
may be used for apple fritters. The apple may be chopped and stirred in. 01
cut in thick slices, dipped, and put in
hot fat.—American Kitchen Magazine.

Recipes.
LEMON

AND

PKUNE

PUDDING.

Into two cups of sifted flour thoroughly mix one-half teaspoon of salt, one teaspoon of sugar, and four level teaspoons
of baking powder. Chop in one rounded
tablespoon of butter. Stir in one-half
cup of milk and slowly add enough more
to make a soft dough just stiff enough
to roll out.
Toss the dough on to a
floured board, divide into three parts,
and pat it out until the size of a round
cake pan. Dredge the pan with flour,
lay in one part of the dough, spread the
surface with melted butter, lay on the

Να 402.—An Inner Acrostic: A merry
Christmas. 1. Pe-A-ce. 2. Fa-M-lly. 3.
with butter, and
FARE ONLY
H-E-alth. 4. F-R-iends. 5. Chu-R-ch. other part, cover that
then add the third part of the dough.
Γο Nr* Coast and Interior Resorts of | 6.
7
Eu-C-ouragement.
S-Y-mpathy.
New Engltud.
Bake in a hot oven about twenty minutes.
10. B-l-ble.
8. Sig-H-t. 9. P-R-esents.
Steamers leave t'ranklln Wharf. Portland, an<l I
When done pull the dough apart and lay
13.
12. Cou-T-eiitiuent
n<lla Wharf. Boston, dallv, except Sunday, at
11. Gue-S-ts.
the under layer 011 a serving plate, dot
Λ*) r. m.
15. Mu- the surface here and there with stewed
14. F-A-ltb.
Through tickets Issued and bapgage checked Te-M-perance.
or New York, Philadelphia and Washington
S-ic.
prunes cut in small pieces and well
la all rail and Sound Unes.
No. 403.—Charade: Miss-ell-tow (mis- drained; then cover with cooked lemon
Freight rates always as low as other lines.
cream
All freight via this line Insured against Are
; put on another layer of each and
tletoe).
■nd marine risk.
No. 404.—Anagrams: Merry Christ- cover with the top layer of the pudding.
J. F. Liscomb, Agent, Franklin Wharf,
Serve hot with a sauce made from the
mas. A Happy New Year.
'ortland.
A. H. Haxscom, G. p. A T. A.
prune sirup, slightly thickened and
Calvin Αυβτικ, Vice l'res't A Gen'l Manager.
sweetened to taste.
|
LA
GRIPPE.
AND
PNEUMONIA
ieneral Offices, Foster's Wharf, Boston, Maes.
LEMON CItEAM FOK LEMON PUDDING.
Coughs cured quickly by Foley's Honey
Mix one cup of sugar, three level
Refuse substitutes. F. A.
and Tar.
Shurtleff ά Co. Orin Stevens, Oxford. tablespoons of corn starch, and onefourth teaspoon of salt. Stir thie into
"So they agreed to have a divorce?" one cup of boiling water, stirring till
"Yes; and' it's the first thing they ever smooth ; then place it over boiling water
have agreed on."
and let it cook ten minutes, stirring
frequently. Add the grated peel of half
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY and the
juice of one lemon and one
Take Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets. rounded tablespoon of butter. As you
it
if
All druggists refund the money
remove it from the Are, stir in one wellF. W. Grove'· signature beaten egg, and when well mixed pour it
(ails to cure.
on each box.
25c.
between the cakes.
PORTLAND AND BOSTON LINE.

Chas. F. Ridlon,

βΤΟΡΡΕΟ

"Mechanical devices ure now made
the returns showed a very close race bereal on tlie stage," said
tween HcGinn and Dr. Harry Lane, two wonderfully
hasn't been so
Different Ways to Cook Apples. Iriebmen met. One asked the other: the old stock actor. "It
"How is it, Mike, that in so many many years ago since even the simple
We do well In cold weather to use fat
Acroatlc.
Central
Ho. 40S^-C«ar«altd
▼otes it should be nick an' nick atween device of depicting a snowstorm was
foods, but it Is wise also to accompany
I am m leader; I begin
Lane?"
these with an acid fruit like the apple. Hinnery an' Dock
regarded an achievement I remember
The centuries as they roll In.
"Well, I'll tell ye," was the answer. on one occasion I was out with u comThe apple eauce with roast gooee or
an'
[Crosswords.]
min,
booth
very unpopilier
"They're
and In one
*
pork is always appetizing.
"l'hen Mme. Alma Jorray taught
be certain to pany playing repertoire
Much depends upon the choice of the if ye knowed wan, ye'd
don't even now recall
Her famous school of ancient thought,
an booth av thim are melodrama—1
th'
fur
vote
other,
apples: the so-called "cooking" apples d—d well known."
the name—I took the part of an old
cannot give the best results, and are no
2. An Arab, a seditious youth.
had
man whose daughter, the heroine,
Declared she wandered from the truth. more to be chosen than stale eggs or
Blue Island, III., Jan. 14, 1901.
1 was supposed to be
abducted.
been
to
learn
much
have
We
butter.
rancid
Messrs. Ely Brothers—I have used
& He said it turned his blood to ice
and my strong scene was in the
as to the varieties best suited to different
for nine blind,
To hear her calling Plato nice.
your Cream Balm in my family
when 1 went out Into α
and
the
flavor
besides
third
act,
culinary purposes;
and it has become my family docin search of my daughter.
with degree of acidity of an apple, its texture years
4. But when she crowned his bust
I use it freely snowstorm
tor for colds in the head.
and as i hobis also to be considered. In general, for
flowers
is a Godsend to She was lying in a drift,
It
children.
on
my
And sighed, "An ancestor of ours,"
ordinary use, it is best to select apples children. Yours respectfully,
bled across the stage I kept crying:
that are solid and heavy, not mealy, but
J. Kimball.
'Me che-ild! Where is ine che-ildV
5. Re ecowled at such a rank offense^
juicy and full of sparkle, neither very
Messrs. Ely Brothers—I suffered great"Well, it was early in the season and
And cried: "It rains; I must go hcnc·."
use
To
in
size.
large, nor the smallest
ly with catarrh and tried different reme- the play was the first attraction at that

MufforhtQ from any bod ♦
o/tho"
of Uvom.

lOrfnlN and «<··■«*. at dru* s

Réputation.
Judge Henry McGinn, who was recently elected state senator in Portland,
Oregon, tells this story:
Two days after the last election, when

Mother—"You naughty boy? You've
Little
been
Son—"No,
fighting."
mother." "How did your clothes get
torn and your face scratched?" "I was
trying to keep a bad boy from hurting a
good little boy." "That was noble.
Who was the good little boy?" "Me."
CHILDREN POISONED.

Many children are poisoned and made
nervous and weak, if not killed outright,
by mothers giving them cough syrups
containing opiates. Foley's Ilojey ard
Tar is a safe and certain remedy foi
coughs, croup and lung troubles, and
is the only prominent cough medicine
that contains no opiates or other poisons.
F. A. Shurtleff A Co. Orin Stevens,
Oxford.

A little girl who had been sent to
school for the first time, on her return
confessed to her mother that she did
not like it.
"The teacher put mo on a
chair," she explained, "and told me to
sit there for the preeent, and I sat and
sat, but she never gave me any present."
The many friends of G. II. Ilausan,
Engineer, L. E. & W. R. K., at present
living in Lima, 0., will be pleased to

know of his recovery from threatened
kidney disease. He writes, "I was cured
by using Foley's Kidney Cure, which 1
recommend to all, especially trainmen
who are usually similarly afflicted." F.
A. Shurtleff & Co. Orin Stevens, Oxford.

She—"Yes, I actually believe that a
will worry more over a valuable

man

than he will over his
wife."
"Well, my dear, you shouldn't cavil al
that. Most men are brought up in a
commercial atmosphere, where they acquire a keen sense of the true value oi
horse

things."

"hi·

signature is

he

remedy

ou

every box of the genuine
T»t>ieu

Bromo-Quinine
coM lr
that

Laxative

raroit

η

on·

day

A Cruel Death. "Norah," said hei
mistress, "I want a chicken smothered

"If yez
in onions for this evening."
want it killed in as cruel a way as that,
mem," replied the indignant kitchenmaid, "yez'll hev to do it yersilf."

most redoubtable volcanoes in Iceland,
sent forth two rivers of fire, one of
which ran along a valley for eighty
miles. Its depth along the entire distance being thirty yurds. Finally, it Is
estimuted that from the muss of stones
and ashes which were dischurged in
1883 from Krnkatoa could be formed a
mountain higher and wider thun Mont
Blanc.

Remedy.
In the ice chest of a Germantown
residence there are always lying four
or five big keys. This is because the
nose of the little son of the house
bleeds every few days, and nothing
stops the hemorrhage like the dropping
An Old Time

a

large, cold key down the child's back,
He
the Philadelphia Record.

says

and cries out before the shock,
and then in a moment he is well, his
suld
nose stops bleeding. A physician
thut the cold key remedy lor the hemorrhage of the nose was us old, he supposed, as keys themselves ure. "It is u
"and
very good remedy," he went on,
Its curative power is due to the shock it
gives. But isn't it an odd thing to use—
u cold key? Almost as odd. to my mind,
as the candle with u'hlch some persons
tallow their noses when they have a

squirms

But the candle remedy does no
good, so far as I can see, whereas the
In the
key remedy Is one of the best
business."
cold.

fil·

Head and

HI*

Hat.

bas been said of tbe southern
darky that be has not always a clear
Idea as to property rights, but on some
points it appears thut be is not in the
least hazy.
An old colored man in the days "befo' de wall" was given one of his master's cast off hats, which he wore with
great pride. One Sunday his muster
met blm cumiug home from a camp
meeting in a pouring rain bareheaded
and holding bis hat under his cout.
Later on the master questioned him
It

tk· Ohun
•k»
At the men'· service In a YorkehliQ
parish the vicar tried to convey the leason that the truest heroes and heroines
in the
ire those who do noble deeds

CASTORIA

lecret corner of the home, where none

applaud.

can see or

"Few of you seem to think," he coneluded, "that your wives staying at
home uncomplainingly to mind the children and prepare the meals are
heroines, and yet their touching devotion to duty proves them to be so."
It certainly hadn't struck one old

For Infants and Children.

CASTORIA

farmer in this way before, and as soon
his
&s he got home he promptly told
wife that the vicar had called her a

bonnet I wore last
Answers.

Sunday!"—London

/\ιηψίιη Stul'
♦

seem

happy.

COUGH
AND WORKS OFF THE COLD.
STOPS

THE

Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets cure
cold in one day. No Care, no Pay.
Price 25 cents.

■a

been a very good little
girl to-day, Winifred," said her mother
aeshe was putting her to bed.
"Yes," said Winifred, "I know I have
been very good."
"You have

ItinpSeed'

mm navw.

Ancrfecl Remedy forConslipalion, Sour Stomach.Diarrhoea

Worms,(Convulsions .Feverishness and LOSS OF SLEEP.

place

It was
unusual event.
to mark the desks in
a fine
uny manner, the penalty being
of $5 or public chastisement.
"Happening to violate the rule on
one occasion, 1 was offered the alterI told my father, and, as he
native.
seemed to think it would be too bad
for me to lie publicly punished, he
not an

FacSuwle

against the rules

said,

"Say,

see

}5

L

how I earned my first $5."

i:is Kkk Sauce.

"Well, my man," said the vlsitln
physician <>'' a Dublin infirmary to

"how do you feel this morn-

ing ?"
"Purty well, sorr," was the reply.
I hope you like the
"That's ri^ht

■fflace?"

"Indeed and I do, sorr!" said the
"Theio's only wan thing wrong

man.

In this establishment, and that is 1
as much mate as wud feed a

gelatin!"

A LIFE AT STAKE.
If you but knew the

eplendid

Going into the room of a young und uttractive teacher one day, Mr. Iiowlund
took notice of an untidy desk und u

merit of carelessly

urranged

bookshelf,

and,

you would never pointing his finger at them, queried
be without it. A dose or two will prebrusquely:
vent an attack of pneumonia or grippe.
"What kind of u housekeeper do you
It may save your life. F. A. Shurtleff
think you'd muke?"
& Co. Orin Stevens, Oxford.
"Why, Mr. Iiowlund, ure you looking
A red nose may be due to the rays of for one?" wus tbe humorously qulzzicul
the sun or to the raise of the glass.
reply.

Foley's Honey and Tar

111 ·> ι»

Dos*

s

«»

1 cl
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c

I

h

in 1 s

EXACT COPY OF WRAPPER.

Farmer
And Have One Cent

If You
Buy

are a

a

postal

card and send to The New-

York Tribune Farmer, New-York City, for

eparrow."
"Oh, you're getting your appetite
"Then I
are you?" said the doctor.
order an egg to be sent up to you."

free specimen copy.
The Tribune Farmer is a National Illustrated Agricultural Weekly for Farmers and
their families, and stands at the head of the
agricultural press. The price is $1.00 per
year, but if you like it you can secure it
with your own favorite local newspaper,
The Oxford Democrat, South Paris, Me., at a
bargain. Both papers one year only $2.00.
Send your order and money to The Oxford
Democrat.

a

u

"Arrali, docther," rejoined the patient, "would you be so kind as to tell
thim at the same time to siud me up
the hin that laid it?"
The PrivllcKe of I'uKMUm.
A Georgia darky arrested for stealing a possum from a white man said

to the Judge:
"I don't count it no stealin' 'tall, yo'
homier, kazt' de ]>ossum wuz raise fer
Let
de nigger, des luk de mule wuz.
de white man take de turkey en leave
de possum fer de nigger is what 1

says!"

said the judge, "the negro
frequently takes the turkey too?"
"Not dis season, suh," was the quid;
"But,"

too

1

s

only get

"Dey roostln'
lanta Constitution.

of

high."—At-

Disturbed
Sleep

ilk..

ll&JI

ÉÊÈÊk

Renard of Merit.

Papa—Where

lar?

did you get that dol-

Little Son—That's the one you gave

my birthday.
And you haven't
Tapa—My, my!
spent It? Here's another dollar.
Little Son—Thank you. I hope mamma won't borrow this one. like she did
the other. She Just paid it back.
me on

Child is restless iu the night, starting suddenly from
about the bed, grinding the teeth—growing
thin and listless, apparently from loss of rest—the trouble is
If

a

sleep, tossing
worms.

A few doses of that famous old

remedy,

TRUES WORM EUXIR
will expel the worms, and cure the diseased conditions, causing the child to sleep well at night, and, naturally, give it a
bright and cheerful disposition throughout the day. Dr.True's
Pin Worm Klixir is a purely vegetable remedy that would not
harm the most delicate child even if it had no worms. In
Sold at stores generally, 35 cents. Booklet on
use 50 years.
Children and Their Diseases free. Write us for it.

Dr. J. F. TRUE & CO., Auburn, Me.
Special treatment for Tape Worm*. Send for pamphlit.

CASTORIA

For infants and Children.

Ill Kind You Han Always Bought

SO WEARY.

Weary and worn out all th<
time. Back weak and lame anc
aching. Headache, Nervous

Restless, Excitable. The Kid

neys

are

sick.

/

Doan's

Kidney Pills

every symptom of Kidney Ills, iron
backache to complicated urinary
disorders.
cure

He Didn't Take tbe Hint.

Chicago once hud us its superintendschools η bachelor named
"How do you know it?" asked her ent of city
Iiowlund, whose gruffness of muiiner
mother. The child answered:
"I know it because all day my heart und love of neatness were proverbial.

has felt like

Signature

NEW YORK.
Alb

of iuv
gave nie the $5. At that period
existence J?."» was a large sum, while a
whipping was of little consequence,
and so"— here Mr. Clemens reflectively knocked the ashes from his cigar—
"well," he finally added, "that was

reply.

+

C/anJudJumr

money he hud ever earned.
"Yes," answered Mr. Clemens, puffing meditatively on his cigar, "I have
When I
a distinct recollection of it.
was a youngster, I attended school at
where the use of the birch rod
a

your head?"
"You see, it's like dis, sab," responded Jerry. "My head is yours, but my
hat la mine, and nachelly I feels like
taking care ob It, aah."—Youth's Com-

in the background,
them goats!"

~

*

fffffriaii* ΛΛ

"Why didn't you wear your hat, Jerry? Did you feel the need of cooling

she tried to test bis aesthetic powers.
In her desire to rouse him to α perception of better things she took him to
Niagara fulls. Tbe train brought them
Into sudden nnd magnificent view of
the great wonder. She watched him
closely as the moment for the test
drew neur and wus delighted to see
blm press bis face to the window a*·
keep it there.
Then he turned to her with beaming
countennnce and, pointing to a hillside

In
Use
For Over
Thirty Years

sitχ Senna

IwtktlU SuUt

Λα* Seed

The

"You believe in short engagements,
don't you, dear?" asked the happy and
accepted lover. "Short engagements
have always been my rule, darling," replied she. And even then ho did not

of

Zlxt'pf o/fHdûrSAMUEL PtTCHKR

Jocosely:

prevention of consumption is en- panion.
tirely a question of commencing the
lVMnre'a Glories,
proper treatment in time. Nothing is
aunt was worried because
Georgie'e
so well adapted to ward off fatal lung
or appreciate
troubles as Foley's Honey and Tar. F. he failed to understand
HarA. Shurtleff & Co. Orin Stevens, Ox- anything not strictly practical.
ford.
per's Magazine tells of an experiment

Signature

Promotes Digestion.Cheerful·
fiessanc'. Rest.Con tains neither
Opium .Morphine nor>Iineral.
Nor Narcotic.

Earning·.
Mark Twain'·
Mark Twain was ouce asked by a
friend if he remembered the first

patient,

Bears the

tirg the Stomachs andBowels

Flrat

was

Always Bought

ÀVegctable Preparationfor Assimilating tlicFoodandBeguiaof

heroine.
"Whatever does that mean?" asked
the good lady.
"Oh, It means a woman who stays in
? house instead of goin' art to show
hersen," explained the farmer vaguely.
"Then I'm not a heroine, an' I'll
thang t' vicar to mind what he's sayIn'," snapped the wife. "I go to his
church as much as t' other women do,
an' he muet be blind if he can't see me.
I'd Ave different colors in t'

Why,

The Kind You Have

common

Mrs. Mark Hyde, of 45 Thornloy street,
raw tucket, R. I., says: "lioau's Kldnej
l'llls have been used by both my husband
and two daughters, and the relief obtained
In every case was very satisfactory. My
husband was bothered off and on for a long
time with pains across his back, which at
times became very severs. I saw Doan'n

Kidney Pills advertised, and procured

a

box from W. L. Wood's drug store. He
need them, and in a very short time was rid
of the backache. I always keep Doan's
Kidney Pills on hand, and would not bo
Without them."
For sale by all druggists; 50 cents. Foeter-Mltburn Co., Buffalo, Ν. Y.

&
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EGMOC MAN

13
THE
NATIONAL UCHT-HOUSE SERVICE
THC
MEANS OF SAVING THCUSANDS OF LIVES EVERY YEAR.
NATURE'0. LIFE-SAVING SERVICE IS NO LESS EFFEC·
TIVE.

RCAiOC STANDS FOR A BEACON OF BRIGHTEST

HOPE TO

EVERY

73Y/.C.CP.

UFON THE SEA OF BODILY

PCMOC IS NATURE'S HEALTH SIGNAL.
GUIDED BY IT THE STRICKEN VICTIM OF RHEUMATISM,
INDIGESTION, WERVE OR BLCOD TROUBLES MAY EASILY
REACH THE SAFE HARBCR OF PERrECT HEALTH,
SUFFERING.

We read the other day of an elderly
HI· Gracc.
SUPPLIES !
farmer who had this criticism to make
Bishop Wilberforce used to tell a stoof his wife:
ry of a greedy clergyman who when
IV. P.
"I've spent enough on that woman to
ASK FOR BOOKLET.
usked to say grace looked anxiously to
buy three farms, an' yet she'd ruther go see if there were cliampugne glasses 'J3 ittaln St., South Pari*. JWr.
off to some meetin' than stay at home
on tbe tuble. If there were, he begun,
ROMCC REMEDY CO.
and help me dress a hog!"
Mall orders promptly filled.
"Bountiful Jebovnh!" But If be suw
PROVIDENCE, R. I.
STOP IT !
only claret glasses he said. "We ure
A neglected cough or cold may lead not worthy of the leust of thy mercies."
to serious bronchial or lung troubles.
Don't take chances when Foley's Honey
Have Some Municipal Way*.
and Tar affords perfect security from
"Your town is getting to be quite a
serious effects of a cold. F. A. Shurtleff
P. Δ. SHURTLEFP tto OO., Agonta.
city, isn't it?"
<& Co. Orin Stevene, Oxford.
"Well, I don't know. Sometimes I
new
a
Bob—"What should a man do when a think we're a city and sometimes I
coats
at
don't.
wear
swallowtail
We
girl fiehee for a compliment?" Job—"Lie
we
our
PBCNE SAUCE FOB PUDDING.
evening parties, but we haven't hud a
like the other people who Ash."
some
two
of
and
wash
street car strike yet"—Chicago TribPick over
cups
prunes,
cover with cold water, and let them soak I
Fashion Item—Coal pockets are not une.
on the back of the stove until well filled I being n^ade full this season.
Draw them forward and cook
out.
Λ Problem of the Preaent.
I have one Colonial Style, mahogany
"Little Colds" neglected—thousands
gently until quite tender, especially in
Hortense—Papa is so pensive today! 1 ;ase, Pease piano, H octave, almost new
Dr.
the skins. When done let them boil up of lives sacrificed every year.
Perhaps he is wondering how be will forilSS.
rapidly for a few minutes, and if needed Wood's Norway Pine Syrup cures little get along without us after we are marOne walnut case Poole piano, almost
add sugar to taste. Some prunes are so colds—cures big colds too, down to the
ι lew, for 990Φ, worth $250.
ried.
sweet that sugar is unnecessary, but if very verge of consumption.
One second hand Ivers & Pond piano,
Helen—More likely he is wondering
for a pudding sauce they may be sweetMaude—"Charley Freshleigh actually how be will get along with us until we valnut case, for $950, worth $300.
ened slightly. Strain the liquor and add
Clara— are.—Brooklyn Life.
I have a nice oak case organ at Rumto one pint of it two teaspoons of corn tried to kiss me last night."
ord Falls, 11 etops, that I will sell at a
starch wet in cold water, put on to boil, "Indeed! How did it happen he had to
and cook ten minutée. When this sauce try?"
peat trade.
Ko Ear For Mnalc.
is served with a pudding without the
"How do you like the music, Mr. JudOne second hand Estey organ at South
Not
foresee
an
accident.
to
Impossible
lemon cream it may be flavored with
'aris, almost new, for ΛΛ»
impossible to be prepared for it. klns?" said Miss Parsons.
lemon juice.
Monarch
"I'm sorry, but I have no ear for
Dr. Thomas' Eclectric Oil.
One second hand Worcester organ, 11
CHICKEN FOBCEMEAT.
over pain.
music," he answered.
tops, in nice condition, for $49
"No," put In Mr. Jasper. "He usee
One second hand Dyer A Hughes, six
Finely chop the breast of a raw chickInsurance Examiner—"And what did
en, add the whites of two eggs, and you say your grandmother died of?" his for a pen rack."—Boston Christian
'Ctave, walnut- case, never been hurt,
hat cost 1125, for 65.
pound in a mortar until smooth; then Feminine Risk—"Why, I can't just re- Register.
rub through a sieve and add slowly
but I'm sure it wasu't anything
One second hand square piano, a nice
member,
heavy cream to make of right consisten- serions."
Capacity.
ne, for 119, worth $140.
cy, which may be determined by poachsuccess
Nothing will give permanent
A. KENXEY, Manager.
Dec. io, 190a.
SEND FOR CATALOGUES.
ing a small quantity in boiling, salted
Tearing Down Signals does not delay In any enterprise of life except native
water. Season with salt and pepper.— storms. Opium-laden "medicines" may
cultivated by honest and perAmerican Kitchen Magazine.
check coughing, but the cold stays. Do capacity
a
—
is often but the
Fer Infinis ndCMdmi Ββ·τ·ΰι·
not trifle; when you begin to cough severing effort. Qenlus
SELLINGS BLOCK,
and
for
receiving
Improving
from
free
capacity
Cold coffee ^dded to stove polish, in· take Allen's Long Balsam,
Maine.1
l itfc·· Pari·»
stead of water, gives far greater lustre. opium, full of healing power.
tap diaclpllna.—George Eliot
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large stock of
and Organs, and have

I have

Pianos

You want

MONEY, and

nice trades in second
want your LOGS and LUM BER.
instruments,
hand

SPRUCE,
HEMLOCK and FIR LOGS, White
Brin»· in your PINE,

Birch Bolts and all kinds of PULP
WOOD and get your CASH down.
Good prices and honest measure at

J

|

W. J.

Wheeler,]

Royal Mill,

South Paris.

MASON LUMBER CO.,
J.

CASTOR IA

III KU Toil IUii AteipJlwfU

